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Early computer researchers sought ways to use the new invention for learning and teaching purposes. Instructional computing at that time took place on mainframes in the form of typing and reading text, but serious efforts were made to further utilize the computer power to serve education. Examples include the Programmed Logic for Automated Teaching Operations (PLATO) (Alpert & Bitzer, 1970) project, which managed to integrate text and graphics, and the Time-shared, Interactive, Computer-Controlled Information Television (TICCIT) (Merril, Schneider, & Fletcher 1980) project, which introduced the concept of learner-controlled instruction. A major advantage in such environments is the availability of information in the centralized system that was sharable by all users. The invention of microcomputers in the late ’70s made it possible for businesses, schools, and homes to enjoy computing. The new small size computers were not restricted to text, but allowed colored graphics, animation, and voice. Input became possible through the mouse, touch screens, scanners, and microphones, in addition, to the keyboard. Various forms of output became possible (in addition to the black-and-white monitor) such as colored monitors, LCDs, colored printers, and speakers. Although at first the new computers were stand-alone and information could not be shared, networking solved this problem. In the late ’70s and early ’80s Apple computers were the first widely available microcomputers that had most of the early courseware, only to be superseded by IBM-compatible computers that gained wide popularity and continued to grow its market share up to present day. Network technologies allowed PCs to communicate and share information and processing power. At first, Local Area Networks (LANs) were developed followed by the Wide Area Networks (WANs), and then the Internet made of LANs and WANs started to grow rapidly. Today, millions of people use the Internet to pursue various businesses, pleasure, and learning activities. However, a major setback in computer-based instruction is the unavailability of tools that make use of the new multimedia technologies to develop the software. Developers tend to glue together various technologies to build the system and struggle to overcome the incompatibilities of software and hardware.

With regard to learning, there is an ongoing debate on the effectiveness of computers to facilitate learning. Research findings vary: some researchers report considerable improvements in learning levels through the use of the computer as a learning medium, while others found little or no improvements. Many researchers
believe that the benefits are attributed to the way computer-based instruction is designed. Alessi and Trollip (2001) emphasize that in order to facilitate learning in an efficient way, the process must include: information presentation, learning guidance, practice, and assessment. Information should be presented using verbal, pictorial, and/or textual representation. Skills to be learned must be modeled, especially the ones that involve following a certain procedure to carry out a task.

Another important approach is the use of examples to illustrate the applications of a concept, rule, skill, or procedure. Learner guidance can be implemented through interaction between the learner and the medium. The learner may answer questions about factual information, apply rules, principles in problem-solving activities, or practice procedural skills. The teaching medium observes the learner going through the lesson and corrects errors, as well as giving suggestions and hints. Practice sessions can be offered to improve the learners’ speed, fluency, and retention. During these sessions the medium may observe and make short corrective statements. Ending a learning session with tests may prompt the start of a new session. Finally, tests give feedback to the level of learning and quality of teaching. Intelligent programs must assess the learner’s knowledge and must decide on the weak areas that need to be enforced. It should offer the learner the chance to continue using parts of the program to improve on those specific areas. Additionally, alternative modes of presentation, examples, and drills could also be useful and may be more suitable to the learner.

Common types of interactive multimedia, as reported by Alessi and Trollip (2001), include tutorials, hypermedia, drills, simulations, and games. Programs that present information and guide the learner are classified as tutorials. Hypermedia programs are more open-ended and allow the learners to choose their own paths through the material. Drills are specifically designed for practice to gain speed, fluency, and retention. Simulations are more complex and can be used for direct instruction. In addition to information presentation, they guide the learner and offer practice sessions. Games are used as discovery environments and may be combined with simulations and drills. They may be used to integrate learning across a number of areas as is often done in adventure gaming. They can be combined with drills and simulations.

Another important question we are often faced with is when to use computers to improve learning. Many believe it is more effective when other media have shortcomings. Example situations in which computer-based instruction can be useful is when the use of other means of learning are either expensive or dangerous, such as in the case of simulators to train pilots, when safety is in concern as in chemistry laboratories, or the need for 3-D and other computer effects that are not supported by other media. Other reasons could be intended learners’ special needs such as visual or auditory disabilities.

In recent years the powers of computers have increased exponentially and the technology related to developing multimedia systems is continually advancing. These advancements, coupled with that of network technologies, made it possible
to build virtual learning environments that can simulate real-life situations and provide a safe, controlled place to learn. Such environments simulate the real world, providing the students with the context for the learning process to take place. They can represent a virtual laboratory in which experiments can be conducted; virtual worlds in any time and place; or virtual office, plant, or store for a company. These allow the student to control the learning process, develop an ability to solve high-level problems, make learning a personal experience, model the complexities and uncertainties of working in the real world, and can also accommodate a wide range of student learning styles.

Another newcomer to the world of education is the virtual university that became possible with the advances of the Internet and the World Wide Web. These offer the learner anywhere in the world a variety of courses and study programs that s/he can access and interact with in the comfort of her/his home. All real university services and functions are simulated on the Internet so that no physical interaction will be needed to complete a program. Such a setup allows learning to reach any person, anywhere, at any time; facilitates group learning; and makes a wide body of learning material timely available.

In recent years multimedia computing has expanded from being a research area to become a field of study taught in universities. It became important for students to learn the development and application of this technology in the field of education and many others, and at the same time researchers continue to offer solutions and improvements. This book presents a collection of the latest research findings in the field of virtual education that is carried out by researchers around the globe. They have been carefully selected from five tracks in the IRMA (Khosrow-Pour, 2002) conference titled, “Issues & Trends of Information Technology Management in Contemporary Organizations.” The book is made up of 18 chapters and organized into the following five parts: The Virtual University, E-Collaboration, Web-Based Learning and Teaching, Effective E-Learning, and IT Teaching Cases.

Four papers related to virtual universities are grouped under the first part. In Chapter One Barjis presents an overview of virtual university studies pertaining to issues, concepts, and trends, and provides recommendations for future designers. The second chapter by Lassila and Howell examines information systems (IS) education criteria and sets guidelines as a framework for the development of online IS programs. The third, by Valenti, Panti, and Leo, addresses the issue of quality assurance of Web-based degrees through the MODASPECTRA (MOtor Disability Assessment SPECialists TRAining) Web-based degree. In the fourth Durrett, Burnell, and Priest present a Smart Agent-based Resource for virtual Advising (SARA).

Papers related to collaboration via the Web are grouped under the E-Collaboration part. Chapter Five, by Fernandes, Holzer, Forte, and Zaerpour, identifies key factors that motivate to share and reuse pedagogical documents. Chapter Six, by L. Gouveia and J. Gouveia, proposes a model for developing a World Wide Web-based system that allows interaction between users and contents. In Chapter Seven Klein
explores normative influence as a barrier to creative idea generation that is present in small groups and suggests IT-based solutions to remove barriers. Chapter Eight by Forzi and Laing presents a new approach for a customer-oriented e-business modeling with specific attention on inter-organizational cooperative networks and re-intermediation, as well as on information management within distributed manufacturing networks.

Part Three gathers a number of papers that address the general use of the Web in teaching and learning. Chapter Nine Stein examines whether gender and age factors affect students’ ICT literacy and Web usage. Chapter 10, by Freedman, Tello, and Lewis, identifies potential communication barriers between instructor and students in an online educational environment, and suggests ways to reduce or eliminate them. Chapter 11, by Espejo, Mana, and Bato, looks into the use of the Internet in the Philippines in education. The paper investigates the reasons behind the difference in the levels of education provided by public and private schools.

The Effective E-Learning part gathers papers that suggest ways to improve computer-based learning. In Chapter 12 Frick, Sautter, and Øverbekk suggest the use of modeling techniques to gain understanding of causes and relationships in learning environments. Chapter 13 by Alkhalifa and Albalooshi introduces a three-dimensional framework aimed at evaluating educational software. Born and Jessup in Chapter 14 discuss the concept of performance assessment in a virtual classroom environment, including the proposition that using traditional assessment processes alone is not sufficient. Chapter 15 by Webster explores the use of cognitive styles and meta-cognitive skills in the design and development of E-Learning environments.

Part Five gathers three selected cases of teaching in IT. Chapter 16, by Asoh, Belardo, and Crnkovic, presents a case study of the Multi-Purpose Access for Customer Relations and Operational Support (MACROS) project, designed to help implement a new vision of business of state agencies within New York State. In Chapter 17 Murtuza discusses the benefits of literary works in systems analysis courses, and management information system curriculum in general. Chapter 18, by Martin, illustrates the problems that can develop quickly when an organization does not have defined goals, effective management, and supporting information systems.
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Part I

The Virtual University
An Overview of Virtual University Studies: Issues, Concepts, Trends

Joseph Barjis
The University of Reading, UK

ABSTRACT
This chapter provides an overview of virtual university studies pertaining to issues, concepts and trends. Although numerous papers, reports and booklets are published with respect to that, there is still lack of an overview of virtual universities. In this chapter, the author tries to draw basic directions of the virtual university studies and developments. These basic directions grasp virtual universities’ issues, concepts and trends in general, model, definition and basic characteristics of virtual universities in particular. The author goes on giving some educational and financial features of future higher education. It is discussed that virtual universities and distance learning are currently lacking in some areas that need to be paid attention to in the future. The chapter concludes with some recommendations for the future designers of virtual universities and distance learning programs.

INTRODUCTION
Numerous papers, books, seminars workshops and conferences are dedicated to the introduction and study of virtual universities (VUs). However, there is still lacking a profound concept and overall view of VUs, and their related issues and
Virtual University: What is the Meaning of "Virtual"?

Recently many universities have started projects, written papers, and organized meetings and workshops dealing with the development of "virtual university." Analyzing what is really done or meant with this, you may find the following activities:

- Teaching materials—programs, syllabi, courses, assignments, etc.—are posted to the intranet/Internet in a way that allows students to access them from anywhere at anytime.
- All the course and teaching materials could be accessible by all branches of the university and other partner universities in order to deliver them simultaneously to different students at different locations.
- Study programs could be as selectable and flexible, as they on one hand meet the demands of quality education; on the other hand, they meet exactly the needs and goals of the students.
- All university services and functions (such as administration, library, social life, meetings with staff and lecturers, cafes and so on) are simulated on the Internet so that no physical interaction will be needed any more to complete a study program.
- A central institution offers combinations of study programs or courses from different universities to create one’s own curriculum (broker institution).

The above mentioned are just some representative features of a VU. They don’t claim to be complete coverage of such features. In reality, VUs and related features progress and change so dynamically that it is hard to make any ultimate list of features.

The Information Age and the ICT developments provided an opportunity for new levels of multi-institutional, multistate and multinational collaboration to provide postsecondary education and training through existing and emerging global networks. Collaborating institutions can deliver modules, courses and degrees to individuals and groups of learners who interact with faculty and with organized learning materials, in both real-time and delayed-time (asynchronous) modes. This enriched educational environment envisioned by many academic leaders is captured in the phrase “the virtual university” (Twigg & Oblinger, 1996).

What is the Mission of VU?

The mission of a VU is explained by the challenge of our time to the higher education system, which is formulated as follows: Evolving from an Industrial
Age University to an Information Age University—from bricks-based university to electronic components-based university—from walls surrounded university to wires surrounded university—from human professors to digital professors—from hard books to electronic books....

Why VU?

In our ever-continuing changing life and ongoing technology application to all spheres of the life of the society, sustainable self-development is a key to competitiveness in the information age.

With application of new and modern information communication technology, more and more possibilities become accessible to each member of the society. Worldwide use of the Internet makes it possible for educators and learners to reach each other without barrier of space and time. In its turn, it opens the door to continuing education, sharing experience and knowledge, learning as often as the modern technology demands for new and new skills.

In-depth discussion and arguments about the mentioned issues will be given later on in the related sections of this chapter.

This chapter is designed as three sections, each dedicated to one of three key directions of the virtual university study. The first section focuses on the virtual university ISSUES (problems, obstacles, lacks). The second section covers the virtual university CONCEPTS (basic definitions, concepts and ideas behind a virtual university). In addition, the section introduces some models of VU. The third section is dedicated to current TRENDS of virtual universities from educational and technical perspectives. It concludes with brief information about some existing VU. The conclusion summarizes results of this chapter and indicates future research related to the topic.

ISSUES

As the title itself suggests, this section addresses some social, legal and technical problems, obstacles and lacks in virtual learning. In order to disclose these issues, let's start this section from a healthy skepticism. Doing this, the author cites the following question from Gladieux and Swail (1999):

Will management pundit Peter Drucker's prediction that the residential university will cease to exist within 30 years come true? Will "virtual instruction" replace face-to-face lectures, office hours and review sessions? How will the expanding, interactive computer networks of today change the global market for higher education? And more importantly, will the new technologies expand opportunities for those who have been
traditionally underrepresented in higher education or deepen the divide between the educational haves and have-nots?

Answers to these questions depend on how the idea of “virtual university” is implemented, how “virtual instruction” takes place and what will be the range of an average virtual university. Most virtual universities are limited to the boundary of their own state or country. Many virtual universities, at the present stage, serve only a limited population, which makes it unfair to state that they have reached the basic goal, “learning anytime and from anyplace.”

An important issue is recognition of diplomas and degrees achieved through virtual universities.” There is a great distrust about the quality of education via virtual universities.” Concerning this issue, very little progress is made to grant recognition of degrees awarded through virtual universities. Definitely, first of all, there should be developed, defined and established clear and sound criteria for degrees to be recognized. Probably, there is also a need for classification of fields, where students are allowed to get degrees, and fields where it is not possible to completely study via virtual universities—i.e., fields of study like medicine, biology, chemistry, etc., where virtual education is very hard, if not impossible.

Another issue is social justice. With total emphasis on ICT and Internet access, again education remains a privilege of children with better family income, support and technological awareness, especially in countries where the Internet is still treated as a privilege rather than a daily means of communications.

Very little is known about the number of students and employers who make use of online course offerings. However, individuals who are poor, minority and whose parents are less educated have less access to the Internet either at home or at school; thus, disparity between those who can benefit from virtual education and training and those who cannot is created. In addition to having limited experience with technology, traditionally underrepresented students may benefit more from the traditional delivery systems than the virtual campus (Gladiex & Swail, 1999).

As of yet, no one is regulating the quality and relative utility of each of these providers, and as such, whether or not virtual education and training truly “levels the playing field” is yet to be determined.

Another serious issue is social, cultural and psychological aspects—how to prevent that distance learning will not cause further isolation of a human being from the society. Just recall your college years spent at a traditional university environment and remember how much you have benefited from attending courses along with other fellow students; how much you have learned about various cultures, people and countries studying along with other fellow students from different countries; how you mastered teamwork through joint assignments and projects.

Though it should be also understandable that virtual universities are demands of the time, it is dictated by tremendous demand for facilities and possibilities for adults to participate in ever-lasting education without disrupting from industry. The best
thing in this respect is to take advantage of both traditional and virtual universities. So, the above statement by Peter Drucker could be interpreted as: traditional universities have to undergo serious changes to meet the requirements of our time. It means to mix the traditional education system with a virtual one. Here, probably, it is necessary to distinguish between continuing/distance education for adults, and college education for young students. At this stage, virtual universities are directed more towards an adult population rather than young college students.

Despite healthy skepticism stated at the beginning of this section, there are very promising results created by virtual universities and distance learning in this short period.

Some experiments which directly compare Web-based learning with traditional institutions have been conducted within academic settings in recent years. These experiments consistently indicate that students can learn via the Web just as effectively, or in some cases more effectively, than those in traditional classroom (Hall, 1999).

Distance learning has gotten a bad rap. The perception of the public is that online courses are easier (e-learning).

Ed Klonoski, Executive Director of the Connecticut Distance Learning Consortium, concurs with Gunn: “The public does not understand distance education. What does distance learning mean? The Net is like a giant elephant. Everyone touches one part of it. Some use e-mail. Some use other delivery forms.” As in the parable of the blind men and the elephant, people promulgate opinions concerning e-learning and whether or not it ought to be trusted based on the isolated part of the beast that they have touched.

So, summarizing all above, virtual universities’ specialists need to worry about the standards for virtual education, appropriate interactive technologies, public awareness, etc. It must be stressed that despite the all existing obstacles and problems, the future dictates in favor of distance and virtual education. 

CONCEPTS

If, just a few years ago, VU was discussed as an idea, now it is a reality. Today there exist hundreds of VUs in almost all continents, every state of the USA and many European countries.

The VU system is designed for working adults who cannot afford the time away from jobs and families, people who want to study in the USA from their home country Africa or in Europe for their home country in Asia. Finally, this system is designed for those who want to make education their lifelong learning business. Furthermore, this system is designed to transform your life experience and practical skills into academic credits and achieve your goal faster, easier and better. In a word, the VU idea is to bring the university to students instead of calling on students to universities,
to adapt the university to students instead of adapting students to the university—this is not anymore an instructor-centric process, but student-centric. To use the power of modern information technologies to dramatically increase access to global educational resources throughout the world—this must be top priority in the mission of virtual universities.

Online learning gives you the flexibility to meet your education goals at your convenience—anyplace, anytime! All you need is access to a computer and the Internet, and you’re ready to take advantage of the many online programs and courses offered by the best colleges and universities and other providers.

**VU Models**

An important role in the success and growth of VUs is information technology. It is technology that makes it possible for distance learning universities to be successful, just in time and up-to-date. Some of these technological components, that comprise a technical environment for virtual universities, are graphically represented in Figure 1. These components are the most important technological aspects of a virtual university system that together provide a Distance Learning Support System (DLSS).

---

*Figure 1: A Model and Components of a Virtual University*
Model: The African Virtual University (http://www.avu.org)

The African Virtual University’s (AVU’s) delivery model combines a creative integration of satellite and Internet technologies that allows it to provide quality educational content from all over the world at an affordable cost, while taking into account the technological and infrastructure limitations that currently prevail in Africa. AVU places a high premium on interactivity and local learner support so as to ensure pedagogical effectiveness.

World-class professors from universities around the globe deliver classes from a studio classroom. The course is transmitted to AVU’s central uplink facilities in Clarksburg, Maryland, and then beamed by satellite to its learning centers all across Africa, which are each equipped with an inexpensive satellite dish required to receive the signal.

The typical AVU classroom has between 25-30 students, sitting at their desks watching the broadcast on large-screen projectors, television monitors or computers. During the class, students have the opportunity for real-time interaction with the instructor using phone lines or e-mail. This framework allows a student in Rwanda, for example, to pose a question to a professor in Togo or Paris that can be heard and commented upon by students in Benin and Senegal. At each participating AVU learning center, on-site moderators guide the students through the materials and act as liaison with course instructors.

Each AVU learning center is equipped with at least 50 computers and Internet access.

Model: New Jersey Virtual University (http://www.njvu.org)

Distance learning opportunities available through New Jersey Virtual University (NJVU) are designed to meet the varied educational needs of a broad range of students using a mix of methods and technologies. You should consider what delivery methods are best suited to your individual educational needs and learning style.

For example, if you need the flexibility to work at odd hours and enjoy using your computer to interact with others electronically, then asynchronous online courses may work well for you. If you are interested in regular feedback and discussion, you should seek out offerings that will afford the greatest opportunity to interact with faculty and other students, such as courses delivered over the Internet or via interactive television.

Types of VU
- Granting a degree
- Mediating for a degree/serving as a Web-based clearinghouse for courses and degrees offered by member institutions
Basic Concepts

Listed below are primary considerations for any institution desiring to become information age (Childs, n.d.):

**Customized education**, where each individual receives basics, then tailors the educational experience to meet their own needs and learning style.

**Just-in-time education**, where knowledge is sought at a time and location relevant to the learner’s need.

**Facilitated learning options**, where the teacher structures the learning environment/resources/activities.

**Learning organizations**, where new, timely information constantly forces the reevaluation and restructuring of processes, fundamental beliefs and databases.

**Collaborative efforts**, where individuals interact in such forums as town meetings or virtual conferences.

**Connectivity**, where individuals have open access to a variety of information and databases (LANs, WANs, internets, extract) as well as experts and other students.

The following are the most important opportunities that a VU provides:

**Variety of programs/extensive curricula/great choice**

You don’t need to wait until next semester for the desired course. You are not forced to get the required amount of credits within the curricula of one university. You are free to choose the cheapest courses, from the favorite colleges and professors.

Usually, **virtual** universities consist of numerous member institutions, in which case they serve as clearinghouse for courses and programs. When you enroll in one of these programs, you can select courses offered by any of the participating universities. For example, just for the sake of comparison, here we look at some facts of virtual universities.

- **The California Virtual Campus** (http://www.cvc.edu) has 131 schools, 3,692 courses and 170 programs.
- **The Canadian Virtual University** (http://www.cvucan.ca/english.html), comprising 13 universities, offers 2,000 courses to choose from, and the list is growing.
- **The New Jersey Virtual University** (http://www.njvu.org) provides an easy-to-use index to over 1,300 credit and noncredit distance learning courses offered by 42 of the state’s public and independent higher education institutions.
- **Virtual University** (http://www.vu.org) claims to be the world’s largest online learning community, serving half a million students and alumni in 128 countries.
VU Web Manager Richard Dean says, “Nearly 60% of our students at Virtual University are in the 40-59 age bracket, and this is by far our largest audience.”

None of the traditional universities can afford such a great opportunity, variety of program and extensive curricula including the world largest universities. You may complete your degree from anywhere in the world. Here’s what to expect as a student at a VU:

**Program Convenience**—Earn your master’s or doctoral degree from the convenience of your home or workplace. The WIDU degree programs make it easy for you to further educational goals and professional objectives.

**Rigorous, Flexible Curricula**—Guide your own course of study with the help of the faculty mentors. Relate research to your personal interest and design projects that satisfy curriculum requirements and your professional objectives.

**Personalized Support**—Expect regular and frequent one-on-one interaction with faculty mentors, who provide mentorship and collegial guidance.

**Strong Faculty Mentors**—Carefully recruited scholars, highly skilled academicians and working professionals, our faculty members bring strong credentials and practical experience to the development of each student.

---

**Global learning community**

A good distance learning program should adhere to the same academic standards as the institution’s traditional courses and programs. The institution should provide students with complete information regarding: the course and degree requirements, the nature of faculty/student interaction, assumptions about technological competence and skills, technical equipment requirements, and any difference between on-campus and distance learning tuition and fee charges.

Students should also expect equivalent access to academic and administrative support services, such as library and learning resources, advisement and counseling, registration, financial aid resources and other appropriate services.

Distance learning offerings that provide for discussion groups and other opportunities for participants to share ideas and learn from each other further enrich the academic experience, as does timely interaction with faculty. In most cases, distance education is learner-centered, with faculty functioning as a facilitator or moderator rather than a lecturer. It is a mistake, however, to think that distance learning will be easier than learning in conventional classes; you may find it requires more work, and it certainly requires self-discipline.

To summarize all the mentioned concepts, definitions and features related to virtual universities, the following statement can be made: each institution strictly following the following characteristics can be considered as an information age university, consequently as a virtual university.
Main Characteristics of a VU

- The university is completely based on ICT facilities with constant access to the Internet.
- The university provides selectable and flexible study programs everywhere and at any time in the range of its coverage (city, state, country or continent).
- Students, staff and faculty are IT competent…on the desktop, in the classroom and lecture hall, and in the simulation “center.”
- State-of-the-art hardware and software are at hand (Chilcoat, n.d.).
- Institutional IT infrastructure (classroom, lecture hall, campus) is state-of-the-art (Chilcoat, n.d.).
- Academic programs are IT-based, “as appropriate” (Chilcoat, n.d.).
- University is a “learning organization”…shared vision…shared situational awareness…everyone contributes…is flat, seamless, tailor able and virtual (Chilcoat, n.d.).
- Students are taught and practiced in the art and science of “thinking in the information age” (Chilcoat, n.d.).

Delivery Methods/Modes, Means, Technology

The courses and programs in virtual universities are offered using various means of technology. In some cases, courses are provided online, requiring access to a computer with a modem. Others may need a VCR, access to an interactive classroom or other technology. The following are the most used terms for delivery methods/modes.

Audio Tapes—Taking a class by listening to all or part of it on your tape cassette machine.

Video Tapes—Taking a class by listening to all or part of it on your VCR player.

CD/Multimedia—A class, some or all of whose content is stored on a CD-ROM disk. This content can contain text, sound, video, graphics, animations and files to be downloaded (which means to receive a file into your computer from a remote computer and store it there).

Interactive TV—A class where you are seated in a specially equipped room where you can see, hear and converse back and forth with your professor and fellow classmates who may be located in one or more similarly equipped rooms no where near yours.

TV/Cable TV/Public TV/Satellite TV—Taking a class by watching all or part of it on your television set.

Correspondence Mail—Taking a class, some or all of whose content and discussions between you and your professor are carried out via printed communications, which are largely exchanged through surface mail.
E-Mail—Taking a class by communicating in part or entirely by using electronic mail or messages sent from one person, such as your professor, to another via computer networks.

Internet/Web—Taking a class where you will be asked to find information on numerous topics including, for example, your course curriculum, course content and course notes by visiting designated websites.

PC-Based Interactive—Taking a class, which involves your taking part in computer-based electronic discussions and dialogs among yourself, your professor and your classmates.

TRENDS

Generally, there three trends that must be mentioned as virtual universities progress. These are educational, technical and legal (social cultural) trends. The last trend is about how virtual universities are accepted by the society and people. How progresses recognition of this type of universities? Do these universities represent the actual future of the higher education system? For further discussions, we take a look at some works by other authors.

Creanor et al. (1996) introduce Clyde Virtual University as Europe’s first virtual university. Although this article is focused on this particular university, some results and conclusions can be extended to any VU. For example, in this work the authors define VU trends in two aspects—educational and technical trends having a profound influence on higher education.

Educational Trends

- Increasing student numbers
- Wider diversity of student backgrounds
- Reaching out to the wider community—lifelong learning
- Tighter funding
- Movement towards a standard curriculum

Technical Trends

- Increased bandwidth
- Massive increase in the use of the Internet
- The development of ‘virtual’ libraries, laboratories and campuses

Some other important trends in the development of virtual universities are as follows; however, due to limited space and scope of the chapter, they are listed
without detailed description. For a detailed list and description, interested readers are referred to Twigg (1997).

**Lifelong learning**

Due to rapid changes taking place in business and industry, in addition to the rightsizing of corporations, the average worker can anticipate having six or seven different careers in the course of a lifetime. Reskilling is becoming a requirement for employees. Companies are reengineering themselves and revamping fundamental work processes, resulting in fewer people left to do more things.

**New competencies**

Proficiency in using technology is now, for all practical purposes, a required competency in the workforce; it is becoming another basic skill. Ninety-five, if not 100% of all workers use some type of information technology in their jobs. The capacity for individuals to use technology both independently and collaboratively in their work is increasingly required. No one person has all the competencies needed in today’s high-performance workplace; collaboration is essential. Is higher education staying abreast of these new competencies?

**Telecommuting or telework**

Millions of people around the world work from a home office. This number dramatically grows with each month and year. In a near future, most of working population of our society will be employed in home-based businesses. Telecommuting/teleworking is becoming a way of life.

**Changing demographics**

The changing demographics of higher education are placing new demands on institutions. A million working adults are currently enrolled part time in American and European colleges and universities.

**Increasing demand**

Current studies show an incredible growth in older and employed students seeking skills enhancement and continuing education, and the numbers go much higher each month and year.

**Knowledge explosion**

The world’s volume of new information is increasing at such a rapid pace that a class of this year will be exposed to more new data in a year than their grandparents encountered in a lifetime. Knowledge doubles every seven years.
Globalization

Globalization of the world’s economies is leading to increased emphasis on internationalization of the curriculum.

Productivity

With declining budgets and increasing enrollments in higher education, there is a continuing push to find ways to get more scholars for the Dollar/Euro. Demands for greater productivity in higher education continue to be heard with greater frequency than anytime in the past.

New definitions of quality

Students expect to participate in a learning environment that fosters measurable improvement in their skill development, not just during college but also throughout their careers. Students are increasingly selecting curricula that enhance their chances of both initial and sustained employment.

A more competitive environment

Students are using their purchasing power to be more selective about which institutions they attend. Colleges challenge each other’s strategic positions for funds and students.

Future and Financing of VU

Greater competition in the learning marketplace has the potential to benefit learners by offering more choices, more delivery options, lower costs and increased flexibility.

In the debate over the changes higher education must make to respond to the needs of 21st-century learners, two distinct viewpoints dominate. One view is that the role of the university should not be lost in an effort to compete with nontraditional providers such as training institutes. Advocates argue there is more to education than learning specific job-related skills. For instance, students may not know what they want or need, and the traditional institution provides guidance, structure and organization. More importantly, students may not appreciate enough the college atmosphere, whereby meeting other students, doing joint works, conducting team projects, they can develop themselves in the sense of sociability, team spirit, ability to work with different people and in different environments.

The following are some features of future higher education:

- **Most students are not seeking degrees.** Instead, modularization enables them to meet their particular learning needs, often tied to job or career goals.
- **Curricular materials are outcome oriented.** Some outcomes relate to the goals of a liberal arts education; others are defined more along the lines of skills.
The faculty role has changed. As a greater amount of codified knowledge is captured in courseware, the role of the faculty member is increasingly that of mentor or leader in the learning process.

**Faculty labor** is applied at times and in circumstances when it is needed—*that is, on-demand*—rather than on a fixed schedule such as the three-lectures-per-week model (Massy, 1997).

The **economics of supply and demand** in the new competitive environment keep the costs of basic courses and programs low.

**Unique offerings garner higher incomes** for their providers.

In addition to faculty salaries, **institutional resources are expended on course materials, instructional technologies and academic support**. Some or all of those may be *purchased* from other higher education institutions and from private providers. The proportion of the budget allocated to faculty salaries is declining.

The move away from site-based educational delivery has required **different kinds of capital investments** for infrastructure.

Educational **funding now follows the learner** rather than the institution.

Because employers have continued to reduce their numbers of core, benefited employees in favor of part-time workers or contracted/outsourced services, most students pay directly for the education they need.

Because more students are in the workforce than in the initial college-going population, more **students pay directly** for the education they need.

Public institutions **no longer receive a substantial amount of state funding**. Revenue sources include tuition, contracts with employers and other agencies of state government for training, sale of courses and courseware to other institutions, and low-interest state loans.

---

**SOME INFORMATION AGE UNIVERSITIES**

The following are some of **virtual universities** spread all over the world. Information about these universities are retrieved from their websites, therefore some facts could be valid only at the moment of retrieval—for example, number of courses, programs, collaborative institutions, etc. Although the choice of these virtual universities was mainly dictated by Internet search engines, they do represent leading virtual universities at the moment. It should be noted immediately that due to space restriction, just a few universities are introduced in this part. The purpose is to give readers an idea and brief information about some virtual universities, without interrupting the reading by visiting the sites in search of such information. However, for interested readers the website addresses are provided for further investigation.
University of Phoenix (http://www.phoenix.edu/)

Founded in 1976, the University of Phoenix is now one of the United States’ largest private accredited universities. It provides a relevant, real-world education to working adults at more than 107 campuses and learning centers in the U.S., Puerto Rico and Canada, and via the Internet. Currently, the university enroll 103,200 degree-seeking students.

DeVry Institutes (http://www.devry.edu/)

DeVry’s historical roots lie in the technical education movement of the early 1900s. In 1931, Dr. Herman DeVry established DeForest Training School in Chicago to prepare students for technical work in electronics, motion pictures, radio and, later, television. The name was changed to DeVry Technical Institute in 1953, and it became the flagship of the current system of campuses. In 1968, the name was once again changed, to DeVry Institute of Technology.

The 21 DeVry campuses in the United States and Canada compose one of the largest private higher education systems in North America. Currently, DeVry campuses are located in Arizona, California, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Texas, Virginia, Washington, Alberta and Ontario, Canada, serving some 47,000 students.

The DeVry system has expanded in curriculum and degree offerings as well. In 1957, the DeVry Institutes achieved associate-degree-granting status in electronics engineering technology and 12 years later were authorized to grant bachelor’s degrees in the same discipline. Computer Science for Business (later renamed Computer Information Systems) was introduced in 1979 as DeVry’s second bachelor’s degree program.

U.S. DeVry campuses are accredited by The Higher Learning Commission and are members of the North Central Association (NCA).

The California Virtual Campus (http://www.cvc.edu/)

The California Virtual Campus was created under the auspices of the Chancellor’s Office for the California Community Colleges. One of its major responsibilities is the continuation of the Web-based distance-education catalog developed by the California Virtual University. CVU ceased operations in March 1999. CVC is maintained by El Camino College and Santa Monica College.

The CVC has 131 schools, 3,692 courses and 170 programs. The California Virtual Campus does not grant degrees or certificates. Through its service, learners can find out about courses and certificate or degree programs offered at a distance by California’s leading institutions of higher education; and it connects learners to the appropriate campus to enroll and find out more information.
The mission of the California Virtual Campus (CVC) is to bring the best of California higher education to full- and part-time students in California, the United States and throughout the world. CVC is intended to expand access within California to post-secondary education and assist the state in meeting the needs of a significant portion of the nearly 500,000 additional students projected to enter California’s higher education institutions over the next decade.

Additionally, CVC seeks to provide to California employers a means by which they can improve the productivity of their workforce through an extensive network of high-quality, distance-education programs and services. As California’s large corporations launch sophisticated intranets and small businesses utilize the Internet, CVC can provide access to a wide range of courses and programs delivered over these new platforms.

New Jersey Virtual University (http://www.njvu.org/)

NJVU provides an easy-to-use index to over 1,300 credit and noncredit distance learning courses offered by 42 of the state’s public and independent higher education institutions. The index also includes more than 40 complete degree and certificate programs, at the undergraduate and graduate level. NJVU coordinates distance learning for the state, but is not a degree granting institution. After finding the right course or program for you, registration takes place at the host institution.

The index allows users to search for desired courses or programs by institution, subject area, mode of instruction or other criteria. It enables users to combine criteria to locate the precise offerings that best meet their needs. The index also enables users to link directly to an institution’s distance learning Web page or online catalogue for specific information regarding courses, admission, registration, cost and other facts about the institution. In addition to course and program information, NJVU provides valuable resources to faculty members interested in online teaching and technology-mediated instruction.

Distance learning through New Jersey’s colleges and universities provides flexibility and an increased opportunity to meet individual and workforce needs. The courses and programs offered by New Jersey higher education institutions respond to the needs of a diverse population of learners requiring flexible timeframes and convenient ways to access education.

The African Virtual University (http://www.avu.org/)

The African Virtual University (AVU) is a “university without walls” that uses modern information and communication technologies to give the countries of sub-Saharan Africa direct access to some of the highest quality academic faculty and learning resources throughout the world. AVU is bridging the digital divide by training world-class scientists, engineers, technicians, business managers and other profes-
sionals who will promote economic and social development and help Africa leapfrog into the Knowledge Age.

Since the launch of its pilot phase in 1997, AVU has provided students and professionals in 15 African countries with more than 2,500 hours of interactive instruction in English and in French. More than 12,000 students have completed semester-long courses in engineering and in the sciences, and over 2,500 professionals have attended executive and professional management seminars on topics such as strategy and innovation, entrepreneurship, global competencies, e-commerce and Y2K.

AVU also provides students access to an online digital library with over 1,000 full-text journals, and more than 10,000 free e-mail accounts have been opened and can be accessed through the AVU website.

Kentucky Virtual University (http://www.kyvu.org)

The Kentucky Virtual University (KYVU) was created in 1997 with passage of the Kentucky Postsecondary Education Improvement Act. Opening its doors to 235 students in the inaugural Fall 1999 term, the virtual university grew quickly to over 3,200 students by Spring 2001. KYVU plays a critical role in achieving the goals for 2020 outlined in that legislation. The virtual university is dedicated to playing a major role in fulfilling the Council on Postsecondary’s goal of adding 80,000 more students to the college ranks by the Year 2020.

Western Governors University (http://www.wgu.edu)

In late 1998, Western Governors University (WGU) began operation as the United States’ first exclusively virtual university. WGU was formed by the governors of 17 states (plus Guam), along with a number of business partners including Microsoft, Sun Systems, IBM and AT&T. It has no plans to hire faculty, but will procure its online academic materials from businesses and institutions of higher education in the U.S. or other countries. Students anywhere in the world can enroll. WGU’s mission is to “expand educational opportunities for learners everywhere” and provide access to a “dispersed population of students who might not otherwise have access to higher education and to those needing workplace training.”

On June 6, 2001, the Accrediting Commission of the Distance Education and Training Council (DETC) announced that WGU has been granted accreditation. There are more than 50 institutions offering courses or degrees through WGU.

Canadian Virtual University (http://www cvu-uvc.ca)

Canadian Virtual University (CVU) is a partnership of universities across Canada, committed to delivering university-level programs that can be completed
from anywhere in the country or beyond. CVU comprises 13 Canadian universities offering over 175 programs available through the Internet or by distance education.

Clyde Virtual University (http://cvu.strath.ac.uk/)

Clyde Virtual University (CVU) was founded in 1995 with funding from the Scottish Higher Education Funding Council to develop and deliver Internet-based teaching materials to students registered at five institutions in the West of Scotland. Founded in 1995 as Europe’s first virtual university, CVU combines the academic and technical strengths of Glasgow, Strathclyde, Glasgow Caledonian and Paisley universities, together with the Glasgow School of Art. It has become the central repository for learning material for these institutions.

Virtual University (http://www.vu.org)

Virtual University claims to be the world’s largest online learning community, serving half a million students and alumni in 128 countries. VU Web Manager Richard Dean says, “Nearly 60% of our students at Virtual University are in the 40-59 age bracket, and this is by far our largest audience.”

The World Information Distributed University (http://www.widu.ru)

WIDU takes advantage of both VU and conventional universities. VU means that WIDU has professors from other universities, collaboration with other universities, distance learning opportunity, etc. Conventional means that WIDU has campuses, departments, educational sites, etc. Another big difference, WIDU confers degrees upon outstanding personalities, political and public figures. It also awards honorary degrees to outstanding professors.

But, what is most important, WIDU is a degree-granting institution that offers degrees at all high levels—MSc, PhD and Grand PhD (this is a Postdoctoral Degree, equivalent to Doctor of Science, or German Habilitation).

CONCLUSION

From the study in this chapter, the first important conclusion that can be derived is, distance learning will not replace the traditional classroom setting, but it provides extraordinary opportunities for students, particularly those constrained by time or location.
Concerning quality programs, the programs should include a number of the same elements contained in a traditional university: technical support, individualized attention to students, mentoring and faculty-student exchanges.

Based on the view of various authors and experts, the following recommendation could be helpful for the designers of future virtual university systems, curricula and programs; makers and providers of technology; and public policymakers: make access a central concern, keep the allure of technology in perspective and learn from past ventures in distance education. Try to keep traditional universities open for those who will prefer to get their degrees in the traditional environment and enjoy studying along with other fellow students.

As future work, the author is planning to capture the mentioned issues and aspects in separate and in more detail. Each of the mentioned issues is a topic for a profound research work.
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ABSTRACT

The Web-based delivery of online IS baccalaureate programs is a recent innovation. While IS researchers have identified a number of key factors related to the effective online delivery of individual courses, little empirical evidence exists to suggest “best practices” in the development and delivery of a complete four-year IS online degree program. This chapter examines and synthesizes IS education criteria from two sources: the Computer Sciences Accreditation Commission, which recently established criteria for accrediting programs in information systems, and the Regional Accrediting Commissions, which issued guidelines for the evaluation of electronically offered degree and certificate programs. The result is a set of guidelines that act as a framework for the development of online baccalaureate programs in computer information systems that addresses both IS and online accreditation requirements.
INTRODUCTION
The current and projected nationwide shortage of information systems (IS) professionals is driving a renewed interest in IS education, as companies strive to hire new IS graduates and retrain existing employees. One solution to the growing demand for IS education is the use of the World Wide Web as an educational delivery mode. The proliferation of commercially available Web-based training products is evidence of the potential of this educational delivery mode to address the needs of industry and the economy. In addition, Web-based educational delivery has been widely accepted as an effective learning platform by students, teachers and academic administrators (Tillett, 2000). Colleges and universities are entering the online education arena in increasing numbers. While much is known about how to effectively deliver individual courses online, what do we know about how to effectively deliver the entire IS degree online? What do we need to know to provide a quality IS educational experience via the Internet?

This chapter addresses the questions posed above by presenting a framework for the development of the online IS baccalaureate degree expressed as a set of quality guidelines. The guidelines are developed through a synthesis of drafts from two relevant authorities on IS and online education: the Computer Sciences Accreditation Board (CSAB) of the Accrediting Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET), and the Council of Regional Accrediting Commissions (C-RAC), comprising eight United States regional accrediting bodies.

The next section discusses the background and development of draft guidelines by both the CSAB and C-RAC and their current status. The synthesis of the draft guidelines from both accrediting entities creates the basis for a set of guidelines to direct the development of online baccalaureate programs in IS which are presented in the following section. The model is then discussed, along with its implications for effective Web-based IS degree delivery. Future directions for research and practice are then presented, followed by key conclusions.

BACKGROUND
Web-based education has been touted as the new teaching paradigm for over six years. In the IS field, most faculty use the Web to facilitate and enhance existing courses, while few use it as a replacement for traditional teaching approaches. Darbyshire and Burgess (2002) report that educators have found the Web useful for supporting teaching in a variety of ways. These include: assignment distribution, collection and grading (Boysen & Van Gorp, 1997); grade/performance distribution and reporting; and informing students of important notices (Landon, 1998). Some of the key advantages of Web-based teaching assistance include: support for interactivity between students and educators, ease of course information dissemination, use as
a real-time communication medium, and the support for text, graphics, audio and video tools (Kaynama & Keesling, 2000).

The online delivery of complete four-year IS programs is a recent innovation. While many institutions offer a number of IS courses online, few offer an accredited IS baccalaureate degree online. As such, little empirical research exists that provides evidence for a set of “best practices” in IS online degree delivery. Much of the literature is anecdotal or based on limited case study. Given the lack of empirical research on effective Web-based delivery of IS programs, the framework presented in the next section is principally derived from the key guidelines established for electronically offered degrees accepted by the Council of Regional Accrediting Commissions (initially drafted by the Western Cooperative for Educations Telecommunications/ Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE), 1999); and from the criteria for accrediting programs in information systems developed and adopted by the Computer Sciences Accreditation Board (CSAB) of the Accrediting Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET). Since accreditation of academic programs is highly desirable to most institutions and prospective students, the guidelines drafted by the C-RAC and the criteria drafted by the CSAB form a reasonable basis for the guidelines for the development of a Web-based IS degree. Each of these criteria are discussed below.

The Computing Sciences Accreditation Board (CSAB) produced Version 5.2 of “Draft Criteria for Accrediting Programs in Information Systems” in August 2000 (CSAB, 2000). The criteria were adapted for information systems programs from the previously established accrediting criteria for programs in computer science. The key objectives of the criteria are “to assure an adequate foundation in business, general education, mathematics, social sciences and information systems fundamentals, and to assure appropriate preparation in advanced information systems areas” (CSAB, p. 1).

Overall, an information systems program must be designed to provide a broad general education at the baccalaureate level and prepare students to function effectively in the information systems profession in order to be considered for CSAB accreditation. While the CSAB draft criteria do not specifically address distance education or online degree programs, these programs are eligible for evaluation and accreditation review.

The criteria address eight major categories: program objectives and assessments, students, faculty, curriculum, technology infrastructure, institutional support and financial resources, program facilities and institutional facilities. These categories, summarized in Table 1, were to be applied to CSAB evaluation of information systems programs beginning in 2001.

The Western Cooperative for Educational Telecommunications/Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE), recognized for its substantial expertise in the field of distance learning, initially developed a draft of guidelines for electronically offered degree programs in 1999 with the purpose of reflecting current
best practice in online program delivery (Academe, 2001; WICHE, 1999). The eight regional accrediting commissions responsible for accrediting United States colleges and universities used the WICHE draft as the basis for developing “Guidelines for the Evaluation of Electronically Offered Degree and Certificate Programs” for accrediting degree programs offered electronically. The Council of Regional Accrediting Commissions (C-RAC), the organizational body for the eight commissions, undertook the development of the draft to respond to the ongoing emergence of technologically mediated instruction offered at a distance (C-RAC, 1999).

Table 1: Comparison of CSAB IS Criteria and C-RAC Guidelines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>CASB IS Criteria</th>
<th>C-RAC Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| (1) Institutional Context, Support and Financial Resources | • Sufficient support for faculty to enable program to attract/retain high-quality faculty capable of supporting the program’s objectives  
• Sufficient support/financial resources to allow faculty members to attend technical meetings to maintain competence as teachers and scholars  
• Support and recognition of faculty scholarly activities  
• Sufficient office support for faculty members  
• Adequate time assigned for administration of the program  
• Sufficient program resources and atmosphere to function effectively with the rest of the institution  
• Sufficient resources to acquire/maintain adequate laboratory facilities  
• Sufficient resources to support library and information retrieval facilities that meet the needs of the program  
• Evidence of continuity of institutional support and financial resources | • Program is consistent with the institution’s role and mission  
• Notification/consultation with accrediting commission if program represents a major change to educational goals, intended student population, curriculum, modes/venue of instruction  
• Institution budgets/policies reflect commitment to target students of electronically offered programs  
• Articulation/transfer policies judge courses/programs on learning outcomes, not modes of delivery  
• Assure consistent/coherent technical framework for students/faculty; minimize impact of technological change on students/faculty  
• Technical support provided to students for all hardware, software and delivery systems required in a program  
• Selection of technologies is based on appropriateness for the students and the curriculum  
• Institution observes the legal and regulatory requirements of the jurisdictions in which it operates |
| (2) Institutional Facilities | • Library adequately staffed with professional librarians and support personnel  
• Library technical collection includes up-to-date texts, reference works, and publications of professional and research organizations  
• Systems for locating/obtaining electronic information available  
• Classrooms adequately equipped for courses taught in them  
• Faculty offices adequate to enable faculty members to meet their responsibilities | |
The guidelines focused on providing assistance to institutions in planning distance education activities, and on providing a self-assessment framework for institutions already involved in such endeavors (C-RAC, 1999).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>CASB IS Criteria</th>
<th>C-RAC Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| (5) Curriculum | - Curriculum combines professional requirements with general education requirements and electives to prepare students for a professional career in IS<br>- Curriculum covers basic and advanced topics in IS as well as an emphasis on the IS environment<br>- Curricula consistent with widely recognized models and standards<br>- Specific requirements:  
  - At least 30 semester-hours in IS topics  
  - At least 15 semester-hours in an IS environment, such as business  
  - At least 9 semester-hours in quantitative analysis beyond pre-calculus, including statistics and calculus or discrete mathematics  
  - At least 30 semester-hours of study in general education<br>- Oral and written communications skills, and collaborative skills must be developed and applied in the program<br>- Sufficient coverage of global, economic, social and ethical implications of computing | - Program of study results in collegiate-level learning outcomes appropriate to the degree<br>- Program is coherent and complete, leading to undergraduate degrees that include general education requirements<br>- Academically qualified persons participate fully in the decisions concerning program curricula and program oversight<br>- Institution includes all courses necessary to complete the program<br>- If some program components are supplied by consortia partners or outsourced, the institution must establish criteria for their selection and means to monitor/evaluate their work<br>- Program design reflects the importance of appropriate interaction between instructor and students, and among students |
| (6) Program Delivery | - Enough full-time faculty members with primary commitment to the program to provide continuity and stability<br>- Full-time faculty must oversee all course work<br>- Full-time faculty must cover most of the total classroom instruction<br>- Full-time faculty must remain current in the discipline<br>- Full-time faculty have sufficient time for scholarly activities and professional development<br>- Advising duties are recognized part of faculty members' workloads |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         |
| (7) Technology Infrastructure | - Each student must have adequate/reasonable access to systems needed for each course<br>- Documentation for hardware/software must be readily accessible to faculty and students<br>- Faculty members must have access to adequate computing resources for class preparation and scholarly activities<br>- Adequate support personnel to install and maintain computing resources |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         |

The C-RAC guidelines address five separate components: institutional context and commitment, curriculum and instruction, faculty support, student support, and
Table 1: Comparison of CSAB IS Criteria and C-RAC Guidelines (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>CASB IS Criteria</th>
<th>C-RAC Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Students   | • Courses offered with sufficient frequency to all students to complete program in reasonable amount of time  
             • Effective interaction between teaching faculty and students is ensured by program structure  
             • Advising on program completion, course selection and career opportunities made available to all students  
             • Standards and procedures are established to ensure that graduates meet the program requirements |
|            | • Institution has commitment to continuation of the program for a period sufficient to enable all admitted students to complete the degree in the publicized timeframe  
             • Prior to admission of student to electronically delivered program, student is qualified via prior education or equivalent experience, and institution provides information to student on:  
             - Required access to technologies used in the program  
             - Technical competence required in the program  
             - Estimated or average program costs and associated payment and refund programs  
             - Curriculum design and timeframe in which courses are offered  
             - Library and other learning services available  
             - Full array of other support services available from the institution  
             - Arrangements for interaction with the faculty and fellow students  
             - Nature and potential challenges of learning in the program’s technology-based environment  
             - Estimated time for program completion  
             • Appropriate services must be available for students of electronically offered programs  
             • Institution recognizes the importance of a “sense of community” to students’ success |

evaluation and assessment. The five components of the C-RAC guidelines are summarized in Table 1 and synthesized with the CSAB draft criteria in the next section.

### ONLINE IS DEGREE FRAMEWORK

The C-RAC guidelines show that well-established standards of institutional quality are applicable to electronically mediated distance learning environments. The CSAB draft criteria provide educational standards for high-quality post-secondary education in information systems. The synthesis of CSAB draft criteria and C-RAC guidelines results in recommendations for online information systems programs.
across seven key categories: (1) institutional context, support, financial resources and facilities; (2) program objectives and assessments; (3) faculty; (4) curriculum; (5) program delivery; and (6) students. Each of these categories and their implications for online IS baccalaureate programs are discussed below.

Institutional Context, Support, Financial Resources and Facilities

The online IS program should be consistent with the role and mission of the institution. Specifically, offering the program to students at a distance should contribute to the institution’s fulfillment of its stated mission. By ensuring consistency with institutional mission, commitment to the targeted students of the online IS program should be reflected in institution budgets and policies. In particular, sufficient institutional support for faculty should be available to enable the program to attract and retain high-quality faculty capable of supporting the program’s objectives. Program faculty should receive financial support to attend technical meetings to maintain currency in the field and in teaching, as well as recognition for scholarly activities and sufficient office support. Online IS programs should receive adequate program resources to function effectively with the rest of the institution, acquire and maintain adequate laboratory facilities, and support library and information retrieval needs of the program. The institution should also show ongoing institutional support and financial resource commitments for the program.

The technological context and infrastructure provided for the online IS program by the institution is extremely important, and supersedes the institutional facility requirements of on-campus programs. Selection of technologies to support the online IS program must be based on the appropriateness of the technologies for the students and the curriculum. A consistent, coherent technical framework for students and faculty will minimize the impact of technological change on these parties. In addition, technical support must be provided to all students for all hardware, software and the delivery system required for completion of the online IS program.

Also within the institutional context, articulation and transfer policies must judge courses and programs on learning outcomes and not on modes of delivery to ensure that students receive the greatest benefit from the online IS program. And finally, the institution must observe the legal and regulatory requirements of the jurisdictions in which it operates.

Program Objectives and Assessment

Educational objectives and expected outcomes for graduating IS students must be specified and documented for online IS programs. The online IS program and its results must be reflected in the institution’s ongoing self-evaluation process, and institutional evaluation of the program must take place in the context of regular
evaluation of all academic programs. A clear process must exist for the periodic review of the online IS program and its related courses. In addition, the results of program reviews must be used to identify and implement program improvements, and the review and actions taken must be documented.

A variety of effectiveness measures should be incorporated in the assessment of online IS programs, including: match between student learning and intended outcomes; extent to which student intent is met; student retention rates; student satisfaction; faculty satisfaction; extent to which access to the online IS program reaches previously unserved students; extent to which library/information resources are used appropriately by students; student competence in fundamental communication, comprehension and analysis skills; and cost effectiveness of the program to students compared to campus-based alternatives.

In the online program environment, it is also important that the security of personal information is assured and that security procedures are documented. Also, when examinations are administered via electronically mediated distance formats, circumstances must include accurate student identification measures.

Faculty

Faculty face a number of issues when moving from traditional classroom-based delivery to online IS course delivery. In online IS programs, the institution and participating faculty must develop policies and agreements on workload, compensation, ownership of intellectual property resulting from the program and implications of program participation for faculty professional evaluation processes. The institution must also provide an ongoing program of technical design and production support for online IS faculty members. Training in technologies and pedagogies appropriate for online course delivery is also essential for those developing courses and working directly with students online.

Faculty members participating in the online IS program should demonstrate interests, qualifications and scholarly contributions sufficient to teach, plan and modify online IS courses and the curriculum. In addition, the majority of faculty in the program must hold terminal degrees, some of which must be in IS or a closely related field. In short, faculty members must have a level of competence that would normally be obtained through graduate work in IS. All faculty members are expected to remain current and active in the discipline.

Curriculum

The CSAB draft criteria establish curricular guidelines for programs in IS (CSAB, 2000). The focus of the recommended curriculum is on combining professional, general education and elective requirements to prepare graduates for a professional IS career. The specific curriculum requirements include:
- At least 30 semester hours of IS topics
- At least 15 semester hours in an IS environment, such as business
- At least 9 semester hours in quantitative analysis beyond pre-calculus, including statistics and calculus or discrete mathematics
- At least 30 semester hours of study in general education

In addition, the online IS program must assist students in the development of oral and written communication skills, and collaborative skills. It must also provide sufficient coverage of global, economic, social and ethical implications of computing.

The curriculum requirements specified by the CSAB draft criteria have serious implications for the online IS program. It is not sufficient for the IS major courses to be offered online. Online offerings must be extended to general education, mathematics, statistics and business or some other appropriate environment if the online IS baccalaureate degree will be available to students. Ideally the institution has made a commitment to providing online baccalaureate degrees, and the online IS program will have a variety of courses from which to choose.

**Program Delivery**

Program delivery refers to the involvement of full-time faculty with the online IS program. A sufficient number of full-time faculty members with primary commitment to the IS program must exist to provide continuity and stability to the program. Full-time faculty must oversee all course work, cover most of the online instruction, remain current in the discipline, and have sufficient time for scholarly activities and professional development. Advising duties must also be a recognized part of the faculty members’ workloads.

**Students**

The online IS program must offer courses with sufficient frequency and continuity to ensure that students can complete the degree in a reasonable amount of time. Prior to admission of the student to the online IS program, the student must be determined to be qualified via prior education or equivalent experience to participate in the program. The student must also be provided information on: required access to technologies used in the program; technical competence required to participate in the program; estimated program costs and associated payment and refund programs; curriculum design and timeframe in which courses are offered; availability of library and other learning services; availability of full array of support services available at the institution; arrangements for interaction with the faculty and fellow students; nature and potential challenges of learning in the program’s technology-based environment; and estimated time for program completion.
The institution must also make appropriate services available to online students, such as advising on program completion, course selection and career opportunities. The institution must also recognize the importance of a “sense of community” to students’ success, and ensure effective interaction between teaching faculty and students throughout the program. Finally, standards and procedures must be established to ensure that graduates meet program requirements.

DISCUSSION

In synthesizing the IS degree criteria and the electronically offered program accreditation guidelines, several distinct differences between traditional classroom IS education and online IS programs emerged.

First, institutional facilities obviously become less important for off-campus students enrolled in the online IS program. Instead, the technological context provided by the institution is of major importance. It is this technological context that will mediate the student’s connection to the program and directly affect student interaction with the course, instructor and fellow students. Technological context must be suitable, reliable, flexible and easily adaptable for students and for faculty.

Second, interactions between online IS students and faculty, and among IS students, must be more directly facilitated. Little facilitation is necessary for students in a face-to-face classroom environment. To nurture the potential benefits from faculty-student and student-student interaction, more deliberate, planned actions must be taken in the online IS program. These actions may involve scheduling chat rooms, interactive chat appointments, or facilitating small group projects and communication.

Third, student assessment as a part of overall program assessment is difficult. When examinations, assignments and other evaluative activities are part of the online course, action must be taken to ensure the student enrolled in the class is the student completing the activity. This is not as easily accomplished as it is in typical classroom interactions.

Finally, faculty in online IS programs face unique challenges. Not all faculty will be effective teaching in online IS programs. Special training in online techniques and pedagogy is necessary to ensure that all participating faculty have the skills necessary to develop and facilitate online learning experiences.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Online IS baccalaureate programs are in their infancy. The guidelines provided here are based on current knowledge of effective IS education and effective
electronically offered degree programs. As more four-year IS degree programs go online, research opportunities will be created. Some of the key research questions of interest to institutions, faculty, students and prospective employers of graduates include:

- Do online IS program students perform at the same level as students in traditional IS classroom programs?
- Do online IS program students show higher levels of satisfaction with their educational experience than traditional IS program students?
- Are online IS graduates as well-prepared for the IS profession as graduates of traditional IS classroom programs?
- Are employers as satisfied with graduates of online IS programs as they are with graduates of traditional IS programs?
- Do online IS program graduates achieve the same success as graduates of traditional programs?
- Are online IS degree programs as effective as traditional classroom programs?

The most pressing need is to empirically determine a set of “best practices” for the online IS degree program, rather than extrapolating these best practices from prior experiences in distance learning.

**CONCLUSION**

Online IS baccalaureate programs are an emerging educational experience. Established institutional standards for high-quality educational delivery apply to electronically mediated learning experiences as well as to more traditional classroom models. Prior experience in distance learning also provides guidance for the development of online IS programs. By synthesizing approaches from the institutional guidelines as delineated by the CSAB draft criteria and the distance learning best practices identified by the C-RAC, this chapter develops a set of worthwhile guidelines for the development of online IS baccalaureate degree programs. As more programs are developed and implemented, additional research must be conducted to empirically determine the efficacy of online IS programs.
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ABSTRACT

The growth of credit-bearing distance learning offerings and enrollments at accredited, degree-granting colleges and universities has been astonishing in the last few years. This growth raises the demand for reliable information about quality. According to Kess et al. (2002), quality in education should not be forced into one single definition, but rather a collection of smaller elements, processes, which contribute to education quality in different dimensions. These elements, when chained together, constitute the overall quality in training, and the improvement of quality is achieved through simultaneous action on all these levels. Furthermore, accreditation and quality assessment in education should not be considered as separate systems. They are an integral part of the continuous quality improvement context on the road to total quality.

In this chapter we will discuss the approach adopted for ensuring the quality of the MODASPECTRA (MOtor Disability Assessment SPEcialists’ TRAining) Web-based degree: a research and technology development project funded by the European Union. More in detail, the procedures enacted for ensuring the
quality of contents and the quality of the software tools developed, and of their documentation, will be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The growth of credit-bearing distance learning offerings and enrollments at accredited, degree-granting colleges and universities has been astonishing in the last few years. According to Eaton (2001), “During the academic year 1997-98, approximately 1.6 million students were enrolled in credit-bearing distance learning courses (whether electronic, television-based, or print- and mail-based, and including both synchronous and asynchronous instruction) in degree-granting post-secondary colleges and universities in the United States. That year, 54,000 college-level credit-bearing distance-learning courses were offered in 1,680 institutions. Thirty-five states currently operate virtual universities or participate in a regional virtual university, typically created by existing degree-granting colleges and universities.”

Klaus (2002) reports about a comprehensive funding program launched by the German government regarding the promotion of new media in education. Federal funds up to the amount of 175 million euro, corresponding to about a hundred euro for each student in the country, have been allotted for the program covering the period from 2000 to 2004. The objective is “to develop a new quality of Web-based training arrangements with digital content using the potential of multimedia technology.” A similar program, the Swiss Virtual Campus Impulse Programme, involves the higher-level academic institutions in Switzerland (Universities, Federal Institutes of Technologies and Universities of Applied Sciences). For the years 2000-2003, a budget close to 50 million of CHF has been made available by the Confederation and the various institutions involved, to be used for a total of approximately 50 projects. The goal of the program is the formation of responsible bodies for the development and use of Internet-based e-study modules for higher education (Stucki, 2002).

This growth raises the demand for reliable information about quality.

Quality is defined in ISO 9000 as “the totality of features and characteristics of a product or service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs.” According to the Higher Engineering Education for Europe working group, quality in higher education can be interpreted as “specifying worthwhile learning goals and enabling students to achieve them.” Specifying worthwhile learning goals involves paying attention to academic standards, to the expectations of society, to students’ aspirations, to the demands of industry and other employers, to the requirements of professional institutions, to the fundamental principles of the subject, etc. Moreover, enabling students to achieve these goals involves making use of research into how students learn, adopting good course design procedures and building on successful teaching experience, all of which may require professional development for lecturers (H3E, 1999).
The previous definition of quality does not help very much in the evaluation of the quality of distance learning courses. In this chapter, we discuss a possible approach in assuring both the quality of contents and the quality of the Internet-based application for a Web-based degree in Motor Disability Assessment. In the next section a short overview of the degree will be provided, while in the following section the quality assurance procedures enacted will be described.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE MODASPECTRA PROJECT

The MODASPECTRA (MOtor Disability Assessment SPEcialists’ TRAining) project was a research and technology development project pertaining to the “Telematics Application Programme - Education and Training” sector of the fourth Framework Program for R&D of the European Union. The project was a joint activity of the Department of Electronics and Automatics from the University of Ancona (Italy), the School of Physiotherapy of the University College Dublin (Ireland), the Medical Faculty of the University Montpellier - I (France), the Roessingh Research and Development (The Netherlands), and the TSR consortium (Telematica per il Sistema Riabilitativo) in Italy. It started in December 1998 and ended in March 2002. It was aimed at providing a Web-based open and distance learning course for training specialists in Motor Disability Assessment (MDA). The specialists targeted come from a background of psychiatry, physical therapy and bioengineering. The aim was to offer to the European professionals involved in Motor Disability Assessment both a complete degree and a number of courses on Clinical Applications of Movement Analysis in a Life Long Learning (LLL) context as a means for upgrading their skills in the line of good practice dissemination and standardization (Valenti, 2002). Currently available courses on MDA are characterized by the following drawbacks:

- are of limited scope, often covering single arguments only;
- provide polarized education, according to the views of the schools driving the delivery of the material;
- are mainly of residential nature, thus occupying some consecutive working days and implying costs for travel, for accommodation and for attending the course itself.

Therefore, it seemed important to prepare specialists in MDA, and in particular specialists able to exploit information technology and telematics, for enhancing their own efficacy and effectiveness and for improving the rehabilitation system efficiency.

MODASPECTRA provides common and homogenization courses as shown in Table 1. The common courses extensively discuss movement analysis and clinical
measurement. The courses “Instrumented measurement for clinical movement analysis” and “Clinical measurement for clinical movement analysis” belong to the area of “Fundamentals of measurement” and describe state-of-the-art methods and techniques in the field of clinical measurement, but also methodological aspects such as their validity and reliability. Because not all existing methods and techniques can be addressed in the courses, a limited but practically relevant set of measurement tools are presented to the students. The selection of the techniques discussed is guided by the requirements that appeared in the user needs analysis (MODASPECTRA, 1999). Especially the users from a clinical background expressed the view that the course content should be oriented towards practical application.

The course “Clinical applications of clinical movement analysis” presents clinically useful case studies on the use of the movement analysis and clinical measurement techniques that were introduced in the courses belonging to the area of “Fundamentals of measurement.” The material presented in the above mentioned courses will enable the student to apply the measurement techniques properly for a given clinical problem using the presented protocols. Also, the student will not be able to interpret the resulting data. This requires a substantial body of background knowledge that will include knowledge about normal movement patterns, important abnormalities, compensation and adaptation mechanisms, etc. These issues are covered by the course “Fundamentals of normal and pathological movement.” Finally, the separate course “Telematics for clinical movement analysis” addresses the use of telematics for the rehabilitation process.

The Homogenization Courses are meant to provide basic knowledge to professionals having different backgrounds in order to allow them to attend in a homogeneous manner the common courses (see Table 1).

Table 1: The Learning Offer of MODASPECTRA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Common Courses</td>
<td>Telematics for clinical movement analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fundamentals of normal and pathological movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instrumented measurement for clinical movement analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clinical measurement for clinical movement analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clinical applications of clinical movement analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homogenization Courses for</td>
<td>Basic biomechanics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Doctors and Physical</td>
<td>Fundamentals of measurements and signal processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapists</td>
<td>Basic informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homogenization Courses for</td>
<td>Functional anatomical basis of motor system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioengineers</td>
<td>Basic physiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fundamentals of pathology and procedures for interaction with patients (to be implemented)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To attain the degree, a pathway composed by eight courses is drawn: five Common Courses that should be attended by all the students and three out of six Homogenization Courses, which will be selected according to the previous academic career of the learners.

The pedagogical philosophy followed by MODASPECTRA, with respect to the use and development of its Electronic Learning Environment, stays between the “Content + Support Model” and the “Wrap-around Model” as defined in Mason (1998).

The pedagogical approach adopted is based on three main phases of accretion, tuning and restructuring. These phases correspond, overall, to the three phases of conceptualization, construction and dialogue of the Open University Model. In accretion, learning takes place by means of accumulation of new information. Real-world situations are evaluated, matched with some appropriate set of schemata, representation for the current situation is formed and the newly acquired knowledge is stored into the long-term memory of the learners. The newly created schema of knowledge is an instantiation of the previously existing one, changed only in that the values of the variables which are stored in the schema (the relationships between these variables are still the same). In restructuring, learning occurs when existing memory structures (net work of schemata) are not adequate to account for new knowledge and new structures are created. New structures are created by erecting new schemata specifically designed for the troublesome information or by modifying (tuning) old ones. In tuning, learning occurs when existing schemas are used as the base for the development of new ones by minor changes. This mode of learning is restricted to the cases where the basic relational structure of the schemas remains unchanged. Through practice or consistent use of schemata, they are tuned or finely adjusted to meet specific task demands or adapted to particular knowledge domains or contexts.

The indications provided by learning technologies standardization committees, such as CEN/ISSS/WS LT (2000), have been followed: thus, the content material has been structured in a set of learning resources (LRs), i.e., content units, composite units and courses. A content unit represents a piece of information not divisible anymore without losing its economic or didactic significance from the user’s point of view (e.g., a number of HTML pages treating a specific and self-contained set of information). Content units are grouped in composite units through an index page. With the help of composite units, it is possible to provide a uniform navigation within the learning technology system on the one side, and on the other side to allow the usage of a content unit in more than one arrangement. Composite units are similar to a table of contents in a book and may be dynamic in terms of adding or removing entries at any time. This allows high re-usability and modularity within a learning technology system and gives a clear added value for its users.

About 10 composite units compose a course of the MODASPECTRA degree. Each course is meant as self-contained from the point of view of the instructional
design, even if logically related to the others. A specific entry test for each course is devised to provide the learner with a personalized pathway within the degree. The entry test will explore the existing competence of the learner on the topics addressed by the composite units of the course. In the LLL perspective, each course has been designed as a self-contained LR.

Another key issue faced by the project has been the re-use of the learning material (Valenti, 2002a). If learning content is to be reused between systems, and if systems are to be interoperable, then there is considerable advantage in having indexing methods that conform to presently available open standards. Metadata is information about an object, be it physical or digital. In the MODASPECTRA realm an LR is a digital object that needs to be described and indexed by metadata. The IEEE LTSC Learning Object Metadata proposal for metadata has been adopted (IEEE-LOM, 1999) in agreement with other standardization initiatives (ARIADNE http://www.ariadne-eu.org and PROMETEUS http://www.prometeus.org).

Thus, the knowledge pool (KP) of MODASPECTRA system is constituted by two different data stores: a data repository holding the learning resources and a database storing the metadata.

The results of the project and the MODASPECTRA system are available at the URL: http://www.modaspectra.org.

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES

According to Kess et al. (2002), quality in education should not be forced into one single definition, but rather a collection of smaller elements, processes, which contribute to education quality in different dimensions. These elements, when chained together, constitute the overall quality in training, and the improvement of quality is achieved through simultaneous action on all these levels. Furthermore, accreditation and quality assessment in education should not be considered as separate systems. They are an integral part of the continuous quality improvement context on the road to total quality. In this section our approach adopted for ensuring the quality of contents and the quality of the software tools developed and of their documentation will be discussed.

Quality of Contents

Three main classes of procedures have been defined and followed in the implementation of the educational system: authoring procedures for content creation and/or learning material construction, teaching procedures to guarantee proper monitoring and support/assistance to the learning process, and didactic/administrative procedures. Every procedure is meant to be implemented by one or more actors,
whose operation is inserted in a proper organization framework. It appears that the most effective way of describing the whole operation is by the UML tools, as shown in Figure 1.

**Authoring procedures**

The stakeholders of the authoring procedures are the editor-in-chief, the editors and the authors.

The editors are appointed by the faculty and have the responsibility of organizing courses. They define the instructional design of the course they are in charge of, and define its structure in term of composite units. Furthermore, the editors appoint one

---

**Figure 1: The MODASPECTRA Scenario of Operation**
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or more authors to produce the composite units. The editors verify the learning material produced by the authors and authorize its storage in the databases.

The editor-in-chief manages the validation of the learning material and takes care of the relationships with the faculty in order to decide the acceptance of a course and its activation within the degree.

The authors are in charge of producing the contents of one or more composite units of a course together with the relative assessment procedures, remedial teaching, glossary and metadata. They have to respect constraints both in the time and in the formats allowed for producing the learning material. They interact with the editor during the verification of the produced material. Authors must define the instructional design of the assigned composite and content units. The instructional design has to be coherent with the learning objectives of the course selected by the editor and has to be defined according to procedures that must be coherent with the pedagogical model adopted.

The quality of the procedure is guaranteed by the traceability of the decisions taken in this respect by the faculty and communicated to the editor-in-chief. The communication is actually performed by e-mail. The trace mechanism is based on the daily back up of the incoming messages. Possible improvement of the communication traceability, if needed, will be implemented by means of a specific telematic procedure.

The consortium has chosen an iterative approach in the development of the MODASPECTRA courses. This means that this development is a continuous cycle of specifying improvements over the present edition of the courses, making the appropriate changes to courseware and evaluating the results. In the first and the third step of this development cycle, good contacts with both the scientific and user community are crucial.

Therefore, an evaluation system has been implemented using selected questionnaires and structured interviews that provide feedback from the users that allow improvement of the MODASPECTRA material. This feedback has been obtained from students, but also from the professional organizations that are interested in using the course to fulfill their education role (Valenti, 2002b).

A second goal in this iterative development is to keep track of the scientific and clinical state of the art. Worldwide, there is a considerable ongoing research and development activity both in the technical and clinical areas. Thus, it is important that the consortium is continuously aware of new relevant developments that could have implications for the learning material. To achieve this result, the consortium will frequently discuss the learning material with members of the scientific community in the application area.

The basic mechanism in assuring quality of the contents is independent peer review. Three experts are involved in the review of each course: two domain experts, variable from course to course, and one MDA expert, to be involved in all the courses’ review to guarantee the needed levels of homogeneity. The frequency of
consultation will be once every two years. The editors of the individual courses will process the comments and recommendations related to the contents. It is the responsibility of these editors to find the most appropriate measures for modifying the contents according to these comments. The procedure for updating the learning material implies the traceability of the various successive versions by means of the explicit indication of the version in the metadata. Moreover, internal and external procedures have been defined at a preliminary level.

**Teaching procedures**

The teaching procedures include discussion management, assessment and tutoring.

The teacher/tutor activates specific bulletin boards in order to foster the discussion with the students on specific topics via “Questions of the week.” The discussion lists are open for contributions during limited time slots. The teacher interacts asynchronously with the students by answering their questions and/or by suggesting some correction on the discussion items. The schedule of the discussions is communicated to the students by means of the Calendar of Course Events provided by the delivery platform (WebCT). At the end of the time allotted for the discussion, the teacher summarizes its results and includes the summary in an addendum to be used at suitable times to upgrade the learning material.

Personal communication between teachers and students is performed using the internal e-mail system.

The discussion tools are used mainly during the restructuring phase of learning and provide the student with significant feedback on the learned concepts.

The assessment occurs by means of a discussion with the teacher performed either face to face or by videoconference. In this latter case, the presence of the tutor at the student site is needed in order to guarantee the transparency of the assessment. The assessment policy foresees the verification of the achievement of the learning objective at the desired level of competence.

In the perspective of the whole degree attended by the student, a final dissertation has to be produced in order to demonstrate the capability to face a specific MDA issue at the evaluation level of Bloom’s taxonomy. Students should also be able to demonstrate the awareness of the multi-disciplinary character of MDA.

The tutors have the responsibility of enforcing the effectiveness of the learning path of groups of students. They are committed to monitoring such paths and assisting the students in overcoming educational and/or technical obstacles. The tutors interact with the students face to face, by e-mail and by videoconference.

**Didactic/administrative procedures**

The didactic/administrative procedures involve the activities of student enrollment, faculty operation and back-office operation.
Students intending to enroll either to the whole degree or to one or more courses in an LLL perspective contact the back office via the Web and provide their curriculum vitae. A section containing explanatory pages and a form, compliant with the administrative office specifications, to be filled out online by the applicant learner has been included into the MODASPECTRA server. Once submitted, the form is resent to the applicant for verification, modified if needed and finally confirmed. At this point, the learner will be inserted in a student database and will be recognized by the administrative office and by the teacher. Once the enrollment is finalized, the learner is allowed to interact with the teacher for performing the placement assessment and for receiving the assignment of composite units corresponding to his/her entry level. This initial phase is done in two steps. During the former, the teacher invites the learner to perform the placement assessment procedure; during the latter, the interactions between student and teacher occur within the delivery environment, using its own facilities.

The faculty states the award policies both from the didactic and managerial point of view. It appoints the editor-in-chief and provides him/her with the specifications for the quality of the courses and of the composite units. The faculty appoints the editors, the teachers and the tutors, too.

The faculty authorizes the activation of the courses, on the basis of the results of the validation provided by the editor-in-chief. The faculty manages the authorization of the learning material via an ad-hoc procedure. The quality of the procedure is guaranteed by the traceability of the decision taken in this respect by the faculty and communicated to the editor-in-chief. The communication is actually performed by e-mail. The trace mechanism is based on the daily backup of the incoming messages. Possible improvements of the communication traceability depend on the specific implementation enacted by the faculty that will exploit the results of the project.

Among the operations performed by the back office, it is worth mentioning a) the communication of the appointments to the editors, to the teachers and to the tutors; b) the processing of the registration requests from the learners and the evaluation of the adequacy of the curriculum for the requested courses; c) the communication of the acceptance to the course(s) and of their plan and scheduling to the learners, and the verification of the payment of the fees. Furthermore, the back office is in charge of communicating the list of the students attending a course to the teachers/tutors and of managing the storage of the results attained by the students.

**Accreditation of the learning material**

The learning material has to be accredited by third parties active the educational field such as, for instance, academic institutions. Such institutions define the procedures for the accreditation; consequently, no quality assurance specifications have been defined in this respect. As a first step in the accreditation of the learning material, the Dublin School of Physiotherapy has received approval from University College Dublin, Ireland, to offer one of the courses belonging to the MODASPECTRA
Quality Assurance of the Web-Based Implementation

As a general reference, QA procedures for software development are based on the relevant IEEE standards (IEEE, 1997). The quality policy of the project with respect to Web-based software implementation (computer programs, procedures, information, data, records) is to satisfy quality requirements suitable for the establishment of a running Life Long Learning system at the completion of the project. In particular, the prototype of the MODASPECTRA Course focused the attention to the key elements of the quality plan: quality of the software tools and of their documentation, security services and security networks. Each of these issues will be discussed in the following sub-sections.

Quality of software tools and their documentation

The software quality characteristics to be attained are functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability and portability, as defined by the ISO/IEC 9126

Figure 2: The QUINT Quality Assurance Methodology
The software implementation has been performed taking into account the satisfaction of quality requirements at each phase of the software development cycle and in particular IEEE-1061 (IEEE, 1997). The QUINT—QUality in INformation Technology model (van Zeist et al., 1996) has been adopted for the software development process (see Figure 2).

In this chapter, the software documentation is meant as the description of the design solutions and of the implementation of the Metadata dB and Communication Tools. The information is organized in:

- a section introducing the reader to the scenarios of the MODASPECTRA Teaching and Training System reported in UML code;
- a section describing the design and implementation of the knowledge pool of the system with particular reference to Metadata dB and the tools devoted to its management;
- a section describing the design and the implementation of the MODASPECTRA course delivery with particular reference to the adopted electronic learning environment (WebCT);
- an annexed volume containing the "Editor Manual" and the "Learner User Manual" sections constituting a ‘help’ for the users.

The format of documentation is the standard requested by the European Community for the production of the project deliverables. The quality of documentation is based on the application of ISO-9000-3 "Guidelines for the application of ISO-9001: 1994 to the Development, Supply, Installation and Maintenance of Computer Software," section 4.5. It has been assured by the supervision of the work package responsible and by the peer review process of the related deliverable (MODASPECTRA, 2001).

**Security issues**

The problem of security has been faced taking into account the indications provided by the Information Technology Security Evaluation Criteria (ITSEC), the European standard for the evaluation of security. According to such standard, the MODASPECTRA degree has been classified in the E2 category: “An informal detailed design and test documentation must be produced. Architecture shows the separation of the Target of Evaluation into security enforcing and other components. Penetration testing searches for errors. Configuration control and developer’s security is assessed. Audit trail output is required during start up and operation” (ITSEC, 2001).

The security aspects implemented in the demonstrator are relative to availability, confidentiality and data/information integrity: a proper access control policy, based on the definition of different levels of passwords with the relative privileges for the access to the data, has been defined and implemented according to the
scenarios. The following classes of users, having different (decreasing) privileges of accessibility to the stored data, have been implemented:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content creation side</th>
<th>Course delivery side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web administrator</td>
<td>Web administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editor-in-chief</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editors</td>
<td>Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The access control policy adopted assures also the confidentiality of the system with respect to the protection of the information relative to the learners.

A second aspect of confidentiality, not yet implemented, is security of the transactions possibly needed for the online payment of the course fee. This aspect will be considered in the final version of the demonstrator when the enrollment procedures will be completely implemented.

A proper data management policy has been defined and implemented. This involved on one hand associating a specific identifier of each version of CU and metadata to allow the traceability of the development of the content material. On the other hand, standard back-up (every week) and maintenance procedures for recreating data lost or disrupted have been adopted.

The two main issues to be considered at the networking level are the protection of the integrity of the data stored in the MODASPECTRA repositories and the protection of data and system availability.

At present, quality assurance procedures to guarantee integrity of data stored have been implemented by means of a proper access control policy, adequate anti-virus and weekly back-up procedures.

Moreover, a back-up server is permanently available in order to substitute the main one in the case of its serious malfunction. Data and software of the back-up system are aligned to the last back up of the main system.

To protect against attacks from the outside world, a security policy has been adopted at the TCP/IP and application levels so that:

- only the HTTP and S-HTTP traffics are authorized from the Internet to the Web server;
- no traffic is authorized from the Internet to the Relational Database Management System (RDbMS) and vice versa;
- only the HTTP server can perform requests to the RDbMS;
- IP spoofing and denial-of-service attacks are not possible.
With this architecture no external person has a direct access to the system, thus preventing data interception and intrusion.

FINAL REMARKS

MODASPECTRA is probably one of the first Web-based degrees whose structure and organization are fully available to the scientific community. The various aspects of the system have been presented in a number of conferences (Leo et al., 2000; Valenti et al., 2002a, 2002b 2002c, 2002d) and in academic journals (Valenti et al., 2002). Furthermore, access to the deliverables is granted from the MODASPECTRA site at http://www.modaspectra.org, provided that a username and a password are requested to the system administrator. This is an indirect way of enforcing the quality of the design approach and of the solutions adopted. Moreover, the quality of the contents is ensured by the iterative procedure adopted as discussed earlier in this chapter. Finally, the quality of the software tools developed and of their documentation, along with the security of services and networks, has been ensured via proper procedures that refer to well-known standards coming from the field of software engineering.

A point that remains open yet is the verification of the quality assurance procedures enacted for the operation of the system. These procedures will undergo a true verification only when the prototype will be transformed in an engineered system and used in real life.
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**ENDNOTE**

(*) Access to the MODASPECTRA deliverables is restricted via a username and password that may be requested to the web administrator.
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ABSTRACT

Few tools are available for managing distributed educational support processes, from answering “quick” student questions, to degree planning and course scheduling. The dual purpose of our work is to analyze the viability of synthesizing two well-established paradigms (agent-based systems and Information Processing Theory) to create a distributed Web-based support system for a virtual university. Currently, we are developing a smart agent-based resource for advising (SARA) that will serve different departments at multiple universities. This effort allows the investigation of distributed advising systems in a virtual university, along with providing a platform for investigating
utilization of brick-and-mortar research on coordination and control of human employees in a completely virtual world. In this chapter, we present SARA to argue for the benefits derived from integrating agent-based systems development and information-processing theory for creating rapidly customizable Web-based support systems.

INTRODUCTION

Problem Motivation

Our motivation for this chapter comes from two sources: first, to test the viability of distributed system design steps generated from a synthesis of research in Multi-Agent Systems (MASs) and in Organizational Theory (OT); and second, to create a prototype virtual advising system. Our focus is on the design environment and architecture, and not on the details of the individual agents or other components generated.

The growing popularity of distributed education has produced a variety of interesting research in the production and presentation of educational materials. Distributed education consists of much more than simply putting PowerPoint slides on a website and receiving student homework or term papers by e-mail (Dumont, 1996). Optimally, it consists of a dynamic environment in which students and teachers can communicate and both can learn. Teaching in such an environment is at its best when the instructor is viewed as a facilitator for interested, motivated students (Graf, 2002). This fact is especially true for the fastest growing segment of eLearning, the busy adult who has too many demands on his or her time to attend a “traditional” classroom (Symonds, 2001). A viable virtual university also consists of the infrastructure and background coordination tasks necessary to successful educational efforts (Howell & Lassila, 2002). Among these tasks is student advising.

From any perspective, university student advising is an extremely complex and time-consuming process that is made up of many sub-tasks. A recent survey conducted at Texas Tech (Durrett, 2001) showed that 60% of an advisor’s time was spent helping students perform long-term degree planning and current semester scheduling (e.g., course approval). The remaining time was evenly divided among evaluating transcripts; responding to requests for information concerning degree programs, course content, how to apply, kinds of jobs available to graduates; and mentoring students. Human advisors are inundated with “quick questions” to the point that there is often little time remaining for other important duties.

Attempting to automate advising for virtual universities is a risky proposition, given the difficulty of advising in person. The traditional advising process, especially in larger departments, is fraught with miscommunications, misunderstandings and misconnections. Policies and requirements are dynamic and difficult to maintain.
Advisors are inundated with “quick questions” that often result in little time remaining for mentoring and advising students. Example questions are:

- What courses do I still have to take?
- What’s the fastest I can graduate (and is such a plan advisable given my life situation and past performance)?
- Do I have to take four hours, four classes or four semesters of PE?

Even with the dedication shown by most human advisors, the process can be tedious, time-consuming and error-prone. From a student’s perspective, the task of deciding what courses to take and when to take them can leave many students frustrated and confused. Designing a degree plan for a given time period and creating a schedule each semester requires an understanding of all the policies and regulations within a university, college and department. From a faculty member’s perspective, the advising process includes not only an understanding of the policies and rules of the university, but also an understanding of the rules explicitly, and many times implicitly, defined within their own department. These problems are as true, if not more so, in virtual universities as they are in traditional brick-and-mortar universities.

For an advising system of a virtual university to be effective, it must at the very minimum possess the same capabilities as brick-and-mortar universities. To provide these capabilities, we are creating a smart agent-based resource for advising (SARA). Our research in the creation of SARA focuses on a synthesis of advances in software agents and OT. The creation of a usable advising system utilizing this synthesis will allow us to investigate the viability of distributed advising systems in a virtual university, along with providing a platform for investigating utilization of brick-and-mortar research on coordination and control of human employees in a completely virtual world.

BACKGROUND

In order to deliver effective, efficient services to students who are geographically and experientially diverse, university advising functions need to be accessible and adaptable. This particular task environment is complex, dynamic and thus interesting for our research because of (1) the dynamic, complex, numerous rules that vary widely across departments and universities, making standard maintenance in conventionally designed systems difficult; (2) the wide diversity of course content; and (3) a heterogeneous user base ranging from brand-new college students to experienced professionals to instructors and advisors. Given this type of task environment, most universities offering distance-learning programs still primarily utilize human beings for advising students (CHEA, 1999). To provide the flexibility necessary for our software to adapt to this task environment, we are implementing SARA using smart agents guided by business rules. To provide the inter-agent
coordination necessary in such a "virtual organization," we are utilizing guidelines from OT research, specifically Information Processing Theory (IPT). While not exclusively for virtual universities, SARA is particularly valuable for such environments. We are developing SARA to work in three different departments at three different universities.

**Smart Software Agents**

An agent is an entity that represents a user by performing human-like tasks, such as gathering information known to be of interest to a user or responding to changes in the environment to maintain certain user goals. Multiple agents cooperate in multi-agent systems (MASs), performing tasks on the behalf of a community of users. These systems can include combinations of software, hardware and humans. Variations of the definitions given here exist, but the above are suitable for our purposes. Smart agents (Figure 1) use and learn knowledge about user goals and preferences, the domain and the environment (which may include other agents). For example, business rules may be used to represent domain knowledge within an agent. Preferences and goals allow an agent to respond to changes in the environment, e.g., to notify a student of a new course and the impact of modifying a degree plan to add or substitute the course.

The development of MASs, particularly in complex, multi-user domains, is a challenge. In part, MAS development is difficult because of software engineers' relative inexperience in developing such systems and the complexity of designing asynchronous, multi-user systems.

Most of the software available today has been designed primarily to solve problems that were suitable for a single program. Now the focus is on software that

---

*Figure 1: Agent Typology (Adapted from Nwana & Azarmi, 1997)*

![Agent Typology Diagram](image-url)
will be able to communicate and access multiple programs in order to solve a specific problem that is difficult or incapable of being solved by a single program. This concept of programming is called agent-oriented programming. Agents “interoperate,” or have the ability to exchange information and services with other programs (Genesereth & Ketchpel, 1994). Implementing agents requires a language in which to construct the individual agents, an ontology for providing a shared understanding of terms and concepts, an agent communication language to exchange data and a shared model for determining the appropriate types of exchanges.

An early approach to distributed intelligent problem solving composed of multiple knowledge sources was the blackboard system. The blackboard model has been used to approach “ill-defined” problems. As Butterfield and Cooprider (1994) elaborated, “the blackboard model was developed originally as a means of sharing distributed information. It assumes that for many ill-defined problems, solutions are partitioned among a number of different experts or knowledge sources. Rather than presenting a predefined problem and soliciting possible answers, blackboard models prompt the experts for information about the problem.... [Blackboard models] provide an appropriate framework of and system for helping to resolve conflicts in the requirements analysis process” (Butterfield, Cooprider & Rathnam, 1994).

More recent approaches are based on distributed systems of rational agents using frameworks such as JADE (Bellifemine, Poggi & Rimassa, 2001), Jackal (Cost et al., 1998) and JATLite (Jeon, Petrie & Cutkosky, 2000). Individual agents are sometimes conceptualized as having beliefs, desires and intentions that can communicate with other agents to satisfy their goals. In these distributed systems, agents communicate using languages such as KQML or the FIPA ACL (Labrou, Finin & Peng, 1999).

Just as human systems created to achieve complex goals are conceived of as organizations, MASs such as those described above can be reconceptualized as “software organizations.” In both types of systems, the individual components, human employees or software agents need to be controlled, guided toward a constructive goal and coordinated toward the completion of the necessary individual tasks. Individual agents have specific goals and tasks to perform, possess specialized knowledge and have access to particular data. Agents accomplish their goals by communicating with other agents to acquire data, request tasks to be performed or to notify other agents of environmental changes they have affected. This conceptualization allows us to use well-established research from OT in creating guidelines for the design of our agent-based advising system.

Contingency-Theoretic Systems Development

OT is a field of study that examines an organization’s structure, constituencies, processes and operational results in an effort to understand the relationships involved in creating effective and efficient systems (Scott, 1992). A major division of OT,
Contingency Theory (CT) states that the structure of a successful organization is dependent upon the environment in which it operates (Van de Ven, 1985). IPT postulates that this environment-determines-organizational-structure dependency is the result of the coordination requirements among the basic elements and tasks that make up the organization (Cyert, 1963; Galbraith, 1973).

IPT states that the adaptations that organizations may utilize to solve the information processing requirements in an organizational structure can be generalized into two broad categories: planning and mutual adjustment. The more heterogeneous, unpredictable and dependent upon other environmental resources a task is, the greater the information processing that the organization must be able to do in order to successfully accomplish the task. As diversity of resources, processes or outputs increases, inter-process coordination requirements, uncertainty and system complexity all increase. As uncertainty increases, information-processing requirements increase. These changes yield incomplete management information, which requires more mutual adjustment and cooperation in the organizational system. Conversely with more homogeneous, predictable and independent tasks, management’s ability to predict situations and plan for solutions increases. Thus standard operating procedures can be implemented and hierarchical control systems created to manage the organization effectively.

In our research we postulate that the environment-structure relationship outlined in the paragraphs above is also reflected in Software Systems designs, especially those utilizing intelligent agents. In previous research (Durrett, Burnell & Priest, 2000, 2001), we have developed, and tested, the following CT-based guidelines for creating MASs:

1. **Describe business activity and identify tasks**: Allow management and developers to refine the overall purpose of the software being designed.
2. **Determine task predictability**: Since a basic premise of CT is that the control structure of a business process must match the environment in which it operates, we must identify the predictability of each task.
3. **Assign tasks to employees**: Once the level of predictability has been estimated for each task, the granularity of the employees being created can be determined and component designs finalized.
4. **Group employees into teams**: As with human organizations, our employees can be grouped along any of several dimensions, including task, workflow, product, manager or communication requirements, as required by the operating environment.
5. **Identify communications needs**: Once teams are determined, the communication requirements of individual employees, and of teams, can be determined.
6. **Construct management groups**: In software systems operating in a dynamic environment, management is required only when employees are unable to handle events.
In the next section, we describe how we combine the IPT and MAS paradigms to create a **virtual** advisor system.

**THE SARA VIRTUAL ADVISOR**

The SARA **Virtual** Advisor is a smart MAS that is part of a planned Web-based information management system (a *knowledge portal*) to support traditional and distributed **education**. SARA is intended to deliver many advising services to students, such as degree planning, semester scheduling and course approval. Other components with which SARA will interact include those that perform transfer analysis, general information regarding types of degree plans and market outlook (types of jobs, location and pay). Moving beyond the common, inadequate strategy of making paper-based advising materials electronically available, we seek to provide a means by which a student (or potential student) may engage in a dialogue with a **"virtual" advisor.** Students want to get answers quickly to specific questions, not spend hours looking through pages of online documents. An example scenario of what students need is shown below:

Elton wants to graduate as quickly as possible, subject to the realities of his specific situation. He can only take online or night classes, since he works full time during the day. In the summer, he could take a morning class, but he would prefer not to. He does want to take Dr. Smith for his circuits class. He assumes that if the classes are not too hard, he could take 15 hours a semester. If he has one or more tough or really time-consuming classes, he should take only nine or 12 hours. He wants to get a COSC degree, but if he can graduate much sooner, he would like to consider a CISC degree.

One function of SARA is the graduation planner, which identifies a degree’s requirements, compares it to a student’s information, determines courses that need to be taken, and then develops a schedule based on these requirements and user preferences. A partial list of the user options is shown below:

- Graduation Plan
  - Preferred or absolute graduation date—user selected
  - System-suggested graduation date based on user selected number of hours, schedule and other limitations
  - Shortest path of the fewest number of semesters to graduate
  - Critical path of courses to meet graduation goal date (i.e., considering prerequisites—the order in which classes must be taken to meet desired graduation date)
- Class selection allowing student to select certain classes at certain times/semester and system then develops the plan around these selections

- Course Selection and Schedule
  - Absolute or preferred schedule limitations by semester or overall (no exceptions)—maximum number of hours per semester, limits including evening, day, M/W, Web, no class before 9:30, no class after 5:30, etc.
  - Average course difficulty rating over the remaining semesters (evenly distribute challenging courses over semesters)
  - Maximum difficulty rating to not exceed a set limit
  - Teacher preferences or teacher not-to-take list

- Course Information
  - Student comments, suggestions and reviews of curriculum available for perusal

In selecting a data representation scheme, a number of factors must be considered. The four most important are quantity, accessibility, quality and dynamicism. The planner function requires much data, some of which is imprecise or missing, and some of which is subject to frequent change. For example, planning a student’s courses for Fall 2003 relies on many assumptions, including student performance and course offerings.

CT design guidelines tell us that domain policies must be specified declaratively and grouped according to predictability to minimize the impact of change. We use relational database tables to store raw data, downloaded from external systems. In our prototype system we allow database entry and retrieval based on university and department-level specifications. It is our intent in future versions to extend the database schema to include more generic metadata standards such as those specified in the CEN/ISSS workshop on learning technology standards (CEN/ISSS/WS-LT, 2000). These design choices isolate some of the more dynamic segments of the advising system, making changes to any component in SARA easier, and they also isolate legacy system interface tasks.

Another dynamic segment of SARA’s task environment is the degree policies. With the increase and rapid change in special rules, exceptions and prerequisites used in universities today, it is easy to see that a system that is built by centralizing constraints will become obsolete within a matter of months after implementation. A useful advising system must be robust and readily configurable to allow for course exceptions or course requirements such as prerequisites, minimum grade point average or student standing.

Again, following IPT guidelines, domain policies are categorized and stored as rules. This part of the system is currently implemented in the Java Expert System Shell, JESS (Jess, 2002). The degree planner manager, written in Java, interfaces with the rules and internal database to provide a degree of isolation of policy and implementation. The degree planner manager controls the mechanics of supplying
data to and storing data supplied by the degree planner rules. Thus, individual rule bases (which behave as employee specialists and are implemented as agents) are strictly focused on solving specific domain problems (such as creation of a degree plan based on student and university constraints). Managers handle the mundane tasks of acquiring and distributing resources (data) from the appropriate sources. A separate user interface again isolates domain policies and procedures from mechanics of implementation. The architecture for the system is shown in Figure 2 below.

**Figure 2: Prototype Example**

![Diagram of system architecture](image)

The first prototype developed was for the Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering Department at The University of Texas at Arlington. Their curriculum and degree requirements are typical for an undergraduate program.

For this graduation planner example, 47 rules and 65 data requirements were identified. The rules could be classified by owner such as university, college and department requirements or by functions such as transfer credit and minimum GPAs. An example rule (in JESS) that checks if a student can take a course is shown below:

```lisp
(defrule can-take-course "check if student can take a course"
  ?goal2 <- (goal-is-to (action check-course) (argument-1 ?ID) (argument-2 ?course))
  (course-prerequisites (dept ?Dept) (course ?course) (prereqs $?plist)
   (coreqs $?))
  (passing-grade $?passing-grades)
```
Many of the problems we found centered on 1) lack of data standardization, 2) data quality, 3) number of changes and 4) algorithm complexity. An example of a data standardization issue is shown in course naming schemes (e.g., IE3315 versus Math321). The largest data quality concern was missing data that was usually caused by an inability of the department to commit to a long-term schedule, e.g., instructor teaching assignments.

The dynamic nature of the data is the largest challenge to system maintainability. As already noted, change must be dealt with in any virtual advising system. The most common changes for each semester are faculty changes, especially for adjunct professors and instructors teaching lower level classes. Another major problem is catalog changes, that often occur every two years, in which all three organizational units (university, college and department) can change requirements. These changes affect many of the rules. Finally, dealing with rules interaction and interfacing with the wide variety of legacy systems negatively affects algorithm complexity.

We verified the selected architecture and its desired features by customizing the system for the Texas Christian University Computer Science Department. This extra step was crucial to testing the maintainability and robustness of the design.

**FUTURE TRENDS**

Given the expected increase in both purely online courses (eLearning) and traditional courses augmented with Web technologies, the importance of infrastructure systems such as the virtual advisor (SARA) described in this chapter will become increasingly important. In addition, if the current dominance of busy professionals (Symonds, 2001) in eLearning classes continues, those systems will need to be as flexible, easy to use and beneficial as other software available in the broadly defined domain of electronic commerce. To facilitate this continued shift in education, which parallels that of many other industries, future systems require technologies to support rapid, adaptable, distributed and shareable resources. To achieve these capabilities, enhancements are needed in Web services, intelligent systems engineering and educational metadata standards.
Web services provide an abstraction layer between the service and the service user. They are built using standard Internet technologies such as XML, HTTP and SOAP (Snell, Tidwell & Kulchenko, 2002). Use of these or their descendents supports the independent development and deployment of educational materials and tools that may be dynamically located, organized and used. For example, current systems such as SARA may be initially implemented as resource components within a monolithic, centralized system and later, through the use of standard distributed Web communication protocols, as a collection of independently accessible Web services. In doing so, we allow much more flexible reintegration of the individual agent “employees” of SARA into ad hoc software teams.

Efforts to engineer intelligent systems should address the needs of the entire life-cycle, from domain modeling and initial implementation, to maintenance. For example, graphical, domain-aware editors ease the task of maintaining intelligent systems. Business rule editors currently exist, and the extension of such editors to include structural analysis of rules and domain-specific knowledge using industry-adopted ontologies is an important area for future research. In addition to business rule editors, other computer-aided software engineering tool support is needed to locate existing components for reuse and integration, and to support Web-based development, visualization and secure deployment. Finally, better tools are needed for verification, validation and debugging.

Standardization efforts are needed to rapidly and broadly deploy the technologies described. Standardized course metadata, using standards such as CWA 14040 (CEN/ISSS/WS-LT, 2000), provides guidelines on categorization of learning resources used in a course along several levels of granularity. IEEE P1484 (IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee, 2001) provides a draft standard of a schema for learning objects that can be used by students, instructors and software agents in finding or defining courses. The creation and use of such standards will greatly increase the utility and ease of construction of intelligent agent systems for education. The same is true for virtually any domain, from supply-chain management to medicine.

**CONCLUSION**

The SARA agent-based architecture was created by applying our contingency-theoretic guidelines to the analysis of the advising domain. By organizing rules according to unit (university, college and department), setting up a conflict resolution strategy via a manager agent to resolve rule conflicts between units, creating specialist agents to deal with connections to legacy systems and isolating the most dynamic data elements in the system, we have created a system that we believe will be adaptable to new advising situations, including those in virtual universities. Some of the special features of SARA include adaptability to changing requirements and
new experiences via a knowledgebase of advisor policies and end-user customization for different departments and universities.

We expect to continue extending SARA, even as we move forward with integrating the system with other components necessary for virtual university support systems. Some of the specific enhancements we have planned include adding interactive personalities that adapt to different classes of users to provide specific answers to many common questions and exploring alternative representations of rules for the domain policies. These alternatives include case-based reasoning to capture exception handling, influence diagrams to reason about preferences and uncertainty, and machine learning capabilities using data mining methods to improve advice given by the system.
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ABSTRACT

Lots of efforts (ARIADNE, Dublin Core, IMS, eBioMED.ch, IEEE-LTSC, CEN-CENELEC, Medline Mesh tree, SCORM, etc.) have been invested in defining a proper indexation schema, resulting in an appropriate descriptor or header for describing pedagogical documents. The difficulty stems from the following paradox: the header should be as detailed as possible to get, when querying the knowledge pool, an adequate set of documents, and as light as possible to make sure that indexation will be performed. So whatever the international
standard might be, it will achieve its aim of fostering share-and-reuse only if
the majority of the involved persons accept to use it!
The question therefore is: “How do you convince an author to index a
document?” To try and answer this question, we are investigating the key
factors of motivation for an author.

INTRODUCTION

Computer-based training (CBT) and computer aided learning (CAL) applica-
tions have been around for more than 30 years. Conceived as rigid, integrated, stand-
alone pieces of software, they never turned out a real success although they cost a
huge amount of human and financial effort. Thanks to the dazzling deployment of
information and communication technologies (ICTs) coupled with the tenfold
increase of computer power, new and promising opportunities for open and distance
education opened up. New paradigms were born, among which those of knowledge
pool, modularized pedagogical component, learning citizen and share-and-
reuse are worth mentioning. If properly taken into consideration, these concepts will
influence greatly the way online teaching and training could be handled, in turn
modifying the way the production of electronic documents for education and training
will be dealt with.

In this chapter, because we firmly believe it to be one of the main issues, we will
concentrate on the notion of share-and-reuse that in our mind is to prosper if: (i) a
critical mass of pedagogical material is made available and (ii) efficient search
mechanisms allow for retrieving at least the most relevant candidate resources
according to the context of actual use. Lots of international joint efforts have already
been invested in order to achieve this goal. An international standard for a proper
metadata, providing for an adequate indexation scheme that in turn allows for a clear
and interoperable description of pedagogical documents (the header), was approved
on June 13, 2002.

The difficulty stems from the following paradox: the header should be: (i) as
detailed as possible to facilitate getting, when querying a pedagogical repository (the
so-called knowledge pool), an appropriate set of documents, and (ii) as light as
possible to ensure that the indexation itself will be performed. Therefore, whatever
the standard, it will achieve its aim of fostering share-and-reuse if, and only if, the
majority of the involved persons accept to use it! The question therefore is: “What
do you do to ensure document indexation?” To try and answer this question, we are
investigating the key factors of motivation.

The work in progress, detailed hereafter, intends to detect: (i) what could
motivate or impede authors from sharing and/or re-using educational documents, and
(ii) what could be proposed to increase their willingness to do so. A hopefully
representative panel of authors, belonging to the academic world, will be requested
to answer a survey that should help determine these key factors. At this stage we exclude the professional world, although we assume that the underlying reluctance and/or motivation for share-and-reuse of these two distinct environments could feature some similarities (confidentiality or publication considerations, strategic information, institutional policies, fear of being plagiarized, etc.).

BACKGROUND

Should the pedagogical community dispose of—as it is the case in the ARIADNE Foundation (http://www.ariadne-eu.org)—its distributed knowledge pool system (cf., Figure 1), each of its members can query either the local, the regional or the international knowledge pool to check whether there exist some pedagogical documents that could be reused in the context of a specific course to be prepared and delivered.

Figure 1: The ARIADNE Knowledge Pool Distributed System
The greater the number of documents retrieved, the better their quality and the finer their level of granularity, the easier it becomes to make a document produced by someone else. Facilities should be provided to adapt the document, allowing for real appropriation and hence increasing the chances of renouncement to the well-known syndrome of the “not written by me.”

RESEARCH ASSUMPTIONS AND OBJECTIVES

According to the already-mentioned context and target audience, it appears that authors’—persons involved in the production and drafting of electronic documents dedicated to the academic training—motivation to share, use and re-use documents is a determining factor when aiming at improving the quality of shared/sharable documents, thus contributing to increase their production. Our hope is that studying both the related variables, we will be able to deduce which of these endogenous and exogenous factors should be considered to help increase the authors’ motivation.

The main endogenous factors retained so far are:
(i) confidence in the quality of what is produced both by oneself and by others;
(ii) trust in reciprocation, meaning that when one shares its production with others they, in turn, will do the same, defeating the belief that “I always give and never receive”;
(iii) the conviction that by feeding a cooperative database and contributing to it scaling up, the whole community will benefit from it;
(iv) the wish to belong to a network, so that the combined efforts alleviate a burden that otherwise might be to heavy—investing efforts, time and money to rediscover what already exists;
(v) the personal intention in sharing with third parties;
(vi) the ability to consider its specific research and curricular field like forming part of a broader network of general disciplines.

Regarding the exogenous factors, we will consider:
(i) the financial and temporal constraints;
(ii) the institutional capacity to support transdisciplinarity;
(iii) the increased visibility of the resulting curriculum;
(iv) the possibility of developing new collaborations;
(v) the reluctance towards technological constraints.

We thus propose to examine some dimensions intervening in the motivation process and to interpret them in the light of the variables of the here above mentioned. In order to justify a lack of cooperation, authors often mention exogenous factors; however, we believe that endogenous factors are likely to impact the tendency more strongly when being taken in to account in a cooperative model.
Endogenous factors of the first level (authors’ intention) must be understood according to the model of coalition presented by Foray and Zimmermann (2001).

A population $I$ is involved in producing pedagogical contents, of cardinal $N$, which can influence the individual decision of taking part or not in the collective efforts of sharing these contents. It is considered that these collective efforts generate, for each $N$ individuals (authors) of $I$, an externality of use resulting from the improvements made to the first teaching step of production. We represent this externality in the $f(n)$ function of the number of cooperating authors, where $f(n)$ is increasing and strictly concave.

In a simplified way, we initially assume that the individual cost of participation per unit of time is uniform and is indicated by $CP$, as well as for the expected effects in terms of reputation and competence, indicated by $KR$. Thus we can derive that the cumulated profit for any individual author, for each unit of time, depends on whether he cooperates or not.

Regarding motivations of the authors in the step of use, sharing and re-use of electronic documents, a study about these motivations implies targeting the underlying endogenous and exogenous factors (psychosocial perspective) acting in this
process. We assume that the cumulated profits (i.e., acquired competence and reputation), after a strong growth, decrease gracefully as authors become experts.

METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS

It should be noted that the endogenous factors to study are divided into two dimensions: (i) dimension of intentionality (above mentioned) and (ii) social factors (gender and age). With regard to the exogenous factors, we subdivide them into three categories of dimension: (i) the institutional constraints (existing network, transdisciplinarity, etc.); (ii) the technological constraints (reluctance towards technology); and finally (iii) the academic and linguistic traditions to which belong the institutions in which authors are in function (Latin-speaking European, German-speaking European, English-speaking European and North American, etc.).

Experimental Conditions

Our experimental conditions will include:

1. design of a preliminary questionnaire in order to target a representative sample of population (authors involved in production and drafting of electronic documents dedicated to the academic training, independently of their motivations);
2. determination of the sample (determining the sample size for a factor or effect in an ANalysis Of VAriance between groups is usually difficult because of the need to specify all of the treatment means in order to calculate the non-centrality parameter of the F-distribution, on which power depends);
3. dividing this sample into equal and significant (F-distribution) groups (regarding to gender, age, language and academic tradition, etc.);
4. multivariate questionnaire suitable for informing us about all above-mentioned dimensions, factors and correlations between the studied variables;
5. factor analysis of correspondences—one-, two- and three-way interaction effect (ANOVA), correlations (multiple regression if necessary), etc.;
6. analyzing the results and offering a grid of interpretation.

QUESTIONNAIRE

Following Singly (1992), who advises to split questionnaires dealing with a practice or a set of practices into two parts, we have organized ours with Part I focusing on the “object of the survey” and part II focusing on the “social determinants.”
In order to find indicators about the studied notion, we relied on Paul Lazarsfeld’s multiplicity principle (Schumann, 1993) which states as follows: “As the relation between each indicator and the fundamental concept is defined in terms of probabilities, a lot of indicators should be used.” It is said that when creating a questionnaire, the best practice is to use both open questions and closed questions. A question is said to be closed when only one among a number of possible answers is to be selected, whereas when confronted with an open question, one can answer freely. Needless to say that all answers have to be carefully categorized before treatment in order to be computed correctly. On one hand, open questions offer a wider opportunity of expression and support the own perception by people of the social environment; on the other hand the information related to these answers seems to be useless because it is too dispersed or hard to compute.

As it is known, answers are often biased by the way the question is put, so some rules should be considered in order not to influence them as little as possible.

The general scheme of the first part of the questionnaire should provide for the detection of the sample’s past and current practices: Do they share documents? Did they share documents in the past? Do they re-use documents produced by third parties? In which way? In which context? etc. The second part aims at detecting various dimensions of motivation underlying these:

- What factors can/could increase the motivation to share documents: visibility, recognition, altruism, practice imposed by the institution, the possibility to access “in return” documents produced by others, etc.?
- What are the inhibiting factors for document sharing: lack of recognition, loss of control on its own work, copyright and other legal problems, technical and organizational problems, lack of human and/or financial resources, lack of information, specificity of produced documents to a particular situation, etc.?
- What are the factors that justify the use of documents produced by others: time saving, lack of competences and/or resources to produce its own documents, the need to diversify resources placed at the disposal of learners, institutional policy, etc.?
- What are the factors inhibiting the re-use of documents produced by others (inadequacy with the needs, difficulties to find appropriate documents, poor quality of scientific content, technical problems, copyright problems, language and translation problems, price of the documents, the inappropriate granularity of the documents, impossibility to modify and adapt documents, the too large specificity of available material).

We suppose that the level of expertise has a deep impact on the practice of share and re-use. What are the independent variables, the dependant variables, and exogenous and endogenous factors?

1. Endogenous factors
   a. Independent variables
Different Groups of Questions

Identifying the person
1. Age:
2. Sex: Female or Male
3. Mother tongue:
4. Continental origin:
5. Country of work:
6. Language used for work:

Identifying the practice
7. Do you currently share your documents? Yes or no?
8. If yes, what is the frequency during the last year?
   a. 1-10
   b. 10-20
   c. 20-50
   d. 50-100
   e. more than 100
9. If not, why?
10. Did you share documents in the past? Yes or no?
11. If yes, when?
    a. Beginning of your career
    b. Middle of your career
    c. End of your career
12. If yes, what is the frequency?
   a. Give an average number of documents per year
13. Do you think your practice has changed?
   a. Why?
14. With whom do you share your documents?
   a. My offices’ colleagues
   b. My university colleagues
   c. My institute colleagues
   d. Within a network of universities
   e. Within an international network
   f. Other: explain
15. Do you re-use document from others?
16. What kind of documents?
   a. Newspaper articles
   b. Books
   c. Internal publications
   d. Academic reviews
   e. Courses from other colleagues
   f. Documents of unknown authors
   g. Documents of known authors
   h. CD-ROMs
   i. Films
   j. Photos
   k. Cassettes
   l. Animations
   m. Images
   n. Practical cases
   o. Sound
   p. Other
17. What are your choosing criteria?
18. Do you belong to a community of practice?

**FUTURE TRENDS**

This study will detect factors allowing share and re-use of the electronic documents for education. First of all we will categorize the population sample according to their present and past practices. Ability of sharing and re-using documents will constitute the two main dimensions used in order to extract this sample (those sharing documents, those re-using them, those doing both). We will then try to detect the motivations underlying each type of practice regarding the sharing and re-use of documents. The main factors highlighted by this inquiry will
then be studied, more intensively, in a second article. Obviously the model is not strictly defined, and should be completed by including other factors like the relation between the number of documents re-used and the number of documents shared.
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ABSTRACT
The EFTWeb is a model proposed for developing a World Wide Web based system that allows the interaction between users and contents. The users can be students and teachers that place, modify and use available contents. Contents can be any type of digital education materials. The system provides the means to control security, intellectual property rights and billing issues, giving both types of users the necessary tools to access the system, prepare materials and use them.

One important facility associated with the system is its ability to create contexts. The creation of context is made possible by the combined use of thesaurus technology and referencing content by recurring to dynamic catalogues, providing different perspectives to exist at the same time.

The authors defend the importance that context may have to provide a usable environment to support education, learning and training activities, and to make available the associated concepts that help to support such a semantic approach to content reuse.

Copyright © 2003, Idea Group Inc. Copying or distributing in print or electronic forms without written permission of Idea Group Inc. is prohibited.
INTRODUCTION

The EFTWeb is a model proposed for developing a World Wide Web-based system that allows the interaction between users and contents. The users can be students and teachers that place, modify and use available contents. Contents can be any type of digital education materials. The system provides the means to control security, intellectual property rights (IPR) and billing issues, giving to the users the necessary tools to access the system, prepare materials and use them.

One important facility associated with the system is its ability to create contexts. The creation of context is made possible by the combined use of thesaurus technology and referencing content by recurring to dynamic catalogues.

The authors defend the importance that context may have when providing usable environments to support education, learning and training activities, and provide the associated concepts that help to support such a semantic approach to content reuse.

Based on a current project to support distributed education with strong coordination requirements, the authors developed a framework to assist education, learning and training needs using common available technologies like the World Wide Web and databases.

The framework is supported by an infrastructure that led to a novel propose of a value added chain for the education business, where teachers and students play an equal part on the system being considered both as producers and consumers. The system aim is to support with maximum flexibility both teachers and students, and treat them as clients that produce, share and consume contents organized by sequences that can be customized according to different situations regarding the context of education, learning and training.

The chapter presents the system with a focus on the creation of contexts and how they provide a real support for both teachers’ and students’ work. We will attempt to demonstrate the role that the use of context creation facility can have to structure information about a knowledge theme and thus provide users with a better service to support education, training and learning activities.

Motivation

The digital economy obeys very different paradigms from the traditional ones. Among interesting characteristics in the Society of Information is the possibility, with great easiness, to start from information picked up in the most varied sources and for the most forms, to store, to negotiate, to conceive, to produce, to reconfigure, to manage, to implement and to control the development of new products, including the opening of enormous opportunities in the field of the education, training and learning.

Rethinking education, training and learning is critical. From the EFTWeb point of view, it can be seen as a group of services, taking a perspective from demand to the offer, and conceiving it as a product that allows its easy transformation in a
service and making it more useful to the students and professionals. It is important to state that the authors defend the perspective of students as customers who are information and knowledge buyers. But they also can be seen as knowledge builders!

**CURRENT ISSUES ON EDUCATION, TRAINING AND LEARNING**

Many of the current education, learning and training issues are related to the need of flexible independent learning in terms of time and place. The available information and communication technologies (ICTs) also allow new opportunities to innovate and propose life-long learning (LLL), on-the-job training facilities, open and distance education (ODE) and new forms of knowledge delivery even for the more traditional teaching.

With the evolving change in the way we work and learn in the new economy age, there is also a strong demand for new paradigms of teaching and learning which focus on social interaction, as in the case of collaborative learning (Dillenbourg & Schneider, 1995). A great number of existent learning paradigms are based on constructivist principles (Brown et al., 1989). As stated by Manderveld and Koper (2000), the new learning paradigms focus on the following concepts:

- **education** an training is learner centered (Kinzie, 1990);
- learning as an active, constructive and goal-directed process (Shull, 1988);
- individual differences of students are taken into account;
- the teacher or trainer is a facilitator and a coach (Wood & Wood, 1995)
- learning is embedded in a social context;
- emphasis on performance assessment methods.

Manderveld and Koper (2000) suggest that in order to support these new learning paradigms, learning environments need to be rich, flexible environments, and they must be available anytime and anyplace.

Taking these issues into account, a higher level of concern is introduced and new forms of doing are needed to engage an existing learning community into the use of ICTs and, in particular, to take advantage of the World Wide Web- (Web-) based environment as the one described in this chapter.

**The Case of Web-Based Learning**

McCormack and Jones proposed a broad definition for Web-based learning system in 1998. They considered it as an environment created on the World Wide Web in which students and educators can perform learning-related tasks. They add
that it is not simply a mechanism for distributing information to students, but also performs tasks related to communication, assessment and class management.

One of the existing resources in the Web concerning Web-based learning is the Web-based learning resources library at http://www.outreach.utk.edu/weblearning/. There, Web-based learning is defined as a major subcomponent of the broader term “e-learning.” Web-based learning is one of the tools with which education can be delivered. In traditional academic institutions, Web-based learning systems are generally housed administratively in a “distance education” department alongside other at-distance delivery methods such as correspondence, satellite broadcast, two-way videoconferencing, videotape and CD-ROM/DVD delivery systems. All such systems seek to serve learners at some distance from their learning source. Many such systems attempt to serve learners interacting with the learning source in an asynchronous mode (for example, e-mail). Distance education, then, is often referred to as those delivery modalities that seek to reduce the barriers of time and space to learning, thus the frequently used phrase “anytime, anywhere learning.”

Walkden and Sharp (2000) propose that the most effective learning system will be hybrids, using conventional settings with a mixture of some virtual features.

A number of changes are required when paper-based learning resources are changed by the use of the electronic medium (Thompson & Boak, 2000). In particular they can:

- make available a range of items within a package;
- offer users diagnostic checklists, which the software can code and advise users, on the basis of their responses, which packages and which items within packages may be of most relevance to them;
- offer users choices from menus, so they can explore the packages and the items within packages: choose to ignore some, or to explore them in an order that reflects their own interests and priorities;
- invite users to write their own answers, suggestions, observations, into the package, and then quickly allow them to compare their contributions with system answers and suggestions;
- collate information that users provide in response to questions, and enable users to save it, print it or send it to a tutor using some Internet facility (such as e-mail);
- use media other than the printed word—illustrations, photograph, animations and sound.

These changes can provide an opportunity for innovation in education, learning and training. However, a proper environment other than technology must be available and developed for creating a true learning community. This chapter deals with the EFTWeb model, but a broader discussion must take place when implementing it in a real setting for a particular learning community that introduces human factors and the right information system to integrate people, technology and organization.
Innovation and Opportunities within Education, Training and Learning

Education, learning and training constitutes one of the areas of great potential for innovation. This enormous potential can promote modifications both in the processes and in the way that these activities are performed. It is currently accepted that education, training and learning will meet, in a close future, among economic activities of larger importance.

However, education, learning and training on move despite presentational teaching has remained almost the same for the last four centuries (Puttnam, 1996). Even with current available information technologies and their impact, no relevant changes are in sight. Tension between what can be expected by students and current educational offers is greater as shown each day by new signs of the growing difference between what students want and what society needs and what institutions can provide. Even teachers seem lost somewhere by the pace of change and by the lack of interest among students to attend, discuss and produce work in a traditional education environment.

Opportunities to take advantage of information technologies in educational contexts are reported by several authors (Harasim, 1995; Papert, 1993). In particular, there is an opportunity to innovate by reinventing time and space constraints in educational settings (Gouveia, 1999) and introducing computer and network support on presence teaching (Gouveia, 1998).

However, the use of ICTs generally does not introduce innovation into educational practices although they offer tremendous opportunities for that (Goodyear, 1999). Among these ICT offerings are the use of laptop computers, PDAs, network support and the Internet itself.

Also, Semantic Web techniques provide an opportunity to support reusing content. Semantic Web is a mesh of information linked in such a way as to be easily processed by machines, on a global scale. Its aim is to provide an efficient way of representing data on the World Wide Web, or as a globally linked database. A number of those concerns lie within the Semantic Web concept such as metadata, formal annotations of Web information, information extraction, knowledge representation for the Web, integration of databases in the knowledge Web, interoperability of Web services at the semantic and pragmatic levels, content-based information retrieval, knowledge retrieval and tool environments, as is the case of the one proposed in this chapter.

EFTWEB SYSTEM PROPOSAL

Basic Model Concepts

The EFTWeb system proposes an innovation of the education, training and learning process, through the use of the Web by presenting a framework that bases
teacher and student interaction on the materials and tasks to be accomplished. In the proposed model, content has the same importance as the means for classifying it (Gouveia et al., 2000).

The EFTWeb model was designed to support three main concepts for content structuring—unit, theme and content. A unit possesses themes and for them corresponds presental sessions or module units. Each theme has a group of contents that aids information and knowledge transmission. A content is an independent object of a given format, among the many multimedia formats supported by the Internet.

The organization scheme for user access, unit – theme – content, is given by the notion of a guide. A guide is a well-defined sequence of the referred elements associated to structure contents and gives the user a path to explore information (Borges Gouveia et al., 2000).

One of the underlying ideas for EFTWeb is to support with maximum flexibility content access by giving total permission to use available resources and facilities. This is implemented by assigning a particular profile to each user. To support it the model implements a credit-based system allowing each user the access to a given resource based on a cost for each unit retrieved. Each user receives a given amount of credits that can be used with some degree of freedom. The EFTWeb user can be a single user or a group of users like a class. A user can be any teacher or student.

An important model characteristic is considering each user a client. The model allows the necessary flexibility to consider users, regardless of if they are teachers or students, as potential consumers and producers. This way, the system provides support to organize students’ works and integrate them in the content offering by appropriate control of author rights and content’s versioning and certification. It also allows teachers to build, along with content, new or existing guides based on others’ work. This can include, in all or in part, already existent guides. Each user can also introduce enhancements in the way content is classified.

**Technology Support**

The EFTWeb model is implemented with available widespread technology. To support content distribution, the World Wide Web becomes the natural solution. It has a lot of information available that needs to be mediated for being trusted. Also, its information can be searchable and exists in a digital format, in particular using a textual search engine. Web access is possible with a personal computer and its cost is acceptable.

To support content, database technology is used. This technology eases the storage and retrieval of contents and supports multiple and concurrent accesses supporting multimedia storage and activity logs. It also provides a proven mean for searching and to support the dynamic maintenance of contents and model data structures.
To support semantic structures, where relations between contents are of importance, thesaurus technology is used. This will provide the necessary flexibility to access content by using a set of ordered concepts that allow storage of, with each content, independent semantic and high-order relationships.

The combined use of the World Wide Web, databases and thesaurus technologies are designed as the support for the system offer—distribution plus content plus structure—and constitutes the system core added value. Figure 1 represents the model offer. A number of systems already take this approach, including some intranet models (Duncan, 2000) and education-specific models such as WebCT and others. A comparison of the EFTWeb with a number of education models (Aulanet, Classnet, Learning space, Live/Books, Serf, Virtual-U, WCB and WebCT) is made in Gouveia et al. (2000). One of EFTWeb’s main distinctions is its reliance on thesaurus technology to introduce semantics to the model.

One of the more relevant features of this model is the use of thesaurus technology to structure content semantics. The thesaurus is used to describe a particular model of knowledge about a given area in terms of keywords and relations between these keywords. The system allows the creation of several different structures in the thesaurus, for different overlapping classification systems to use at the same time.

From the user perspective, the Web browser integrates system functionality by offering a common and easy-to-use hypermedia interface. This option allows for the technology integration without increasing user client complexity to configure and use. Its use also allows integration with Internet and intranet existent facilities.
Model Entities

EFTWeb model considers in its core some support for security and billing issues. The entities represent the interface with external issues like client, security and billing (Figure 2). These three entities were selected in order to provide a clear business orientation for the EFTWeb model.

- **Client**: includes teachers and students. The model allows a client to be a consumer and also a producer.
- **Security**: deals with the need of protecting client identification and client system use. Also, it includes allowed user operations and what can the user really do, modify, comment and add as content and context information.
- **Billing**: allows the necessary arrangements to use the system in a commercial way, where different types of promotions, paying education, learning and training programs, and fees can be applied.

![Figure 2: The Entities in the EFTWeb](image)

Model Mechanisms

The model mechanisms are used to interface the offer with the entities presented. The mechanisms receive the information from corresponding entities, and provide the processes and storage needs to deal with entity requirements in a flexible and independent way.
For each entity, the model offers a correspondent mechanism that acts like a system translator between each entity’s requirements and the functioning for system offer integration. The model mechanisms are defined as (Figure 3):

- **Scripts**: having the distribution, content and structure as an organized and available offer, to each client can correspond a particular path that shows a set of selected offer.
- **Profiles**: corresponds to how each client can interact with the offer, by allowing different levels of functionality to take place. These levels are described as use, read, execute, comment, add, certify and evaluate.
- **Credits**: allows client interaction with the offer in a cost-based approach. Each action concerning content or each kind of interaction can have a particular cost or be rewarded with credits. Credits also allow system usage regulation by controlling accesses. The credits mechanism interacts with the billing by allowing an internal unifying cost for tracking usage and a commercial independent pricing.

**EFTWeb User Types**

Three types of users should be considered. The normal user can be a teacher or a student. The administrative users are responsible for the normal definition of the system offer and operation. There are two types of administrative users: the ones that

---

**Figure 3: The Mechanisms in the EFTWeb Model**
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deal with the base offer definitions and the thesaurus administrative users that are responsible for maintaining multiple catalogues and thesaurus.

The model also proposes two types of services: administrative services that allow administrative users and thesaurus administrative users to enter the information necessary to the system operation, like user information, content and structure information. The administrative services are:

- **certifying and authoring**: certifying contents and authoring scripts;
- **version control**: promoting and maintaining related content collections;
- **catalogue creation**: complementing the thesaurus with additional information by introducing lists of available thesaurus keywords with correspondent weighting factors.

Notice that although these services were designed to be performed by different people, anyone can be part of each group and each group will not excludes members from the other groups. The three groups were devised in order to reinforce content quality and its categorization effort.

**System Services**

The system takes advantage of existent worldwide and low-cost Web facilities. It is based on a client/server architecture where the core content is stored in a database and all the interaction between the system and users is made by a Web browser using standard facilities (no plug-ins). This means that no additional plug-in for running EFTWeb is needed, although any format used for content support may require plug-ins to be presented. That’s the case for, among others, content produced using Flash or VRML code.

The novelty is on the model used to create the database structure, where focus was directed to clients, security and cost supervision. In order to fill these requirements, some integration mechanisms have been developed. In the system core, contents classification (metadata) based on thesaurus technology is placed along with the contents, allowing great flexibility in the terms definition.

The EFTWeb can be used as broker to assist both teacher and students needs by providing content in context. Different educational contexts can be envisaged as resulting from presence education support, distance education and training or even instruction activities.

The current implementation of the EFTWeb model supports several services including the use of a recommender system and the support for cooperative work for document tracking and folder sharing (version management). These facilities, along with the more usual electronic mail, news, forum and chat, provide a set of services integrated with the content database and a thesaurus-based content classification for accessing and searching available content. Users can also trade content by using
credits to buy and sell contents. Security issues are implemented in the base system in order to certify who is doing what with respect to a given content.

The implemented user services are (Borges Gouveia et al., 2000):
- **mail**: each client must have access to an e-mail address to send/receive messages;
- **dialog**: allows client chat in real time.

The service is organized in rooms that groups users by topic:
- **personal area**: works as a system portal, proposing a link collection;
- **personal folder**: the place where the client places his documents with the option to share them;
- **search engine**: available in two modes—textual search and thesaurus (by directory); and
- **guides**: this facility defines the content sequence—“knowledge road”—to be used. It groups other guides, units and content.

**IMPACT ON EDUCATION, LEARNING AND TRAINING**

Considering current education, learning and training processes, the ones that are proposed by EFTWeb favored content reuse by allowing its combination based on existing context creation facilities. These facilities are implemented by the creation of a thesaurus and its flexibility based on alternative catalogs for each context—thus allowing alternative models to user access content. These models can exist and be used at the same time for different users and be replaced at any time for each user, providing alternative contexts to access content. Four types of activities in the process of education, learning and training can be proposed as follows:

- **lecturing**: the activity of content transmission and facilitation;
- **certifying**: the activity of validating contents and education contexts;
- **evaluating**: the activity of validating and assessing client (both teachers and students) knowledge;
- **production**: the activity of content creation, methodology elaboration and technology selection.

Considering the above activities, three main education types are proposed:
- **lecturing**: actions that involve one individual responsible for knowledge transmission to an audience composed of a group of individuals that may have different goals;
- **training**: actions oriented to the content, where the intended audience has common and well-defined goals; and
• instruction: actions oriented to the context, where the intended audience has a well-known profile and a group of tasks to be executed.

From these definitions (activities and education types), two important issues arise. First, there is a need to deal with the available resources in a flexible way—especially the ones concerned with content. The second allows combining types and education activities for extending, and describes resources as contents and contexts in the EFTWeb perspective.

EFTWeb proposes a model to support the need to store, represent and maintain both contents and semantic of contents in order to allow contents relations in independent and not previous known ways. This characteristic allows context support along with contents and also with semantic support given by using thesaurus technology.

THE USE OF THESAURUS

The current proposal for using thesaurus technology allows for the provision of a high-level description of the context and meaning of specific works within the knowledge domain where the available model offer is to be used (distribution + content + structure).

As the use of thesaurus allows the specification of meanings for the more important words used for classification, it supports search and browse tactics (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 1999). In conjunction with the use of catalogs, the thesaurus facility allows a group of users to construct and develop a context where they can both explore available content and create a high-level description of the knowledge domain to be used.

Such a system is integrated with the available content by the use of a textual search engine. It takes advantage of the specified thesaurus keywords and the provided catalog weights for these keywords, to build queries and to retrieve content that matches with these weighted keywords by using not an existing content classification, but the content description itself.

The use of thesaurus and catalogues allow students to reason not only for how to select content, but also to develop the context within those content is select and has a particular reasoning. It provides a way to organize available content and provide a tool for information management about a given knowledge domain.

Thesaurus and Catalogues in Practice

We can define a thesaurus for a given knowledge area or topic. It can be a broader topic such as Informatics, or a more specific one such as Human Factors
Figure 4: A Partial Thesaurus Example

```
Information
Technology
System
Enterprise
```

in HCI. For demonstration, Figure 4 presents a small example of a thesaurus for the Information Systems topic.

A catalog enhances a thesaurus by considering further detail about a given topic. For example, when considering a thesaurus about Information Systems (IS), several different catalogs can be proposed such as one considering an IS Management perspective (Figure 5) and another about an IS Socio-Technological perspective (Figure 6).

Note that both catalogs are about the Information Systems topic, but focus on different issues regarding the same knowledge theme. Thus the initial keywords associated with the thesaurus remain the same (the bold words), but the catalogue terms are different (the ones that follow each thesaurus keyword).

The use of the proposed “thesaurus and catalogue” solution provides both the possibility to classify content and characterize a given knowledge domain as a set of

Figure 5: A Catalogue Example

```
Information: value, data, process
Technology: office, production, productivity
System: model
Enterprise: value, added-value, profit
```

Figure 6: An Alternative Catalog Example

```
Information: data, knowledge
Technology: support, learning
System: human, process, ergonomic
Enterprise: work, system
```
keywords (terms) that can be used to inform search and content retrieval. In particular, this approach can be used to use a textual search engine to mine the content database, and to inform the inclusion of more classification keywords to each content occurrence.

An approach to use these facilities is to consider the use of the thesaurus to restrict available keywords and define a context, thus producing a high semantic level description to access content.

Also, the use of the catalog to define further detail and expand the thesaurus in a number of ways produces the following advantages:

• adding more semantics by feeding more keywords for each of the thesaurus entries;
• expanding the description level of the thesaurus, using the catalog as a strategy to search content, providing a tuning facility to classify the content itself (adding and deleting keywords associated with each content);
• allowing the use of specific keywords to refer to existing thesaurus entries. This will provide different perspective descriptions such as the client that can be a user within an enterprise context, and students within an academic context or an employee within the implementation of an ERM—Employee Relationship Management—system.

CONCLUSIONS

EFTWeb proposes a system that unifies content reuse for education, learning and training activities. The EFTWeb proposes content reuse from and by teachers taking advantage of students’ work. It provides a structured approach to store educational materials. This will allow content classification as an ongoing activity using EFTWeb, and its thesaurus and catalog facilities.

Content retrieval can be made by taking advantage of both a textual search engine and a combined thesaurus and catalog search, allowing the use of more restrictive conditions to be followed to find relevant content within the available content database.

The use of thesaurus facilities allows for the creation of alternative contexts where same contents can be used and referred within different perspectives, produced as additional catalogs to use taking into account a given thesaurus. Traditional ways of content classification offer a limited perspective based on the content’s aim at creation time and focused on content rather than taking into account the content plus context.

If we can, based on learning needs, specify a given knowledge topic using a high abstract level description instead of relying on same previous content classification, a much wider potential use for available content can be expected and thus take a semantic approach to content management.
EFTWeb also provides the support for education, learning and training activities based on the following advantages:

- **flexibility**: concerning the production process; the production includes contents, thesaurus and guides;
- **diversification**: by means of reusing existent content in new guides (contexts) and upgrading them both with new contents or by improving existent ones;
- **differentiation**: at the product level, by offering content and guides for satisfying each client’s needs.

EFTWeb can be of help in the emerging of new approaches to the education business, not only by supporting but also for packaging contents and facilitate its management. Central to EFTWeb use is the creation of thesaurus and guides, which turn out easy context descriptions for client needs fulfillment. These contexts allow taking advantage of existing content in different perspectives with different goals and within various activities.

The creation of multiple catalogs to be used with each thesaurus definition provides an even richer context description by allowing the use of the language and each area glossary to be integrated with EFTWeb facilities to browse available content. Beyond content and its reuse is the context offering to support education, learning and training activities.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter explores the use of group support systems (GSSs) with anonymous interaction capability as a means of enhancing creativity in small groups by inhibiting normative influence. GSS anonymity provides an environment in which social cues (e.g., social presence, status, gender, seniority) are masked, thus ensuring merit-based evaluation of ideas and equalizing participation rates. The central argument of this chapter is that anonymity-featured GSSs inhibit the exertion of normative influence on lower-status, junior, shy or female members and thereby removes barriers to creative idea generation. The author applies this argument to organizational small task-oriented groups, focus groups and classrooms, where GSSs have the potential for encouraging all participants to propose creative ideas by allowing all participants an equal voice.
INTRODUCTION

Creativity and innovation are the lifeblood of organizations and, as such, are central concerns of management. In today’s competitive business environment, managers are frequently required to generate creative ideas as solutions to business problems (see Taggar, 2002). The generation of creative solutions is a vital organizational task as successful businesses are likely to be innovators, “producing ideas or products that have changed their industries” (“Fear of the Unknown,” 1999, p. 61). Organizational scholars and management have long recognized that creativity can lead to innovative and novel solutions to highly complex and intractable problems (Paper & Johnson, 1997). As such, creativity is essential for organizational small task-oriented groups as well as for focus groups and classrooms. Focus group participants are encouraged to produce creative ideas, which have the potential of being transformed into useful products. Similarly, teachers in classrooms challenge students to generate creative ideas so as to foster independent thinking.

The objectives of this chapter are to explore normative influence as a barrier to creative idea generation that is present in small groups and to suggest information technology (IT)-based solutions to remove such barriers. The chapter considers three types of small groups—organizational task-oriented groups, focus groups and classrooms, and the effect of one technology—group support systems (GSSs), also referred to as groupware—on creativity within these groups.

BACKGROUND

Group Interaction: Advantages and Disadvantages

Group interaction has a number of advantages, encapsulated by Paulus, Laurey, and Dzindolet (2001, p. 319) as follows:

Group activities can build cohesiveness or team spirit, which in turn may be related to increased job motivation and morale. The shared decision making and responsibility of a team-based organization may lead to greater support or endorsement of organizational initiatives or programs. Groups can also take advantage of the shared expertise of the members. This may be particularly useful both in generating novel approaches and avoiding costly mistakes.

However, group interaction has some drawbacks, including limited amount of time for presenting individual ideas (air fragmentation), domination by one member, reluctance to express ideas due to fear of public speaking or due to evaluation apprehension, “groupthink” (the pressure on group members in decision-making groups to achieve consensus at the expense of objective analysis of the facts (see
Despite all the evidence that group process can and does significantly impair group effectiveness in many cases, it remains unavoidably true that groups do [italics in original] have more resources than do single individuals, and therefore the potential for highly effective performance is very much present in most groups.

**Normative Influence**

A significant barrier to creativity within organizational small task-oriented groups, focus groups and classrooms is normative influence, which is defined as the “influence to conform to the expectations of others” (Kaplan & Wilke, 2001, p. 410; Cialdini & Trost, 1998; Deutsch & Gerard, 1955; Moscovici, 1985; Myers, 2002, p. 229). Normative influence deters the free expression of ideas by individual group members, such as when the latter are reluctant to propose ideas because of the perception that these ideas run counter to those of higher status members (see Tan, Wei, Warson & Wacezuch, 1998) or because of the fear that their contributions will be devalued or rejected when evaluated by others (see Herschel, 1994; Klein & Dologite, 2000).³ Idea generation, brainstorming, decision making, problem solving and other interactions in small groups frequently result in the exertion of normative influence by some group members on others. Normative influence hinders the equal participation of all group members, constraining the creativity of lower-status, junior, shy or female members. Kaplan and Wilke (2001) argued that normative influence “may inhibit the processing of information in breadth” (p. 423), thereby inhibiting the generation of creative ideas and instead promoting the generation of merely conventional ideas.

**Group Support Systems**

Nunamaker, Briggs, Mittleman and Vogel (1996/1997, p. 164) defined GSS as “interactive computer-based environments which support concerted and coordinated team effort towards completion of joint tasks. Besides supporting information access, GSSs can radically change the dynamics of group interactions by improving communication, by structuring and focusing problem solving efforts ....” According to Davison and Vogel (2000, p. 3), GSSs:
...are networked, computer-based systems designed to facilitate structured, interactive discussion in a group of people communicating face to face or remotely, synchronously [at the same time] or asynchronously [at different times]. Group members type their contributions into the system, which immediately makes each contribution available to all other participants. Thus, nobody forgets what they want to say while waiting for a turn to speak.

GSS have anonymous interaction capability, which allows group members to participate without being identified. According to Dennis, Tyran, Vogel and Nunamaker (1997, p. 159): “Anonymity may reduce evaluation apprehension—the fear of negative evaluation that can cause individuals to withhold ideas and opinions... It may also reduce the pressure to conform to the opinions of others, whether the pressure is intentional or not.”

In the last two decades, GSSs have emerged as important end-user support tools in computer-mediated communication (CMC) (Vreede & Bruijn, 1999; Vreede, Jones & Mnganya, 1998/1999) as “the GSS field [has become] a rapidly growing research area” (Zigurs, 1993, p. 115; see also Briggs, Nunamaker & Sprague, 1997/1998; Davison & Vogel, 2000; Kline & McGrath, 1999). Scholars and researchers within IS and related disciplines have suggested that creative idea generation may be enhanced in anonymity-featured GSS-supported groups (e.g., see Hender, Dean, Rodgers & Nunamaker, 2001; Klein & Dologite, 2000; Nunamaker, Applegate & Konsynski, 1987; Siau, 1996). The present chapter argues that the anonymity provided by GSSs inhibits normative influence within groups and thereby enhances creativity, and applies this argument to three contexts: organizational small task-oriented groups, focus groups and classrooms.

Creativity and Innovation

Creativity and innovation are difficult to define and to distinguish. In fact, the study of creativity and innovation is marked by definitional diversity and imprecision (e.g., see Bruner, 1968; Keil, 1987; Miller, 1987; Mumford & Gustafson, 1988; Parnes, 1967, 1992; Torrance, 1988). Guilford (1967) and Kris (1952) defined creativity in terms of the generation of novel ideas, whereas Cattell (1971) considered creativity as a kind of problem-solving ability. Further refining the concept of creativity, Rhodes (1961) classified definitions of creativity on the basis of four factors: person, product, process and press (or environment) (see also Woodman, Sawyer & Griffin, 1993). Despite their differences, virtually all definitions of creativity involve “a combination of originality and usefulness” (Bostrom & Nagasundaram, 1998, p.2). (For a recent history of creativity research, see Albert & Runco, 1999.) Often the terms “creativity” and “innovation” are used synonymously. However, according to Couger, Higgins and McIntyre (1990, 1993), Frame
(1989) and Rickards (1988), innovation is the process whereby new creative ideas are put into practice (see also Woodman et al., 1993). This definition of innovation is consistent with Amabile (1988), who held that creativity is a prerequisite for innovation.

The success of businesses, both large and small, often depends, in large part, upon the development of new ideas (Paulus et al., 2001, p. 319). Under pressure to have their companies operate more efficiently and profitably, managers often call upon groups to generate creative ideas to assist in product development, business strategy, problem solving and decision making. Creativity, then, is a prerequisite for innovation, which has been defined by some organizational scholars as “the adoption of an idea or behavior that is new to the organization adopting it” (Daft, 1978, p. 197). Frequently, but not always, innovations concern “the organizational initiation, adoption and/or implementation of one or more emerging technologies” (Fichman, 2001, p. 429).

Empirical support exists for the intuitive notion that innovation is crucial for the success of businesses (Brown & Eisenhardt, 1995; Eisenhardt & Tabrizi, 1995; Bean & Radford, 2001; Eisenhardt, Schoonhoven & Lyman, 2001). In a study of computer companies, Eisenhardt and Tabrizi (1995) found that “a rapid flow of innovative products” is critical to firm performance (Eisenhardt, Schoonhoven & Lyman, 2001, p. 339). In fact, innovation is vital to the economy as well as to the individual firm. “Economic growth depends on the ability of companies to do existing tasks more efficiently and the willingness of entrepreneurs to create innovative businesses and products” (Mandel, 2001, pp. 30-31). “Innovative activity,” then, is an economy’s engine of growth (Baumol, 2002), in addition to being a goal of commercial enterprises, focus groups and classrooms.

**NORMATIVE INFLUENCE AS A BARRIER TO CREATIVE IDEA GENERATION**

Normative influence as a barrier to creative idea generation is a problem present in various small group settings. In mixed status groups having brainstorming sessions or otherwise involved in generating creative solutions, lower-status members may be influenced by higher-status members (Walker, Ilardi, McMahon & Fennell, 1996; Tan et al., 1998). This finding is in line with research that indicates that in face-to-face groups, higher-status individuals talk more than those of lower status (Garton & Wellman, 1995). Shy group members are frequently inhibited by other group members (see Utz, 2000), thereby participating less in group discussion and thus generating fewer creative ideas along with fewer creative solutions.

Moreover, gender-based differences concerning interaction behaviors in mixed gender groups create a normative-influence-as-a-barrier-to-creativity problem in middle management when women members of small task-oriented groups partici-
pate in idea generation, brainstorming and decision-making sessions. Specifically, in these mixed gender groups, women are more likely to stifle their ideas (Craig & Sherif, 1986), with evaluation apprehension playing a role (see Meeker & Weitzel-O’Neill, 1977). Smith-Lovin and Brody (1989) reported that in mixed gender groups, men interrupt women more frequently than they do other men, thereby chilling unrestrained discussions (see also Tannen, 1994, pp. 53-83). Moreover, men tend to speak more often and participate more than women in these settings, thereby dominating the decision-making process (Herschel, 1994; Klein & Dologite, 2000; Leaper, 1998; Wood, 1994). As women comprise half of middle management (Conlin & Zellner, 1999), the unequal participation of women in groups poses a serious challenge to upper management, which is deprived of creative, unconventional or controversial ideas.

Status characteristics theory, a branch of the more general expectation states theory (Berger, Webster, Ridgeway & Rosenholtz, 1986; Berger & Zelditch, 1998; Wagner & Berger, 1997; Kasof, 1995; Okamoto & Smith-Lovin, 2001; Shelly & Troyer, 2001) originating within the disciplines of sociology and social psychology, has been used to explain the inhibition of creative idea generation in mixed status and mixed gender groups. These theories suggest that group members tend to evaluate other group members on the basis of stereotypical performance expectations, which are shaped by external status characteristics. Thus, the ideas put forth by higher-status group members will be ranked as more valuable than the ideas contributed by lower-status members, even when, objectively viewed, the ideas of the former are no better, or are worse, than those of the latter.

When gender is considered as a status characteristic, the status characteristics and expectation states theories predict that because society regards men as having higher status than women, the ideas contributed by the men in a mixed gender group will be regarded as more valuable than the ideas presented by women, even when, in fact, the ideas contributed by the men are poorer than those proposed by women members (Lockheed & Hall, 1976; Meeker & Weitzel-O’Neill, 1977; Sell, 1997; Klein, 2000; Klein & Dologite, 2000). Consistent with status characteristics and expectation states theories, Tannen (1995) reported the attribution of ideas to a male member of a focus group when, in fact, the original contributor was a female member, with the male member merely picking up on the idea and lending it support in the deliberations with the group.

In an age when businesses desire to ascertain what consumers want, the normative influence problem is faced by focus groups—interactive discussion groups led by a moderator, which are frequently used in market research—where the opinions and creative contributions of shy and reserved members may be suppressed by group interaction dominated by more vocal individuals (Riley, 1999, p. 6; see also Albrecht, Johnson & Walther, 1993, p. 57). In addition, the ideas generated by higher-status focus group members tend to dominate the discussion and thus discourage lower-status members from speaking (Stewart & Shamdasani,
Moreover, men in focus groups tend to speak more often and with
greater authority than women ("peacock effect"), a situation that is a potential source
of irritation to women (Krueger, 1994, p. 78) and one that may inhibit women from
generating creative ideas, voicing their opinions, and otherwise participating fully in
group discussions and deliberations. In line with the above-mentioned barriers to
participation and creativity that plague focus groups, Fern (1982) reported that more
ideas are generated in individual depth interviews than in focus groups.

In classrooms, from elementary to graduate schools, the reluctance of shy
students to express themselves and make creative contributions during class
discussions, "where the loudest and boldest often hold sway" (Sullivan, 1998, p. 3),
leads to uneven participation and consequently to uneven creative idea generation.
This point was well made by Hacohen (2000, p. 527) in describing the philosopher
Karl Popper’s "(in)famous" seminar at the London School of Economics: "[T]he
atmosphere did not encourage free debate. Insecure or timid students found it
difficult to contribute...." Not only will shy students tend to participate less, but also
they may be subject to conformance pressures (e.g., see LaForge, 1999, p. 4). In fact,
some teenage students "worry excessively about conformity and being accepted"
(Shyness Centre, n.d., p. 8). This chapter suggests that shy students will participate
less and will not contribute creative or controversial ideas because they are subject
to the normative influence of dominant group members. (For a study on the
generation of controversial ideas, see Cooper, Gallupe, Pollard & Cadsby, 1998.)

This disparity in participation rates of non-shy and shy students is in addition to
a persistent gender gap, whereby girls have lower rates of participation across the
entire curriculum (see American Association of University Women Educational
Foundation, 1998; see also Fredericksen, 2000). According to Benbunan-Fich and
Hiltz (2002, p. 3): "Studies of gender inequity in traditional face-to-face classes tend
to indicate that class participation is male dominated... However, with asynchronous
computer-mediated communication, the tendency is toward more equal participa-
tion."

ANONYMITY IN GROUP SUPPORT SYSTEMS

CMC, a tool in the arsenal of IT, offers a solution to the problem of normative
influence as a barrier to creative idea generation in small groups. Specifically, GSSs,
which allow for anonymous interaction, provide an environment in which social cues
(e.g., social presence, status, gender, seniority) are absent (see Adrianson, 2001; see
also Kiesler, Siegel & McGuire, 1984; Tan, Wei & Watson, 1999), thereby ensuring
that the contributions of each group member are judged solely on merit and not on
the external characteristics of the contributor (see Boiney, 1998; Herschel, 1994;
Klein & Dologite, 2000).
GSSs are interactive computer-based information systems that support and structure group interaction, including idea generation and problem solving (e.g., see Huber, Valacich & Jessup, 1993; Poole & DeSanctis, 1990; see also Aiken & Carlisle 1992; Fjermestad & Hiltz, 2000; Nunamaker, 1997), and encourage divergence from customary modes of thinking (Reinig, Briggs & Nunamaker, 1997/1998). GSSs, then, can be used to enhance creativity by assisting in the idea generation process.

Hayne and Rice (1997) summarized the literature on GSS and anonymity thus: “Efforts by many researchers...have generally found an increase in production and satisfaction when anonymous group brainstorming is used. Other advantages of anonymous participation include decreased evaluation apprehension, decreased member domination, decreased conformance pressure and decreased status competition, which can lead to increased exploration of alternatives and surfacing of assumptions” (p. 431). According to Salisbury, Reeves, Chin, Bell and Gopal (1997, p. 576), “[o]ne of the earliest assertions of the importance of GSS technology is that it could be designed in such a way as to reduce conformity to social psychological pressures of the group...by providing anonymity (Dennis, George, Jessup, Nunamaker & Vogel, 1988).” Thus, GSSs, with their anonymity feature, promote increases in participation, creativity and productivity, and fosters the expression of diverse opinions. The central argument of this chapter is that, by inhibiting normative influence, anonymity-featured GSSs remove barriers to creative idea generation.

Organizational Small Task-Oriented Groups

As group support tools, GSSs may be helpful to organizations, which rely on small task-oriented groups for activities such as idea generation, brainstorming and decision making. These groups are critical to the organization’s survival and growth. For example, such groups generate ideas for new products and services, thereby allowing the organization to stay competitive. Despite the reliance on groups by the business world, women in management operate at a particular disadvantage (Martin & Shanahan, 1983) and have their input devalued because of gender stereotyping (Gopal, Miranda, Robichaux & Bostrom, 1997). By having the anonymity-featured GSSs assist these groups in their tasks, the organizations foster the equal participation of all group members and, in turn, benefit from the resultant divergent viewpoints and creative contributions.

There is empirical support for the notion that, in providing an environment that masks the external characteristics of group members, GSSs ensure that the contributions of each group member will be judged solely on merit (Klein & Dologite, 2000). In an experimental study, Klein and Dologite showed that mixed gender groups using GSS generated ideas that were as innovative as the ideas generated by all-male or all-female groups using GSS. Explaining their findings by reference to expectation states theory, Klein and Dologite suggested that the anonymity feature
of GSSs eliminates gender as a status characteristic and thus equalizes participation by allowing for the merit-based evaluation of ideas.

In a similar vein, the anonymity afforded by GSSs should increase the participation and creative idea generation of shy group members. In a study on the anonymity of the Internet, Utz (2000) argued that this is so because shy group members “cannot be judged primarily by their appearance [and] they do not have to fear any consequences offline…. In another study on anonymous online communication, Roberts, Smith and Pollock (1997, p. 2) found that “individuals who self-identified as shy reported that they were less inhibited and less conservative in online environments.” Along the same lines, the anonymity made possible by GSS is expected to increase the participation of shy persons and thereby facilitate the generation of creative ideas.

Boiney (1998, p. 330) developed a conceptual framework for the study of GSSs, including their effect on creative idea generation, and made this observation: “Anonymous input of ideas via personal computer is intended to eliminate individuals’ awareness of the source of ideas, thereby lessening inhibition, evaluation apprehension and fear of reprimand. The goal is to encourage merit-based evaluation of ideas and fuller, more equal, participation; this can lead to more honest and creative input by decreasing conformity pressure.” According to Dennis et al. (1997, p. 159), the anonymity in a GSS may “reduce the pressure to conform to the opinions of others, whether the pressure is intentional or not.”

Focus Groups

Within the realm of marketing research, the use of GSSs to assist focus groups will encourage increased participation by all members, resulting in the generation of more—and more creative—ideas. In a study in which GSS-supported focus groups were compared with traditional focus groups, Parent, Gallupe, Salisbury and Handelman (2000) reported that focus groups using GSSs generated a greater number of ideas and had better quality of ideas. Explaining their findings, Parent et al. (2000) suggested that GSSs allow all focus group members to have an equal voice, with the dominant personalities losing their dominance. With respect to female group members, the implementation of GSSs in focus groups may eliminate the “peacock effect,” whereby male group members participate with greater frequency and more authority (see above), thereby ensuring equal male-female participation rates and facilitating creative contributions from all members of the group.

Advocating the use of GSS in focus groups because of its anonymous interaction capability and the attendant masking of social cues, Clapper and Massey (1996, p. 47) posited that GSS would reduce or remove normative influence while increasing informational influence, resulting in the merit-based consideration of ideas by the focus group participants.
Normative influence is the process leading to conforming to the expectations of others, while informational influence implies that the members are influenced by the merit of the ideas being examined. Technology would seem to make it less likely that participants are swayed by normative influence. This should increase the likelihood that ideas will be evaluated based on their merit. Thus, it would seem that a role for technology in facilitating group interaction would be to aid the session moderator in encouraging the sharing of views potentially different from the group position while minimizing the negative results to the people who suggest these new ideas.

In providing an environment where normative influence is minimized and where each participant can have an equal voice, a GSS-supported focus group can potentially enhance the quality and quantity of ideas contributed and thus foster creative idea generation.

Classrooms

Amid the increase in group meetings using CMC (Valacich, Sarker, Pratt & Groomer, 2002), the past few years have witnessed “a surge of interest” in GSS-supported collaborative learning (Khalifa, Kwok & Davison, 2001, p. 1; see also Benbunan-Fich, 2002; Feather, 1999; Gros & Dobson, 2001; Palo Verde High Magnet School, 2002). Although GSSs were originally designed for use in industry (Reinig et al., 1997/1998; Nunamaker, Dennis, Valacich & Vogel, 1991; Nunamaker, Dennis, Valacich, Vogel & George, 1991; Vreede & Bruijn, 1999), their employment in schools “can improve the classroom experience” (Reinig et al., 1997/1998, p. 45; see also Alavi, 1994; Brandt & Lonsdale, 1996; Khalifa et al., 2001; Kwok, Ma, Vogel & Zhou, 2001; Money, 1995/1996; Parent, Neufeld & Galluppe, 2002; Tullar, Kaiser & Balthazard, 1998). In an exploratory study of GSS use in a case method classroom, Parent et al. (2002, p. 1) found: “Overall, participation increased significantly as students became more comfortable and adept with the technology. The GSS appeared to provide marginalized students with a ‘voice’ in the classroom, and allowed prolific participators an additional outlet.”

The use of GSSs in the classroom has the potential of drawing students, including female students and students of both genders who are shy, into class discussions and encouraging them to make creative contributions. Benbunan-Fich, Hiltz and Turoff (2001) reported that computer-mediated groups using an Asynchronous Learning Network (ALN) had broader discussions than face-to-face groups. Although the cost of implementing most GSS packages in the classroom is at present prohibitive, there are some less expensive GSS packages that may be appropriate for school use in achieving broader student participation and creative idea generation. Advocating electronic study forums—where students can use a popular groupware
package such as Lotus Notes—which offer anonymity, Kleiber, Holt and Swenson (n.d., pp. 6-7) list among its advantages fuller participation and no domination by individuals. These very advantages may result in greater involvement of, and more creative contributions by, students who are female or shy.

FUTURE AND EMERGING TRENDS

GSSs are increasingly being deployed in organizational small task-oriented groups, focus groups and classrooms. According to Valacich et al. (2002, p. 1), “[g]roup meetings using computer-mediated communication systems are on the rise” as organizations recognize the importance of collaboration and creative idea generation for problem solving and are increasingly adopting GSSs to assist in intellectual teamwork (see Hender et al., 2001; Nagasundaram & Bostrom, 1994/ 1995; Satzinger, Garfield & Nagasundaram, 1999). At the same time, computer-mediated focus groups, many using GSSs, are receiving growing commercial, as well as academic, attention (e.g., see Veverka, 2001; Walston & Lissitz, 2000). Moreover, “[t]he use of information technology (IT) to support teaching and learning in formal education settings is increasing at a dramatic rate” (Parent et al., 2002, p. 1), with the past few years experiencing a “surge of interest in [GSS] usage to support collaborative learning” (Khalifa et al., 2002, p. 1).

The convergence of these above-mentioned trends provides an opportune time to empirically investigate the impact of normative influence on creative idea generation within GSS-supported groups. The current body of research on the effects of GSSs on creative idea generation, although marked by considerable progress, is still in its formative stages and thus is not well developed. The pioneering studies that have been conducted to date have yielded mixed results (for a comprehensive literature review, see Bostrom & Nagasundaram, 1998; for a recent paper, see Klein & Dologite, 2000), while some theoretical papers have proposed various conceptual frameworks (e.g., see Bostrom & Nagasundaram, 1998; Couger, 1996; Fellers & Bostrom, 1993). Accordingly, further experimental studies are required to confirm the suggested relationship between the use of GSS and creative idea generation. Such investigations are worthwhile as their findings will have significant implications for businesses and schools.

A CAVEAT:
LIMITATIONS OF ANONYMITY-FEATURED GSS

Anonymity is a double-edged sword. Along with its advantages (see above), anonymity may also have negative effects for some GSS-supported groups. Potential
disadvantages include social loafing (e.g., free riding) and flaming (Jessup & George, 1997). Moreover, although a GSS can aid in “getting a group of experts to work together efficiently and effectively” (Hender et al., 2002, p. 1), there is anecdotal evidence suggesting that in groups consisting of true experts and pseudo-experts (non-experts), use of anonymity-featured GSSs may result in prolonging the time required to achieve consensus, apparently because of the increased time needed for the former to convince the latter. Thus, the anonymity afforded by GSSs may not be helpful in all circumstances. It is suggested that future studies examine under what conditions anonymity-featured GSSs are most effective. Such scholarship holds the promise of greatly contributing to the ever-growing fund of theoretical and applied knowledge concerning GSSs.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has explored how GSSs can assist intellectual collaborative work by fostering the production of creative ideas. Given the scholarly literature, it is expected that the use of anonymity-featured GSSs will inhibit the distorting effects of status, seniority, shyness and gender in group interactions and thereby will remove the barriers to participation and creative idea generation.

The anonymous interaction capability of GSSs allows group members to assess ideas solely on merit and not on the basis of the external characteristics of the originator, thereby counteracting the reluctance of group members to contribute their ideas. The normative influence problem, then, will be eliminated and a barrier to creative idea generation will be removed. In equalizing participation rates, GSS anonymity has the potential for increasing the number of creative ideas proposed in organizational small task-oriented groups, focus groups and classrooms.
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ENDNOTES

1 This chapter has its genesis in an IRMA 2002 conference paper, “Group Support Systems as Handmaidens of Innovation: The Removal of Barriers to Creative Idea Generation Within Small Groups,” which served as a skeletal and rudimentary draft as well as a springboard for new ideas and fresh material developed in this chapter. In building on and expanding upon the conference paper, this chapter, *inter alia*, extends to classrooms the conference paper’s main thesis—that, by inhibiting normative influence, GSS with anonymous interaction capability removes barriers to creative idea generation.

2 Hare (1994, p. 1) defined a small group as one having between two and 30 members.

3 This problem is an ancient one. For example, over 2000 years ago, the junior judges of the Sanhedrin, a judicial and legislative body, stated their opinions first, followed by the more senior members. This procedure was instituted in order to allow the junior jurists to freely express themselves and not be subject to the normative influence of jurists with greater seniority (Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Sanhedrin 32a).
End user computing is defined as “the autonomous use of information technology by knowledge workers outside the information systems department” (Brancheau & Wetherbe, 1990, p. 115). See also Rainer and Harrison (1993, p. 1188).

For a recent work on the importance of creativity to the economy, see Florida, 2002.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter introduces a meta-method for e-business modeling. As a matter of fact, the Internet and Web-based e-business solutions nowadays play a crucial enabling role for the design and implementation of new business models. This implies high chances, but also remarkable risks for enterprises that choose to pursue a new business model striving to exploit new technology potentials. In fact, the implementation of a strategically not appropriate business model would critically undermine the long-term success of a company. Hence there is a clear need for action in the field of methodical business modeling. We present a new approach for a customer-oriented e-business modeling, with specific attention on inter-organizational cooperative networks and re-intermediation, as well as on information management within distributed manufacturing networks. The approach has been validated in the case of the information service intermediary of a collaboration network in the German manufacturing industry.

THE IMPACT OF E-BUSINESS ON ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES

During the past few years, the fast development of new information and communication technologies (ICTs) has been revolutionizing the market arena, has extended the horizon of competition and has caused radical changes in all business
sectors (Afuah & Tucci, 2001; Bensaou, 1997; Brynjolfsson & Kahin, 2000; Filos, 2001; Gebauer & Buxmann, 1999; Hagel & Singer, 1999; Holland & Lockett, 1994; Kornelius, 1999; Picot et al., 2001; Porter, 2001; Rentmeister & Klein, 2001; Schoder, 2000; Timmers, 2000; Wirtz, 2000). Among others, the effects of the introduction of new ICTs and of the related e-business solutions were an enhanced globalization process, an even more uncertain and dynamic economic environment and a technology-driven development of new capabilities, products and services as well as new businesses (Evans & Wurster, 2000; Hagel & Singer, 1999; Krcmar, 2000; Mooney, 1996; Pietsch, 1999; Ruohonen, 1996; Teubner, 1999).

Currently, there are different and not always concordant definitions of the term electronic business (e-business), e.g., according to Afuah and Tucci (2001), Brynjolfsson and Kahin (2000), Forzı and Luczak (2002), Evans and Wurster (2000), Hoeck and Bleck (2001), Porter (2001), Rayport (1999), Rentmeister and Klein (2001), Timmers (2000) and Wirtz (2000). E-business will here be defined according to Forzi and Luczak (2002) as the “holistic ICT-based support of (dynamic) inter-organizational and intra-organizational processes and transactions” (p. 494). E-business hence implies the modification of existing business relationships and might thus lead to the development of new or modified business models. Furthermore, we define e-business engineering according to Luczak et al. (2002a) as “all the methods and procedures that support companies of different industrial sectors to systematically develop, implement and run e-business solutions” (p. 223). E-business engineering is hence the systematic design and implementation of e-business solutions and models.

Transactions (i.e., the transfer of goods among the different economic subjects) and the related costs represent a basic element of economic analysis (Coase, 1937; Williamson, 1975). Transaction costs vary in function of the specificity of the involved good or job. Furthermore, the management of transactions may take place in the market (under various contractual forms), within a hierarchy (i.e., an organization in which transactions are regulated by hierarchical relationships) or within intermediate forms of transaction governance (so-called hybrids) (Coase, 1937; Mintzberg, 1979; Williamson, 1975). One of the most significant effects caused by new ICTs and the related e-business solutions is the decrease of transaction costs for all coordination instances (as shown in Figure 1), which might eventually lead to a change of the transaction governance (Forzi & Luczak, 2002; Malone et al., 1987; Picot et al., 2001).

In fact, ICT-based e-business solutions allow enterprises to design leaner intra-organizational processes, with the result of enhancing higher efficiency and productivity within a hierarchy (Davenport & Short, 1990; Fine, 1998). Besides that, ICTs can also strongly influence inter-organizational processes (hybrids up to market-like), by supporting cooperation within entrepreneurial networks as well as by enabling their coordination—by means of Internet-based business collaboration infrastructures (BCIs), such as e-marketplaces or collaboration platforms (Biggiéro,

On the other hand, during the past years it often happened that e-business solutions were simply and hastily embedded into the existing business processes and organizational structures (Beyer et al., 2002; Bleck et al., 2001; Luczak et al., 2002b; Porter, 2001; Tan, 2001). As a result, e-business projects often did not reach the striven targets or even failed, with the consequently growing lack of trust towards ICTs and the related solutions. Because of our experience with reorganization projects, we are convinced that, instead of a partial one, a holistic approach has to be followed (Beyer et al., 2002; Bleck et al., 2001; Luczak et al., 2002a). Such an approach can enable planners and decision makers to identify and manage causal relationships between the strategic planning, the management of technology, the engineering of new organizational structures and the related controlling.

Because of the high complexity and multi-disciplinarity of projects related to the development and deployment of e-business solutions, several established methods from the fields of business organization, product and service engineering, and computer science (e.g., methods of business modeling, service engineering, product design, process and system design, monitoring and planning of technology) can be really helpful. On the other hand, in order to fulfill the new modeling and organizational requirements triggered by the potentials of new ICTs and of the related solutions, such modeling, design or engineering methods have to be adapted and appropriately integrated. Interesting integration approaches to support such a process can be found, e.g., in the works of Andrade and Clausing (1995), Beyer et al. (2002), Bleck et al. (2001), Clausing and Witter (1992) and Luczak et al. (2002a).

On the one side, the trend towards a tightly inter-connected economy seems to be nowadays unquestionable (Brynjolfsson & Kahin, 2000; Filos, 2001; Gebauer &
On the other side, the development process towards a dynamically networked economy has just recently started and it is a path full of a variety of different obstacles. In order to be successful within a networked economy, enterprises will thus have to undergo a deep transformation process in their organizational philosophy, in their structure and also in their methodical approach. The objective of this chapter is to present a new approach for customer-oriented e-business modeling, with specific attention on inter-organizational cooperative networks and re-intermediation. The approach has been developed with the above-mentioned integration objective; furthermore, the method has been validated within the design process of an information service intermediary, whose objective is the support of a collaboration network in the German manufacturing industry.

STRATEGY AND BUSINESS MODELING
From Strategy Definition to Business Controlling

In the previous section we showed how ICTs can strongly influence both intra-organizational and inter-organizational processes. As a result, Web-based ICT solutions play a crucial enabling role both for new business models and for those models that, until now, had a higher value on a theoretical than on a practical level, such as virtual organizations or economic webs (Forzi & Luczak, 2002; Franz, 2002; Picot et al., 2001). Companies, in order to face the quick-paced globalization process, tend nowadays to concentrate on their own core competencies, before starting to cooperate within global networks of enterprises (Davidow & Malone, 1993; Kornelius, 1999; Molina et al., 1998; Parolini, 1999). This transformation process is increasingly crucial for the success of the company’s business (Filos, 2001; Hagel & Singer, 1999; Klein, 1995; Picot et al., 2001; Wirtz, 2000). Therefore, before making a crucial decision regarding the participation to a cooperation network, the management of an enterprise has to define a (new) entrepreneurial strategy and hence take into consideration a wide set of aspects, such as the entrepreneurial organization, the own core competencies, the category of products or services to deal with (as well as the substitutes), all strong players (suppliers, customers and possible competitors) in the considered market, the readiness of the potential partners to cooperate, and the availability of the needed technologies and tools (Andrade & Clausing, 1995; Evans & Wurster, 2000; Hagel & Singer, 1999; Hinterhuber 1992; Porter, 1985; Porter, 2001; Timmers, 2000). Possible approaches that can be used during the strategy definition are, e.g., Porter’s five forces (Porter, 1985, 2001) or Parolini’s value net (Parolini, 1999).

As a result, in order to deploy innovative network-oriented cooperation structures, managers of firms tend to design new network-oriented business models that strive the achievement of sustainable turnovers and profits (Afuah & Tucci, 2001;
The design process of new business models in a networked economy as well as the definition and assessment of e-business scenarios are major issues that enterprises cannot underestimate, as the “dot.com” crisis of the recent past made clear to everybody in the entrepreneurial world. Among other aspects, the processes of intermediation and disintermediation are relevant phenomena in this context (Rose, 1998; Klein, 1995; Ruohonen, 1996; Schoder, 2000).

When the business model in question is defined, managers have to concentrate their efforts on its successful implementation both in the organization and in the business processes (Afuah & Tucci, 2001; Hinterhuber 1997; Rayport, 1999; Rentmeister & Klein, 2001; Timmers, 2000; Wirtz & Kleinecken, 2000; Wirtz, 2000). As a matter of fact, the organization has to be adapted to the new alignment, this fact implying that the whole entrepreneurial structure might undergo deeper changes to be able to deal with the (new) organizational requirements of the identified business model (Davidow & Malone, 1993; Mintzberg 1979; Parolini, 1999; Picot et al., 2001).

Furthermore, because of the fact that both inter-organizational and intra-organizational activities and processes can be heavily supported by ICTs, another crucial issue is that also the business processes might have to be (re-)engineered to enable the company to integrate ICTs in the organization and hence achieve the striven performances (Davenport & Short, 1990; Kornelius, 1999; Picot & Rippenberger, 1996; Ramaswamy, 1996).

Last but not least, the management of the company has to build up an appropriate controlling system that enables a suitable management of both organization and processes. The scheme of Figure 2 sums up the above-mentioned steps within the described entrepreneurial dimensions.

In the next section, our contribution will focus on the first two layers pictured in Figure 2, namely strategy and business model.

Figure 2: Entrepreneurial Dimensions
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State-of-the-Art in Business Modeling and Need for Action

In the management literature there are different and discrepant definitions of the term “business model” (see, e.g., Afuah & Tucci, 2001; Brynjolfsson & Kahin, 2000; Evans & Wurster, 2000; Hagel & Singer, 1999; Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2002; Porter, 2001; Rayport, 1999; Rentmeister & Klein, 2001; Timmers, 2000; Wirtz & Kleinecken, 2000). Furthermore, e-business models can be classified according to the most different criteria, such as the degree of innovation and functional integration, the collaboration focus or the involved actors (Afuah & Tucci, 2001; Rentmeister & Klein, 2001; Timmers, 2000; Wirtz & Kleinecken, 2000).

The core objective of each company is a long-term creation of added value (see, e.g., Hinterhuber, 1992; Porter, 1985, 2001). The entrepreneurial strategy defines how such a target has to be fulfilled. A successful strategic positioning is achieved through a sustained profitability, an own value proposition, a distinctive value chain, an entrepreneurial fit and continuity of strategic direction (Porter, 1985, 2001).

According to our understanding, a business model is an instantiation of an entrepreneurial strategy related to a specific business and it encompasses six different sub-models (see Figure 3): (1) Market model: definition of the market(s) of action (targeted customers as well as potential competitors); (2) Output model: definition of the output requirements and design of the outputs (products or services); (3) Revenue model: estimation and calculation of the expected revenues; (4) Production design: design of how the performances have to be deployed; (5) Network and information model: partner selection and configuration of the network, as well as configuration and management of the (distributed) information; and (6) Financing model: scenario-based definition of risks and expected profits to search for investors or to persuade the stockholders.

---

Figure 3: Strategy, Business Model and Creation of Added Value
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In the new ICT era, companies strive to exploit the advantages of the networked economy. Lately, business models tend to involve different (networked) enterprises with the goal of bringing higher profits to each of the participants (Brynjolfsson & Kahin, 2000; Davidow & Malone, 1993; Evans & Wurster, 2000; Gebauer & Buxmann, 1999; Hagel & Singer, 1999; Hirschhorn & Gilmore, 1992; Malone et al., 1987; Molina et al., 1998; Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2002; Picot et al., 2001; Wirtz, 2000).

The modeling of such cooperative e-business models represents a significant challenge, both because of the problem complexity and because of the lack of appropriate methods to tackle systematically such a modeling issue. As a matter of fact, until now the development and adjustment of business models has been performed by companies mostly in a creative way (Afuah & Tucci, 2001; Evans & Wurster, 2000; Laing & Forzi, 2001; Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2002; Porter, 2001; Rayport, 1999; Rentmeister & Klein, 2001; Timmers, 2000; Wirtz & Kleinaneck, 2000). This was also confirmed by the "dot.com" crisis, in which weak or improvised business models led both single enterprises and networks to unrecoverable bankruptcies (Forzi & Luczak, 2002). Hence, companies do need a methodical and holistic approach to develop new business models. Furthermore, due to globalization, the growing transparency of the markets and the resulting increased competition, enterprises have to focus more and more on their customers (Balakrishnan, 1996; Kleinaltenkamp & Dahlke, 1998; Pelham, 2000; Webb et al., 2000). This implies that the fulfillment of the customers' needs is an essential precondition to be competitive in the market arena and hence generate turnover. As a result, enterprises have to take this aspect into consideration when shaping new business models.

In the next section we will present a business modeling approach that focuses explicitly on the solution of the above-mentioned open issues.

**BUSINESS MODELING FOR E-COLLABORATION NETWORKS**

**A New Approach for Customer-Oriented Business Modeling**

As noted above, due to globalization, the growing transparency of the markets and the resulting increased competition, enterprises have to focus more and more on their customers. As a matter of fact, the fulfillment of the customers' needs is an essential precondition to generate turnover for a sustainable profitability. This means that enterprises have to take this aspect into deep consideration and must consequently shape business models that reflect the customers' needs (Balakrishnan, 1996; Forzi & Laing, 2002; Kleinaltenkamp & Dahlke, 1998; Pelham, 2000; Ramaswamy, 1996; Webb et al., 2000).
As pointed out above, until now the development and adjustment of business models has been performed by companies mostly in a creative way (Afuah & Tucci, 2000; Rayport, 1999; Timmers, 2000). Furthermore, in the state of the art, there is hardly any available methodical and holistic support (Afuah & Tucci, 2001; Evans & Wurster, 2000; Porter, 2001; Rayport, 1999; Rentmeister & Klein, 2001; Timmers, 2000; Wirtz & Kleinecken, 2000). A successful approach to tackle this methodical lack must be based on a strategic focus on the customers’ needs.

Within a running research project funded by the German Federal Ministry of Economy and Technology (project name: Z-Online, grant number: VI B 4 – 00 30 60/35), we developed the House of Value Creation (HVC), a method to design customer-oriented and sustainable business models (see Figure 4). The HVC is a meta-method, since it consists of three logical pillars (input, method and output) and of six process layers (each of the process steps requires a suitable method). The method suits explicitly the design of Internet-based business collaboration infrastructures.

Because of our understanding of the term business model and because of the fact that the ultimate goal of a company is long-term value creation, the design of a business model has to be definitely based upon the entrepreneurial strategy.

Figure 4: The House of Value Creation
Therefore, if not already done, the first step within a business modeling process is to define the rough entrepreneurial strategy, on which the business model will be based. The meta-method of the House of Value Creation illustrates the correlation between a set of significant leverages (first pillar of the HVC), the customer-oriented business modeling process (second pillar) and the resulting business model (third pillar). As previously hinted, our business modeling approach encompasses six layers that correspond to the six steps of the method. The first HVC phase is triggered either by the inside or by the outside of the company—through a new idea, invention, innovation or modifications of the economical environment. The six steps of the method are:

1. **Definition of the markets and positioning within the competition.** The initial decision regards the category of products or services to deal with. Hence, a consequent monitoring of all strong players (suppliers, customers and possible competitors) has to be done. This phase deals with the branch profitability and with the rivalry among existing and potential competitors. Phase output: *market model*, with a clear identification of the key players, customers and competitors.

2. **Definition and design of the outputs.** In the product design, a well-proven method is the *quality function deployment* (QFD) (Akao, 1990; Pfeiffer, 1993; Warnecke et al., 1995; Hoffmann, 1997). With this approach, a customer-oriented product development can be successfully realized. Therefore, after defining markets and identifying core customers and competitors, the outputs (physical products or services) have to be shaped in order to maximize the customers’ benefit according to a QFD-like method. Phase output: *output model*, with a detailed customer-oriented design of the outputs.

3. **Strategic pricing.** The identification of prices for the planned outputs should be more the result of a strategic positioning than of a cost-oriented approach (Laing & Forzi, 2002b; Hagel & Singer, 1999). The price calculation should take into consideration the customers’ surplus constraint as well as the strength of the competition (existing barriers of entry, such as patents, industry property rights, etc.) (Kim & Mauborgne, 2000). Phase output: *revenue model*, with a detailed description of how earnings can be achieved.

4. **Cost-oriented production design.** According to the guidelines of the revenue model, the target costs for the output model will be calculated (as the upper bound for direct costs). Hence, the requirements to the value chain will be detailed. Phase output: *production design*, with a detailed description of how the performances have to be achieved.

5. **Partners, network and information.** In this phase, starting from the requirements on performances of the value chain, the capabilities (core competencies, capacities, available modules and components, ICT infrastructure) of the own performance structure and of the potential partners will be thoroughly scanned. Phase output: *network model*, selection of the partners...
within a specific instantiation of the value chain and network configuration, as well as information model, i.e., the approach according to which the information management issue has to be tackled.

6. **Financing and risk analysis.** Eventually, based upon the expected profits and a suitable scenario analysis, the risk-level as well as the need for working capital must be calculated to start the search for investors (Fink et al., 2000). Phase output: financing model.

At each step of the HVC, the corresponding targets must be fulfilled. If one step is not fulfilled, then the process should go back to a prior phase as long as the issue is tackled—with an iterative approach.

In the following section, our contribution will focus on a specific level of our HVC, namely the one regarding network and information model. Specific attention will be paid to the necessity to manage information, information flows and ICTs within distributed manufacturing networks.

**The Design of Information Models in a Networked Economy**

In the fifth phase of the HVC customer-oriented business modeling, starting from the requirements on performances of the value chain, the state of the art and the capabilities of the own performance, information structures and ICTs, as well as of the ones of the potential partners, will be thoroughly scanned. The striven value chain will be designed and a specific network will be instantiated (see Figure 5).

As stated previously, before making a strategic decision regarding the creation of a cooperation network, the management of an enterprise has to take into consideration a wide set of aspects, such as the entrepreneurial organization, the own core competencies and the ones of the partners, and the available technology. The gathering of all information regarding the potential network participants represents what we define as capabilities and information. According to the requirements previously identified within the production design (output of Phase 4 of the HVC),

---

**Figure 5: The Fifth Level of the House of Value Creation**
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a cross-check with the capabilities of all potential partners helps to define a set of suitable partners. This process can be supported, e.g., by the use of specific intermediaries such as vertical e-portals. The data about the entrepreneurial capabilities must regard the own performances, the ICT capabilities as well as the maturity of the involved technologies (Krcmar, 2000; Picot et al., 2001). As a result, the instantiation of a specific network configuration can be identified. Furthermore, the definition of inter-organizational blue prints and branch-specific process standards is necessary to enable lean and efficient inter-organizational processes and workflows. The result is the network model (see Figure 6). The most relevant aspect for the following phase is that the inter-organizational processes determine the sources and the sinks of distributed information.

The information design focuses on the management of the information within such entrepreneurial networks and inter-organizational value chains (see Figure 6).

Within the modeling of an inter-organizational information management model, we distinguish three different layers:

1. **Inter-organizational information flows.** Starting from the sources and sinks of distributed information, the inter-organizational information flows can be derived and consequently defined (Gebauer & Buxmann, 1999; Levitan, 1982; Krcmar, 2000; Picot et al., 2001). Within this process, several different aspects have to be taken into consideration (Laing & Forzi, 2002a): direction (e.g., one-way or bi-directional information flow), involved actors (broker, network

---

**Figure 6: Inter-Organizational Network and Information Models**
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members and related intelligent agents), involved 

\textit{systems} (e.g., knowledge management, distributed database information sources) and \textit{relationship} (e.g., 1:1, 1:n, m:n). Furthermore, information flows encompass two other major dimensions: \textit{information width}, which sets the different degrees of information broadcasting and transparency within the network; and \textit{information depth}, which defines the scope, aggregation level and content of the information flow.

2. \textbf{Inter-organizational data structures, communication standards.} A crucial issue is the development of an inter-organizational \textit{data model} to ensure the consistency, quality and transparency of the data. A data model also encompasses the aggregation levels for management support systems (e.g., data warehousing and data mining) (Krcmar, 2000). Furthermore, the branch-specific development of \textit{shared communication standards} (e.g., based on XML) is essential to achieve and ensure a fast exchange of information and data through inter-organizational networks, as well as the integration of different ERP systems within an Internet-based BCI (Bray et al., 2000; Picot et al., 2001). The identification of the most appropriate technology standards is important also to deploy a back-end integration in each of the involved enterprises. Eventually, an appropriate solution for the security issue has to be identified.

3. \textbf{Information systems and ICTs.} Enterprises have to weigh a set of crucial success factors in the field of technology management. The analysis of the potentials of new technologies as well as their diffusion and maturity can help enterprises to select the most suitable technologies to face challenges in the context of new collaborative businesses. For instance, the technical support of information flows in relation to complexity of the considered job and to the media richness (regarding, e.g., real-time or asynchronous response) can be done according to the \textit{Media Richness Theory} (Daft & Lengel, 1984). As a matter of fact, a proper \textit{technology and innovation management} is important to plan the development of the entrepreneurial core businesses in coordination with a strategic technology planning (Bleck & Quadt, 2002; Bullinger, 1994; Krcmar, 2000). Last but not least, a \textit{make or buy} decision has to be taken, e.g., between the exploitation of the services of an application service provider and the development of an own platform.

\textbf{Integrated Planning of Network and ICTs}

Within the definition of information systems and ICTs, one of the most crucial issues is the identification of the most appropriate ICTs, out of the set of all suitable technologies, that might suit the striven target (Bensaou, 1997; Bleck et al., 2002; Bleck & Quadt, 2002; Bullinger, 1994; Daft & Lengel, 1984; Gebauer & Buxmann, 1999; Krcmar, 2000; Mooney, 1996; Pietsch, 1999; Teubner, 1999). In order to meet
this particular challenge, we outline an ad-hoc developed planning approach that incorporates the interdependencies between inter-organizational processes and ICTs. As a matter of fact, the adequate identification, selection and management of suitable information systems and ICTs is a great challenge because of several different aspects. In fact, there might be many different, often even partly competing network partners, whose different needs must be considered when selecting and assessing ICTs and electronic services to support the network (Bensaou, 1997; Bleck & Quadt, 2002; Gebauer & Buxmann, 1999; Rose, 1998; Schoder, 2000). Within our research, we observed that various ICTs are capable of supporting the different inter-organizational processes and workflows. In order to guarantee smooth inter-organizational processes, the selected ICTs must therefore be integrated seamlessly. Furthermore, the high pace of technical development requires a planning process that considers both currently available and also future ICT solutions (Bleck & Quadt, 2002; Bullinger, 1994; Krcmar, 2000; Teubner, 1999). Finally, new ICT solutions influence the network structure, so that the business relations between participating companies may change (Gebauer & Buxmann, 1999; Rose, 1998; Ruohonen, 1996; Schoder, 2000). Therefore, potential impacts on the network must be considered and evaluated when selecting and assessing specific information systems and ICTs as network infrastructure (Bleck et al., 2002). This is what we define as integrated planning and management of networks and of information technology. Because of the complexity related to this planning task, we are convinced that a suitable description model is fundamental for a successful planning. As a matter of fact, such a model must describe all characteristics of potential networks, the different parameters of ICTs, as well as the complex links between these two clusters. Furthermore, this approach has to enable the full and sustainable exploitation of technologies over the time and herewith the implementation of new and unique network structures. For this reason an integrated description model to identify and highlight the interdependencies between different network instantiations

Figure 7: Integrated Description Model for the Planning of Information Systems and ICTs
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and the underlying technologies has to be developed (Bleck et al., 2002; see also Davenport, 1993). The description model (see Figure 7) fulfills all the above-mentioned requirements.

The description model consists of three layers for each of the two clusters. These layers correspond to three different steps within the planning and management process. The first layer is a crucial step within the model, and it aims at the description of networks and ICTs as well as their matching. In Figure 7, the matching is represented by the arrows. The description and matching of the network and ICTs is a complex task, because of the existence of several interdependencies between the two clusters. More details about this phase can be found in Bleck et al. (2002). In the second layer all relevant factors for the assessment of the feasibility as well as the sustainable cost effectiveness are collected and compared. Eventually, in the third layer the necessary measures to deploy a specific network as well as to develop and exploit the appropriate ICT infrastructure are derived. Within this last step particular attention is paid to temporal constraints. This fact will be highlighted within the case study later in this chapter (see also Figure 10).

In the next section we will show, with the help of a case study, how the potential of our HVC meta-method can be exploited in practice.

**CASE STUDY**

Each industrial sector has its own peculiarities; therefore, it is necessary to develop approaches and solutions that take into account such specific requirements. Our institution has a proven experience with German SMEs of the manufacturing and machinery industry. Since we identified a remarkable need for “e-action” in this traditional and static industrial branch, we therefore decided to develop customized business models and e-business solutions with a high impact on this industrial sector. In this context we developed the case study for the present contribution.

*Figure 8: Supply Chain of the Metal Industry*
The case study has been conducted in the field of manufacturing networks for metallic material with 10 German SMEs (Figure 8 shows the structure of the supply chain of the metal industry). As a matter of fact, the generation and mailing of so-called paper-based test reports for metallic material, which document and guarantee to the buyer specific material properties, is nowadays accompanied by several serious problems. For instance, the open issues concern the archiving of reports, the specification check of corresponding material standards or norms referenced in a test report (DIN, 1990).

The innovative trigger for this case study is the worldwide dissemination and acceptance of the Internet as communication and information channel as well as the idea to exchange material test reports electronically. This makes the development of new intermediary services for the efficient transmission and storage of material test reports based on an electronic business collaboration infrastructure feasible (see Figure 9). Based upon the innovative idea of exchanging electronic material reports on a collaborative Internet platform, we proposed a business model—the result of the use of the House of Value Creation.

We are now going to present the results obtained within the business modeling process.

1. Market model. After a thorough market analysis, we identified similar solutions to manage and exchange material reports (e.g., document management systems, DMSs), but we realized that none of them fulfills all relevant requirements. Hence, in the resulting market model, there are no direct competitors because of the fact that the planned service is innovative and therefore it is not offered in the market yet. Furthermore, the potential customers are all the manufacturing enterprises that exchange metallic products—i.e., both ferrous metals (all sorts of steel) and non-ferrous metals (such as tin, copper and brass)—with specified and guaranteed properties, as well the different testing and inspection organizations (such as TÜV or Dekra

Figure 9: Business Collaboration Infrastructure for the Metal Industry
2. **Output model.** We conducted several workshops with the involved SMEs and thus we gathered all the requirements related to the exchange of electronic material test reports in the manufacturing field. We distinguish two kinds of groups of services required by the potential customers of the platform:

- *Basic service,* e.g., storage, remote access and archiving of electronic material test reports over the Internet.
- *Value-added services,* e.g., assessment and evaluation of the suppliers, nominal/actual value comparison of measures certified in a test report, batch management, offering of detailed information about material-related quality.

Other general requirements on the overall performances of the platform are: a high operating efficiency and flexibility, specific security requirements (e.g., transmission and privacy), a 24/7 system availability, a suitable multi-user concept with different and adjustable levels of authorizations, support of surveyors of independent testing and inspection organizations.

3. **Revenue model.** After an analysis of the customers’ benefit, we used the two-step *price corridor method* of Kim and Mauborgne (2000) for the strategic pricing, in order to share for shaping a revenue model:

a) *Identification of the price corridor of the mass,* i.e., search for the price corridor that the majority of the customers is willing to bear. According to the market model, there are no direct competitors, but only some possible substitutes, i.e., providers of DMSs, whose products, though, do not fulfill all relevant customers’ requirements. We observed that the innovative services of the planned intermediary service infrastructure might therefore crucially change the power balance in the market of tools for the management and exchange of material test reports. The current cost to process a single material report amounts up to about US$50, which clearly represents an upper bound for the price model. Since the process cost for an electronic test report drops drastically by the use of the intermediary service infrastructure, the decision was to pursue a low price corridor strategy to target a high number of customers.

b) *Specification of a level within the price corridor,* i.e., identification of an appropriate price level within the chosen low price corridor. A detailed analysis of the customers’ benefit of the DMSs underlined that none of them can fulfill all industrial requirements. Therefore, the intermediary service infrastructure with its innovative customer-oriented services has realistic chances to be widely accepted by the target group and thus to penetrate successfully the market. In order to conquer the market and achieve the striven critical mass in terms of traffic (reports/period of time), it was furthermore decided to choose a lower pricing level within
the chosen low price corridor. High traffic, though, does not yet guarantee long-term success, because second-movers might come up with similar solutions and quickly gain market share. Hence, the price should be maintained very low until the critical mass in terms of branch members is also reached. With the achievement of this goal, the developed format for electronic test reports will be widely disseminated, and hence it will have a good chance to be accepted and adopted as a branch-specific standard. At this stage, barriers for market entry for possible competitors will be significant. The deployment of a mid- or upper-level pricing within the selected price corridor might be then possible without risking to lose market share. A potential cash cow for the business is represented by the portfolio of attractive value-added services.

4. **Production design.** According to the guidelines of the revenue model, the target costs for the output model will be calculated within the cost-oriented production design, i.e., design of the electronic transmission, management and storage of material reports. In the case of the “production” design for the transmission of material reports, the attention was paid to the fixed costs (i.e., target costs for the infrastructure) since direct costs (i.e., cost for the report transmission) tend to be zero. Hence, the result is a platform with a targeted low fixed cost (e.g., hardware, software and mainly personnel costs). The lower the fixed costs are, the sooner the critical mass in terms of participants and transactions will be reached.

As far as concerns the design of the platform, we identified the need for the following capabilities: management and archiving of material test reports with a Web-based database, material science know-how, trust management and information content for value-added services.

5. **Network and information model.** In this phase, starting from the requirements on performances and from the capabilities, core competencies and IT infrastructure of the involved potential partners, a specific performance network as well as an information and technology framework were defined. The targeted market consists of a multitude of SMEs, of which none of them is dominating the market. It is important that all enterprises that take part in the platform must trust and be able to rely on the carrier. Hence, the managing institution of the transaction platform for electronic test reports must be an independent company. It was thus decided that the collaboration platform should not be managed by one of the manufacturers of metallic material, but by a neutral intermediary with material science know-how as well as ICT competence (e.g., database management and archiving). As a matter of fact, the system management and value-added services that require particular material science know-how will be performed by the intermediary, who will outsource the other competencies to two different partners: one partner was identified to deal with trust management and another to provide information content for the value-added services.
Within the analysis of the information infrastructure, the crucial issue was the modeling of processes and the management of shared information to enable the inter-organizational and intra-organizational workflow capabilities of the planned ICT system. Furthermore, some of the other most interesting aspects that were dealt with are the definition of process standards for inter-organizational processes and workflows, the development of an appropriate and flexible interface to deploy a back-end integration in each of the involved enterprises and the branch-specific development of a shared standard for electronic test reports. Such standards ensure a fast exchange of the required information through inter-organizational networks, as well as the integration of different ERP systems. Last but not least, as far as ICT planning and management is concerned, an important part was the assessment and availability verification of the technologies that were previously selected to support the intermediary service processes. As mentioned in the previous section, suitable measures (i.e., further evaluation, acceptance and implementation, further development or rejection) had to be derived for each of the selected technologies. Within the assessment phase, in order to cope with the different requirements and the need to identify the necessary measures for each partner, the use of a technology calendar proved to be helpful to visualize critical temporal constraints (see Figure 10).

6. **Financing model.** Because of clear privacy reasons, we are at the moment not allowed to distribute information about the financing model.

---

**Figure 10: Integrated Planning of Intermediary Services and ICTs**
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that failed after the hype of 1999 did so, among other reasons, because of a too hastily excitement-driven embedding of e-business solutions into the own organization and ICT infrastructure.

We are convinced that the path towards an inter-connected and dynamic economy is a way of no return. As a matter of fact, the business activities of the future are likely to be carried out across dynamic webs of companies (Filos, 2001; Franz, 2002; Parolini, 1999). There are different possible definitions of this vision of dynamic, inter-networked, Internet-based, flexible, hybrid or even market-like, knowledge-driven, agile and Web-oriented organizational paradigms: value-creating systems, smart organizations, economic webs, value nets or dynamic Internet-enabled supply networks, to mention just a few (Bergner et al., 2000; Filos, 2001; Forzi & Luczak, 2002; Franz, 2002; Hagel & Singer, 1999; Klein, 1995; Kleinaltenkamp & Dahlke, 1998; Kornelius, 1999; Parolini, 1999; Picot et al., 2001; Rentmeister & Klein, 2001; Timmers, 2000; Wirtz, 2000). In Figure 11, which shows the development trend, all such paradigms were clustered under the definition “Value Nets.”

Within a decade, both academics and managers might not mention the “e” related to businesses anymore. This will not mean that e-business and all the ICT-driven business models will have failed; on the contrary, the thorough embedding

Figure 11: ICTs and the Development of Organizational Approaches
process will have come to its conclusion, and the inter-organizational integration, probably even “back-end to back-end” (Filos, 2001), will be a common and accepted reality in the entrepreneurial world.

CONCLUSION

Until now, the development and adjustment of business models have been performed by companies mostly in a creative way. This was also confirmed by the “dot.com” crisis, in which weak or improvised business models led both single enterprises to unrecoverable bankruptcies and networks to failure. A suitable approach to design business models for a networked economy is the House of Value Creation (HVC), a meta-method to design customer-oriented and sustainable business models. The meta-method was validated in a specific case, namely in the case of the information service intermediary of a collaboration network in the manufacturing industry. We are convinced that the HVC is also a promising approach for the development of business models in the case of inter-firm networks. Hence, in order to verify such a fact, we plan to test its validity also in other cases and for other branches, such as IT and logistics.

Another interesting aspect is that the House of Value Creation can be also used to check the feasibility of existing business models as well as to improve and further develop business models.

As far as the project of the case study is concerned, the first step was the development of the prototypic BCI solution. Nowadays, a commercial business pilot is being deployed with the participation of all the 10 enterprises of the consortium; the objective is to gather precious information about the feasibility of the developed business model as well as about the acceptance of the BCI as an efficient means to exchange material test reports. The next phase will be a commercial rollout, initially in the German market and, if the sustainability will be confirmed, on European level.

To conclude, the trend towards a tightly inter-connected economy seems to be nowadays unquestionable. On the other side, the development process towards a dynamically networked economy has just recently started. We strongly believe that, in order to be successful within a networked economy, enterprises will thus have to undergo a deep transformation process in their organizational philosophy, in their structure, in the used methods as well as in their approach to interact with external organizations. We are convinced that, in order to face the challenges of such a dynamic and insecure business context, an appropriate business modeling approach is helpful to plan sustainable businesses.
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ABSTRACT

University students require considerable computer literacy to enter and then succeed at their studies. Many courses, whether technology focused or not, are using advanced Web technology to deliver digital content via e-learning. This chapter explores the changing nature of information and communication technology (ICT) literacy of university students and explores whether gender and age factors affect student’s ICT literacy and Web usage. The primary focus of this chapter is to ascertain if transition or freshman students are prepared for the e-learning regimes they will encounter in higher education. Main findings show that there is a significant difference in how females and males use the Web and first-year (transition) students come to university with advanced ICT and Web literacy.

INTRODUCTION

Are transition students entering university with enhanced ICT and Web skills and are these students leading the e-learning curriculum within university courses? Do university students change in their patterns of Web usage? Does gender have an impact upon the patterns of Web usage? Are transition students ready for “e-learning” and can universities rely upon the incoming students having superior ICT and Web literacy? This chapter seeks to add to the dialogue by presenting the latest results in a study looking at the changing ICT and Web skills of university students.
BACKGROUND

ICT and Web Literacy

The OECD commissioned the PISA (2001) project to report and track the reading, mathematical and science literacy of students leaving K-12 schools. The PISA project seeks to explore:

"... the increasing role of science, mathematics and technology in modern life, the objectives of personal fulfillment, employment and full participation in society increasingly require an adult population which is not only able to read and write, but also [are] mathematically, scientifically and technologically literate."

The PISA project has focused on reading literacy in the 2000 survey and will focus on mathematical and technological literacy in 2003 and scientific literacy in 2006. The International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) (ISR 122, 1999) studied the literacy patterns of the OECD countries in 1994 and 1995. The 1995 report commented:

"While most people can read, the real question is whether their reading and writing skills meet the challenge of living and working in today’s information-rich and knowledge-intensive society and economy."

The IALS report identified gaps in the “knowledge society” where re-skilling the workforce tends to narrow the pool of highly skilled workers rather than increasing the spread of skilled workers. The report went further and placed Australia in the bottom rank of OECD countries when looking at basic reading, teamwork, problem solving and ICT skills. In 1999 the Adult Literacy and Lifeskills Survey (ALLS, 1999) formed the information and communication technology (ICT) team to further develop the ICT component of the International Life Skills Survey (ILSS). The ICT team incorporated Brinkley’s framework (ALLS, 1999) and incorporated five ICT areas:

- general use of ICT;
- computer use and skills;
- use in specific contexts;
- benefits of computer use;
- receptivity of computer use among non-users.
The IALS and PISA project are part of the significant research on computer literacy that was carried out with a variety of target groups. These groups included cross-cultural surveys (Collis & Andersen, 1994), TOEFL students (Kirsch, Jamieson & Taylor, 1997), adult populations (Oderkirk, 1996; Lowe, 1997) and student populations (Miller & Varma, 1994). These studies used the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989) and the Computer Experience Questionnaire (CEQ) (Lee, 1986) as a basis for survey design. The Alberta Education Foundation (Alberta, 1997) developed a survey that describes the skills, knowledge and attitudes that are applied in a variety of learning and work settings. Most of the research describes computer literacy as including:

- incidence of computer use;
- frequency of use;
- location of use;
- complexity of use;
- adaptability of use and methods of skill development.

While we can measure computer use under various circumstances, there are also sets of factors that influence use. These include education and occupation, gender (Sacks et al., 1993), age (Linden & Adams, 1992), location (Oderkirk, 1996) and cognitive ability (Authur & Hart, 1990). This raises the question, to what extent are university students developing these skills and do university students reflect patterns of use from the wider community? To be able to best meet the students’ needs, university departments must first recognize the need for computer literacy and second be able to measure the information knowledge of students. Many studies, (NCES 1999-011; ILSSL 1997; NCES 1999-017; Wenglinsky, 1998; Russell, 1996; Oliver, 1993) both in Australia and overseas have charted the ICT skills of university students. These studies all yielded results that showed that ICT skills of university students had increased significantly and anticipated that the ICT skills of students would always be escalating, matching the general trend within society. A recent comprehensive report (Meredith, 1999) reported on the ICT skills of years 6 and 10 students in Australian schools. This report found a developing divide between ICT “have” and “have-nots.” The report recommends that students should be encouraged to develop ICT skills and further explore their own investigative, creative, problem-solving and communication activities when using ICT.

**Definitions**

We can define the term ICT literacy as referring to the ability to use and comprehend information and communications technologies. This chapter defines students emerging from K-12 into college or university as transition students or freshman students.
E-Learning

The advent of the Internet and WWW technology has created a whirlpool in the business community with organizations trying to develop business models to take advantage of “anywhere, anytime, anyhow” access. The rise and collapse of feted business models in the dot.com crash has shown that the business world is struggling to come to terms with the new technology. This uncertainty is mirrored in the educational field when we see educational bodies, institutions, technologists and practitioners struggling with the concept of e-learning. In 1996 the U.S. Department of Education released the National Educational Technology Plan (OEdTech, 1996) that developed goals in three broad areas; students and teacher access to technology, necessity for research into educational applications, and the move to transform teaching and learning through digital content. These early reports hinted at the potential power of e-learning, but recognized the legal, technological, pedagogical and management hurdles with the new technology. The move to e-learning has been the subject of many conferences here in Australia and around the world. There are many facets of e-learning that need to be researched (USDoE, 2000); the technology for delivering e-learning, the management of delivering digital content, the platforms needed for e-learning, matching learning styles to e-learning, equality and quality of access, ethical dimensions of e-learning, and the need to prepare educators and students to move to e-learning. There is evidence (Healy, 1999) that policy making in e-learning is lagging the practice and as a result there is no accepted view of what constitutes good e-learning practice.

Any Time, Any Place, Any Path, Any Pace

The factors driving e-learning span several fields; they include the nature of individual learning to the dispersal of Internet technologies and to the change in our work and societal lives (Carroll, 2000). Carroll suggests that e-learning will come about as a “fait accompli.” Learners have unlimited access to technologies, the home has the potential to become an enhanced learning environment and lastly “The Kids Get It!” This focus on the learner is important as much research focuses on technology and management issues. The importance of the learning approach is best summed by the national School Boards Association in the USA (NASBE, 1998) when they propose that e-learning allows students to be; engaged, involved, empowered, individualized and challenged by higher-order thinking skills. It is very important not to lose sight of the learning focus of e-learning. When considering this learning focus, a crucial question needs to be asked: are all learners prepared for the e-learning environment?

The New Divides?

In Australia the adoption of Internet technologies in the home and by children
and teenagers has been steep (ABS 8153, 2001). Similarly, about 50% of U.S. households have Internet access, rising to 62% for households with children under 18 (Evans, 2002). European data shows that about 45% of households have Internet access (Eurydice, 2001). The results from the Evans survey also show some divides opening up in Internet access. Income, location and race seem to have a significant effect upon the rate and type of Internet access. The U.S. government has poured resources into programs to alleviate the digital divide (The New Divide, 2001), but variances of access and use still exist. The concept of the digital divide starts to have a more important impact if universities are moving to e-learning. The NASBE (2001) reported the need to ensure students’ access to technology in and out of the learning place, the importance of well-resourced universities and academic staff, the recognition of the needs of special needs students and lastly the need for “Universal Design for Learning” standards for all educational material. The concept of standards means we need to have an idea of what is quality e-learning.

**Internet-Toybox or Toolbox**

A report by the NTIA and ESA (Evans, 2002) showed an analysis of the major categories of use of the Internet by under 25-year-olds in the USA. The five categories included: schoolwork, e-mail, games, radio/movies and chatrooms. We can further aggregate these five categories into:

- Research—schoolwork
- Communication—e-mail/chat
- Entertainment—games/radio/movies

There are many other areas of research that could encompass e-learning. The next section of the chapter formalizes the questions raised from the literature.

**E-Learning Questions**

Two areas of ICT usage are proposed. ICT literacy looked at the availability and students’ self-assessed literacy. These included home access, usage at home, number of home computers, previous information systems courses studied, computer knowledge, computer confidence and comparability. ICT usage referred to the use of ICTs. This included the familiar word processing, spreadsheet and database as well as the Internet, chat, e-mail and multimedia packages. The general research question for this study involves ascertaining the ICT skills/practices of university students. More specifically there are four questions: What is the self-assessed ICT and Web literacy of university students? How do university students use the Web? Does gender affect ICT literacy, ICT usage and Web usage? Are transition or freshman students prepared for “e-learning”? 
METHODOLOGY

Data was gathered through a survey to all first-year commencing business undergraduate students on all five undergraduate campuses of the university. Students were surveyed in either the orientation week or the first week of classes at VUT. Questionnaires were distributed and collected in lectures. From a possible 1,000 students, 627 completed the survey. There were 598 useable surveys, giving a response rate of 60% with 351 first-year or freshman students.

The Questionnaire

The questionnaire comprised two sections. The first section gathered information concerning each student. This included campus, study mode, student/parent birthplace, languages spoken at home, family history of participation in higher education and course studied. The second section gathered information on ICT issues and skill levels. This included home use of computer, student self-perception of computer knowledge and confidence, previous experience in the use of computers and ICT packages. Karsten and Roth (1998) demonstrated the use of computer self-efficacy as a viable measure of student computer knowledge. The question relating to their use of ICT packages and ICT literacy required the student to select their weekly use of packages from None, < 2 hours and > 2 hours. This question sought a more quantifiable measure of student’s use of technology. For each question students responded to either pre-selected options or a five-point Likert scale together with an option for additional comment. The student use of the Internet looked at the degree and type of use. Results were tested by time series comparative frequencies, mean m, standard deviation s and cross-tabulation frequency.

Demography

The proportion of female students (47%) is slightly lower than the proportion of females in the first-year undergraduate population as a whole (50%). Students born overseas accounted for 28% of the cohort, with higher proportions coming from families whose parents were born overseas: mother—64%, father—68%. These figures have been consistent with previous surveys (Stein & Craig, 2000). These figures should be considered together with the number of students who speak a language other than English at home (50%). First-year students accounted for 59% of the cohort with 25% being second year. The remaining were a mixture of TAFE articulators. Students who have university-qualified parents account for 40% of the cohort, and students with siblings who have studied at university account for 46%. These “university family” figures are important, as Victoria University would be identified as being populated by first-generation university students.
RESULTS

ICT Literacy: Computer Access, Knowledge, Confidence and Comparability

The PC home market has boomed and a high proportion of the student cohort (94%) had access to a home PC (Table 2); this was consistent with previous results (Stein & Craig; 2000, 1999, 1998). Home access to the Internet was 84% compared with 65% (2000), 45% (1999) and 33% (1998). The mean for computer knowledge (Table 1) was 3.00 with a tight standard deviation of 0.92; this was in line with results for previous surveys. The cohort indicated that 19% felt they had low confidence with 44% of average confidence and 37% having high levels of confidence. The mean value for computer confidence was slightly higher than knowledge at 3.19 with a standard deviation of .95. When compared with previous surveys, both knowledge and confidence while stable seem to be trending down. Comparability (m=3.16) is a

Table 1: Self-Assessed Computer Knowledge, Confidence and Comparison %

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Knowledge</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Knowledge</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Knowledge</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge - μ</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge - σ</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Confidence</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Confidence</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Confidence</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence - μ</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence - σ</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Than Peers</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>About Same</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Than Peers</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison - μ</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison - σ</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Computer Background by Year of Study %

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Own Laptop</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer at Home</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet at Home</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

new construct measuring the student’s self-assessed comparison with their peers and is to be used in future studies.

ICT Background

The 2001 first-year student showed laptop ownership trending up, home access to a computer pervasive and access to Internet at home rapidly increasing when

Table 3: Computer Background by Gender % (N=351)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2001 1st Year N=351</th>
<th>2001 Male Cohort</th>
<th>2001 Female Cohort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use Laptop</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer at Home</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet at Home</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;1 computers at Home</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp Hours at Home</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;2</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games Hours Play</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Play Internet Games</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
compared to previous studies. In Table 3 there is no gender bias in laptop, home access, Internet access or number of computers at home.

There is a significant gender bias in games play as well as the female cohort being more likely to be a moderate user of the computer at home (44% vs. 30% <2hrs) but far less likely to be heavy users of the home computer (47% vs. 59% >2hrs). This could also be tied up with the male bias in games play. The male cohort rules the use of Internet games; this trend is explored further in Table 4.

**Table 4: WEB Usage Patterns by Gender % (N=351)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2001 1st Year N=351</th>
<th>2001 Male Cohort</th>
<th>2001 Female Cohort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Have E-Mail, e.g., Hotmail</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have Own Web Page</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used HTML Code</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopped on Web</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Web for Research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Web for Entertainment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Web for Communication, e.g., E-Mail</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ICT Usage**

Several trends are evident in Table 4. Males (32% vs. 22%) are more likely to have shopped on the Web. Future surveys should try to distinguish between shopping and purchasing. There are significant differences in how males and females use the Web. Females are more likely to use the Web for research over males, while the
reverse is true for using the Web for entertainment. Communication is more likely to be the purpose of Web usage for females. Using the Web for entertainment is almost a male domain; the figures show that almost no females say they are heavy users of the Web (2% vs. 17%) for entertainment. Both males and females use Web tools like e-mail and Web pages equally.

Students were then asked to report use of common ICT applications with the hours of use as reported in Table 5. The "big 3" applications showed variable results, with word processing being stable and spreadsheets and database trending down in usage. The "Internet" applications—Internet (90% vs. 72%), chat (58% vs. 42%) and e-mail (91% vs. 71%)—showed dramatic increases in usage; games showed a trend down in usage. The only gender bias in use of applications was for games (51% vs. 33%) with males the heavier users.

Table 5: Use of ICT (%) Applications [Combined <2&2+ Hours] by Year of Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2001 1st Year N=351</th>
<th>2000 1st Year N=369</th>
<th>1999 1st Year N=389</th>
<th>1998 1st Year N=521</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Word Processing</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spreadsheet</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chat</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>Na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Mail</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slideshows</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6: Use of ICT (%) Applications [Combined <2&2+ Hours] by Gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2001 1st Year N=351</th>
<th>2001 Male Cohort</th>
<th>2001 Female Cohort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Word Processing</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spreadsheet</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chat</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Mail</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slideshows</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

Self-Assessed ICT Literacy

There is considerable evidence to suggest that the ICT practices and skills of university students are continuing to change. Home access continues to climb, indicating that the majority of university students possess access to a computer away from the university. The access rate to the Internet by first-year students (84% home Internet and 89% “Hotmail” e-mail) compares with the 77% rate for 18-24-year-olds in the wider Australian community (ABS 8147, 2000). The continuing rapid growth of the Internet applications and Web technology is evident in the home access to the Internet. This figure has increased 52% over the 1998-2001 period, from 33% to 84% for the cohort. The growth in home Internet usage outstrips the 56% of homes that have Internet access in the wider Australian population (ABS 4901, 2001), the U.S.
Web Usage Trends

The rapid growth in the university student’s use of Internet applications is fortuitous given that many university schools and faculties are exploring Web delivery for subject material. An interesting feature is the far greater number of first-year students reporting use of HTML and Web pages over previous surveys. First-year students also are greater users of all Internet applications, e-mail, chat and games. This may seem to indicate an emerging surge of students coming into universities with advanced Internet skills, a Web “Have” generation. This surge of Web-savvy students will pose many questions for universities, not only the obvious one about course content. Will universities change delivery platforms to make them Web enabled? Will the Web “Haves” lead the move of universities to become Web enabled? Will university course designers harness the computer literacy of the incoming students? Much of the published research concerning “e-learning” comes from technical and educational analysis. The results from this survey show that the target of “e-learning” is very well positioned to explore the online classroom.

Gender Effects

As in previous surveys (Stein & Craig, 2000), gender differences are marked in several areas. Males prefer to use the Web for entertainment, whereas females prefer research and then communication. This “Toystore vs. Toolbox” comparison was coined by Margolis, Fisher and Miller (2000) and reinforces the findings that show that there is no difference in level or degree of use and no difference in computer knowledge or confidence between the genders. The difference lies in the type of use, entertainment versus communication and research. This trend is also evident in the wider Australian community where 84% of teenage boys use computer games as opposed to 53% of teenage girls (ABS 4901, 2001). U.S. data shows that the 18-24-year-old cohort uses the Web for research and communication in preference to entertainment (Evans, 2002). For university courses and the delivery of course content, this is important as the male students may need additional work on developing Web communications, specially if course content has heavy components of e-mail or group decision making via chat and e-mail. This difference in how the genders use the Web is not to be downplayed. Online learning environments rely heavily on communications, and any students that are loath to check their e-mail or loathe to engage in online chat will be at a disadvantage.
Prepared for “E-Learning”

A fundamental question that must be asked concerns the ability of universities to lead change in adopting “e-learning” environments. At Victoria University course Web pages range from the simple “brochure” type course site, where students only download course material, to the “fully interactive” decision support type site, where students engage each other in course outcomes. This research proposes that the students who are the recipients of “e-learning” are ready willing and able to thrive in online environments. They have access to the Internet, advanced Web practices in e-mail and chat, knowledge and confidence in using the technology and a widespread coverage of other Web practices. It is to be hoped that as “e-learning” advances, it will take into account the sophisticated ICT and Web literacy on the student cohort.

CONCLUSION

So one cog in the e-learning machine is in place, the learner is prepared to engage. What of the other cogs, that is, learning facilitators and learning institutions? As the technology moves to mobile communications and instant messaging and the next wave of communication technologies, the learners will again need to be asked if they are ready to engage. A more important question to ponder is, do designers of e-learning environments take into account the changing nature and mode of information access and learning that university students are adopting? It is proposed that richer analysis of how the Web is used by learners will be undertaken in coming surveys. With any study that is based in one faculty of one university, the question of generalizability is raised. This study is a longitudinal analysis of the students at Victoria University. It is proposed that further studies allowing for a broader view of university students should be carried out to see if the trends raised and discussed in this chapter could be extrapolated to other cohorts.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter identifies potential communication barriers between instructor and students in an online educational environment, and suggests ways to reduce or eliminate them. There are at least five such barriers—social distance, conceptual confusion, fear and mistrust, isolation and disconnectedness, and lost efficacy—which, when present, are likely to diminish the effectiveness of an online course. Several approaches to structuring online lecture notes and composing individual student messages are proposed that are hypothesized to increase the likelihood that student satisfaction and learning goals will be achieved. It is assumed that the application of these communication tactics will enhance the attractiveness of online courses, particularly among students who
would not otherwise have access to higher education. Suggestions for future research are proposed.

**INTRODUCTION**

Online education, also referred to as online instruction (Kearsley, 2000) or Web-based instruction (Khan, 1997), is becoming an increasingly popular approach to delivering academic courses (Saba, 2000). Online education is a form of technology-facilitated distance education. It occurs in a computer-mediated environment where the teacher and student are physically separated for some portion, if not all, of the instructional process (Turoff & Hiltz, 1995).

At one mid-size university in the northeast, for example, the number of students taking online courses has been increasing steadily over the past several years, as has the range of courses offered and the number of faculty participating. Between 1997 and 2002, the number of students rose from 410 to 5,430, and the number of courses offered increased from 25 to 265. Given the growth of online courses, and the likelihood that this growth will continue as Internet use increases, it is important to understand how best to design and deliver Internet-based instructional material in ways that facilitate both student learning and satisfaction with the overall educational experience.

**CHARACTERISTICS OF ONLINE EDUCATION**

Online courses may use a cohort model, where students move through the course material in a paced group (Motiwalla & Tello, 2000), or they may be self-paced, allowing individual students to start and complete courses at their own pace. Regardless of the pacing, students typically have access to course materials 24 hours per day from any Internet access point (Hiltz & Wellman, 1997). Students access the course website using Web browser software over an Internet connection (Kearsley, 2000; Motiwalla & Tello, 2000). Course lectures may be presented as text, as PowerPoint presentations or as streaming audio/video presentations. Course demonstrations or labs may be presented using streaming audio/video or graphic simulation software. Simulation software often allows students to manipulate variables in the simulation, affecting the outcome of the demonstration. Student assignments and projects may be returned to the instructor as e-mail attachments, through online Web forms or as student PowerPoint presentations. Communication, questions and discussion between students and faculty and among students are facilitated through the use of asynchronous (delayed) and synchronous (real-time, simultaneous) communication tools (Collison, Elbaum, Havind & Tinker, 2000; Kearsley, 2000; Motiwalla & Tello, 2000; Salmon, 2000).
COMMUNICATION BARRIERS

Online education is defined by the technology used to facilitate the delivery of course content, and mediate interaction between student and teacher and among students. Computer-mediated communication (CMC) is a central characteristic of online education (Hiltz & Wellman, 1997; Kearsley, 2000; Turoff & Hiltz, 1995). CMC, in its various technologies and forms, supports one-to-one communication, one-to-many communication and many-to-many communication in both a synchronous and asynchronous format (Ljosa as cited in Holmberg, 1995; Moore & Kearsley, 1995). These multiple approaches to communication support various methods of student access, pedagogical strategies and forms of interaction with course content, the instructor and fellow students.

As in traditional face-to-face (FTF) classroom settings, good practice in online education requires frequent instructor-student communication (Chickering & Ehrmann, 1996). Communication, or interaction, between student and instructor is considered essential to the learning process in both FTF (Chickering & Gamson, 1987; Kuh & Hu, 2001; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1976) and online education (Garrison, 1987; Holmberg, 1995; Moore, 1989; Smith & Dillon, 1999). However, unlike the FTF classroom, communication in online courses takes place primarily electronically and in writing. This poses some unique problems regarding communication quality that online instructors must overcome. For example, how can one communicate clearly and completely when there is no direct, face-to-face interaction? How does one know whether students received a message from the instructor as it was intended? How can students be involved in a course in which they rarely, if ever, meet anyone else in the class? What instructor communication style will increase the likelihood that students feel involved in the course, and believe that their educational needs are being met?

Research regarding the broader field of distance education, of which online education is one method, offers some direction regarding these questions. Moore suggests that the concept of distance “is not measured in miles or minutes” between the instructor and student, but is a function of the dialogue and individualization available within any educational program (Moore, 1991, p. 56). By dialogue, Moore is referring to essential two-way communication between student and instructor. He also introduces the term “structure,” which refers to the extent to which the objectives, teaching methods and procedures within an educational program can be adapted to meet the needs of individual students. Moore suggests that the distance experienced between student and teacher is in part determined by the level of dialogue and structure within an education program. When dialogue is high and structure is low, the student and teacher experience less distance than when the converse occurs. Moore also suggests that an education program that supports high dialogue and low structure lends itself to a conversational approach between teacher and student, facilitating and encouraging communication between the two.
In his examination of print-based correspondence courses, Holmberg (1989) introduced the concept of guided, didactic conversation. Holmberg’s theory proposes that student motivation and success in distance education courses can be facilitated through the development of course materials and instructor-student communication that is perceived as friendly and conversational in style (Mitchell, 1992). Holmberg suggests that distance education course materials should have the following characteristics: a) easy accessibility; b) explicit advice and suggestions to students; c) frequent invitations to students to communicate, question and exchange views; d) personal or professional relevance to students; f) an informal and conversational instructor communication style; and g) clear communications to students regarding changes in course themes and topics (Holmberg, 1983).

More recent research on the design and implementation of online courses has suggested a number of variables likely to influence course effectiveness. These include class size and prior experience with computer-mediated communication (Vrasidas & McIsaac, 1999); availability of technical and instructor support (Daugherty, 1998); instructor attentiveness to student needs, and the extent to which there is synchronous, i.e., real-time, interaction (Lara, Howell, Dominquez & Navarro, 2001). Even with the greatest of care, however, courses do not always run smoothly. Hara and Kling (1999), for example, suggest that student frustration with Web-based courses can result from insufficient instructor feedback and ambiguous instructions regarding course procedures and requirements, often producing feelings of isolation. On a more behavioral level, Tello (2002) found that positive student attitudes regarding instructor feedback and use of asynchronous discussion tools were highly correlated with student course persistence rates. In general, this research suggests that online course effectiveness is determined in part by the type, quality and frequency of communication that takes place between students and instructor. To the extent these electronic interactions are poorly designed and managed, communication barriers are likely to arise that impede the achievement of course objectives (George & Jones, 2002, pp. 441-445).

The authors’ experiences in the design, development and teaching of online courses suggest there are at least five types of barriers that can negatively affect student performance and satisfaction in an online course environment that must be overcome. These are: 1) the barrier of social distance, resulting from overly formalistic instructor communication that reinforces student-instructor status differences; 2) the barrier of conceptual confusion, resulting from poorly organized and presented course material; 3) the barrier of fear and mistrust, resulting from instructor communication that is perceived by students as non-supportive, indifferent to student needs or, in extreme cases, overtly hostile; 4) the barrier of isolation and disconnectedness, resulting from insufficient speed and frequency of instructor communication; and 5) the barrier of lost efficacy, due to instructor rigidity in applying course rules, procedures and policies. This chapter explores ways to reduce many of these barriers, and improve the student-instructor communication process.
Communication in online courses takes place, in part, through 1) the posting of online lecture notes that typically accompany textbook reading assignments, and 2) electronic responses to individual student messages communicated in the form of e-mails or discussion board postings. This chapter explores how instructors can approach these two general methods of communication in ways that reduce the communication barriers suggested above, and increase the likelihood that student learning and satisfaction goals are achieved. These approaches are grouped into three strategy categories, each addressing one or more of these barriers.

**Online Lecture Notes—Context**

How can an online instructor create lecture notes in a way that, apart from lecture content, reduces the barrier of social distance, and facilitates student learning and course satisfaction? Consistent with Holmberg’s (1989) concept of guided, didactic conversation, it is suggested that an approach to electronic communication that simulates informal face-to-face interaction will more likely be experienced by students as spoken communication, and as more friendly and conversational (Strategy 1). This is likely to improve the perceived “readability” and value of online lecture material and, as a result, enhance student learning and course satisfaction.

In practice, the authors have found several approaches that are hypothesized to facilitate this experience. These are:

- **Using contractions common in spoken language** (e.g., “It’s likely that...” versus “It is likely that...”). Spoken language uses contractions much, if not most, of the time. Communication, particularly when it is spontaneous and informal, would appear awkward and robot-like if it did not. One exception is when emphasis, forcefulness or the communication of a high degree of certainty is intended by the speaker (e.g., “It is a good idea to be flexible with rules...” versus “It’s a good idea...”). Using contractions is therefore likely to enhance the receiver’s sense that an electronic message “sounds” more like direct face-to-face interaction.

- **Using spoken expressions at the beginning of written sentences, to create a tone and feeling of informality** (e.g., “Well, what this means to me is that...”). Spoken communication is often filled with words and expressions that have little or no informational content. They are often referred to as “time fillers” (e.g., “well”; “um”; “ya know”). When used too frequently, they can become distracting. When used occasionally, and in an intentional, targeted manner, they can facilitate the experience of talking rather than reading.

- **Writing in the first person, and in the active, rather than passive, voice.** For example, compare the following two sentences: 1) “What I’m saying is that if you reduce resistance, you’ll more easily change an employee’s behavior.” 2) “In general, if resistance is reduced, employee behavior will more easily be
changed.” The first approach is no less precise or rigorous a statement than the second. It does, however, better reflect how people tend to speak, as compared to write.

- **Occasionally using what sound like incomplete sentences, as one often encounters in the dialogue of good novels (e.g., “That’s a fact. Hard to believe, isn’t it?”).** As the example suggests, this type of language does not necessarily contain ideas directly related to the content of the course. Rather, it can have the effect of reinforcing or emphasizing a previous statement in a way that is not appropriate when communicating in formal, written language.

- **Using “friendly” expressions that make it easier for students to perceive the instructor as approachable, and as someone with whom they can take intellectual risks (e.g., “That’s a fact, folks. Hard to believe, isn’t it?” (compare this statement to the example in the previous paragraph).** Formal written language does not refer to the message’s audience as “folks.” In fact, it generally does not refer to the recipient of the message at all. Spoken language, in contrast, permits an instructor this “linguistic license,” and is therefore likely to enhance a student’s sense of face-to-face communication, and connection to the “speaker.”

- **Making consistent use of color, bold face and italics to communicate where emphasis of various kinds would be if a given statement were spoken, rather than written.** This may be thought of as a type of graphical, rather than text-based, tool that will be perceived and understood by students in the same way that a picture is perceived and understood differently than words. To apply this idea, one might, for example, use red and/or bold face to highlight important points in prose text, and italics to symbolize verbal emphasis (e.g., “Now, do you see the importance of new information technology as a key determinant of organizational productivity?”).

### Online Lecture Notes—Content

Regarding the content and structure of lecture notes, it is hypothesized that the barrier of conceptual confusion can be reduced, and the understanding and perceived value of online lecture material enhanced, by visually structuring course material (Strategy 2) in the following ways:

- **Creating lecture material that, to an appropriate degree, complements or supplements the course textbook (if a text is being used) rather than “rehashes” it.** This suggestion is self-explanatory, and often applies to traditional classroom settings as well as online courses. It may be more salient to students in an online environment, however, in that students in a traditional classroom are, in a sense, a “captive audience.” Online students, in contrast, can “leave the classroom” if they become bored, or consider a lecture to be “useless,” anytime they wish. If this happens too often, given that online
courses tend to require more self-imposed discipline on the student's part over the course of the semester (i.e., walking out of a classroom is probably more difficult to do than walking away from a computer screen), the student is more likely to fall behind in an online course and encounter academic difficulty.

- **Drawing heavily on “real-world” examples of course concepts, particularly if the students are practically-minded working adults** (although the appropriateness of this depends considerably on the course subject). This suggestion may apply as readily to traditional courses as online classes. To the extent, however, that online students are more likely to be working adults who may be seeking a somewhat more direct correspondence between their academic courses and job applications, the regular use of practical examples can facilitate student understanding of, and satisfaction with, the content of an online course.

- **Developing a bulleted outline or PowerPoint graphic for each lecture topic within each weekly lesson that reflects or summarizes the flow of lecture material, and gives students a “bigger picture” of how the details of lecture content “hang together.”** For example, in a course in organizational behavior, there is usually at least one lecture that analyzes the types of power tactics available to managers who seek to influence others at work. The inclusion of an outline or graphic that bulleted the types of tactics discussed in the lecture, and lists them in the order in which they are discussed, will highlight the key concepts for students. This could facilitate their ability to understand and systematically integrate lecture details. That is, it will help them distinguish “the forest from the trees.”

- **Systematically reducing font size as the outline moves from main title, to headings, to sub-headings, to bulleted points.** This is merely a graphical way to visually symbolize for students the development of lecture concepts as they flow from general to specific. It is another way to help them distinguish the “big picture” from the details.

- **Using one text color, background or font for lecture outlines and another for lecture notes.** Visually distinguishing outlines and lecture material in this way can potentially reduce the “monotony” of what might otherwise be perceived by students as a “boring” monochromatic presentation. Of course, the use of color should be judicious, keeping in mind that not all students perceive color contrasts or color. The use of color should be combined with another distinguishing marker such as size, font or underlining.

- **Dividing a large lecture into several smaller “pieces” that give students a sense of making progress when they reach closure on a “piece of the pie”** (i.e., part of the online lecture), even though they may still have a lot further to go before the “pie” is fully “consumed.” Long online lectures can be experienced by students as tedious and difficult to read. Organizing a lecture into many smaller subtopics is similar to dividing a long novel into many smaller
chapters. It provides the reader with natural break-points at which to “call it a
day,” and thus prevents arbitrary breaks in the continuity and flow of ideas. It
also permits students to feel like they are making progress as they move toward
completion of the lesson.

- **Using italics and boldface consistently to highlight key concepts and
  ideas.** This is another graphical technique to assist students in identifying what
the instructor considers to be the most important points in a lesson. It is a way
to communicate what is the “wheat” and what is the “chaff.” Italics and
boldface can be used separately for different purposes, or together to indicate
the strongest possible emphasis.

**Individual Student Messages**

The **barriers of fear, mistrust, disconnectedness and lost efficacy** may be
reduced through more personalized, supportive, complete and timely communication
with students (Strategy 3). It is important to recognize that online students are
customers who are often “buying” more than just course content. They are often
time-constrained, working adults who are also seeking flexibility and responsiveness
from both the instructor and educational institution.

There are several ways in which instructors can convey to students that they
are respected; that their unique concerns, uncertainties and pressures are under-
stood; and that the instructor is willing to work with them as individuals to solve both
anticipated and unexpected problems (e.g., an unforeseen business trip) that arise
over the course of a semester. These more subtle, often indirect, messages from
instructor to student may be conveyed through the exchange of e-mails, and possibly
discussion board postings. They form the “between the lines,” or “context,” message
embedded within instructor communications about such issues as course administra-
tion, student performance, Internet access problems, student requests for “special
treatment” due to unavoidable job constraints and so on.

It is suggested that supportive context messages will be communicated to
students when instructors directly or indirectly exhibit flexibility and responsiv-
erness in their online communications. Instructors may send these messages in the
following ways:

- **If a student asks that a particular e-mail be re-sent because the student
  “never received it,” send the message out again “with a smile” (e.g.,
  “sure, I’ll send it right out”).** It is easy for instructors to communicate to
students “between the lines” that they are annoyed at having to do this.
Instructor disapproval might even be sent inadvertently. If this type of negative
message is communicated, the student will most likely “pick it up,” and begin
to perceive the student-instructor relationship as hostile and defensive, rather
than friendly and supportive.
• If a student cannot take an examination, or finish an assignment, at the scheduled time (e.g., due to temporary job overload or child care difficulties), permit the student to complete it at a different time, if the explanation for the requested delay appears reasonable and honestly communicated. Always be aware that the goal of the instructor is to evaluate what students have learned, rather than how they respond to time pressure and other non-academic constraints.

• If a student does poorly on an examination, and asks for help, give as much help as is reasonable and possible, without communicating annoyance “between the lines” (e.g., “Sure, <<student’s first name>>, what would you like some help with?” versus “O.K., but you’re really expected to learn this material on your own.”). This, of course, should not be done in a way that “spoon feeds” students, creates a “non-level playing field” for the rest of the class or reduces academic standards.

• Begin each e-mail to a student with “Hi <<first name>>,” or “Hello <<first name>>.” This will tend to personalize, and “de-formalize” an electronic message. If the message is an unpleasant one (e.g., to report a poor grade to a student), “hello” rather than “hi” might be an approach that is more congruent with message content. Also, the instructor should consider using his or her first as well as last name in all communications to reduce “social distance.”

• Anticipate what is going to confuse or create uncertainty for students, and address these issues as early in the semester as possible, preferably at the beginning of the course (e.g., “I can’t attend your chat hour because of a conflict with another class. Will this hurt my grade?”). One approach would be to create a series of e-mail messages clarifying these anticipated student difficulties, and stagger their distribution over the first week or two of the semester. Since students do not always read all of their e-mails, or might forget over time what they were told very early in the semester, it might even be appropriate to send some of these messages more than once.

• Respond quickly to e-mails and other messages from students. Until the instructor responds, online students with questions or problems, particularly ones that are not relevant to other students in the class, will have no idea what to assume or expect regarding the issue in question. If the instructor does not, or cannot, respond quickly, the instructor should apologize when he or she does respond (e.g., “Sorry for the late response…”), and tell the student why the response was later than it should have been, if appropriate. In addition to reducing the barrier of self-efficacy, this type of instructor response is also likely to reduce the barrier of isolation and disconnectedness by creating a “classroom climate” in which students will feel informed, secure and able to cope with the constraints in their lives that affect their ability to succeed academically.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

For any relationship to be productive and satisfying to participants, the parties must possess the interpersonal, or “people,” skills needed to foster an environment that stimulates trust, spontaneity, risk-taking and creativity. When these conditions are present, the parties will more likely be motivated to continue their relationship and achieve desired goals. In general, these skills are reflected in the verbal and non-verbal behaviors each party directs toward the other. When instructor-student interaction takes place in an online environment, the challenge therefore is to identify how electronic communication tools can be used to approximate the positive experience students have when they are interacting face-to-face with an interpersonally competent instructor.

This chapter suggests three strategies for achieving this goal. The first is to reduce the barrier of social distance between student and instructor by writing in ways that approximate the characteristics of spoken language. Some approaches are to use contractions; include expressions used in spoken communication; and write in the first person, active voice. Instructors can also use “friendly” expressions; use color, boldface and italics to communicate verbal emphasis; and occasionally use incomplete sentences as is often done in everyday speech.

A second strategy for facilitating student trust, spontaneity, risk-taking and creativity is to reduce the barriers of fear, mistrust, disconnectedness and lost efficacy. This is likely to be achieved when an online instructor provides information and responds to student messages quickly; personalizes a message by beginning it with “Hi” or “Hello” and addresses students by their first names; communicates support for them “between the lines” rather than indifference; and is flexible with class rules and policies.

A third strategy is to reduce the barrier of conceptual confusion by visually structuring course-related information in ways that facilitate easier comprehension. Specific techniques include making extensive use of bulleted outlines and graphics; using color and font size to differentiate outlines from lecture text, and different levels of abstraction within outlines; using italics and boldface to highlight key ideas; and dividing long lectures into many self-contained shorter presentations.

Anecdotal experience suggests that the ideas presented in this chapter can attenuate the emergence of student-instructor communication barriers, and enhance student learning and satisfaction with the online course experience. Future research is required, however, to investigate the extent to which they have these positive effects.

One of the more general questions requiring empirical investigation is the extent to which the proposed taxonomy of communication barriers in online education is complete, and conceptually sound. It was proposed above that these potential barriers may be classified into five types—social distance, conceptual confusion, fear and mistrust, isolation and disconnectedness, and lost efficacy. Do online
students in fact experience these barriers and, if so, under what conditions do they arise? Are there other barriers that are yet to be identified?

A related question is the extent to which these barriers are conceptually distinct, or overlap to some degree. If they are distinct, which specific behaviors lead to the emergence of which barrier? If they overlap, which ones tend to “hang together” and emerge as a result of the same instructor behaviors? It would be useful to determine whether the same instructor behavior can cause more than one barrier to arise. For example, if an instructor fails to address important course-related issues early in the semester that are likely to create uncertainty for students later on, might this create not only a feeling of lost efficacy, but also conceptual confusion and a sense of greater social distance? Likewise, an instructor who uses contractions and spoken expressions in written communications might not only reduce the barrier of social distance, but also the barriers of fear and mistrust.

Finally, do some communication barriers have a more salient effect on students than others, and might the importance of a particular barrier be mediated by student characteristics? For example, do older, more mature students who have had considerable work experience and go to school part time exhibit less concern about the barrier of social distance than younger, less mature students who are attending school full time and still live with their parents? Another question is whether students who have had considerable online course experience have fewer difficulties with an instructor who communicates poorly than students who are studying online for the first time.

An effective online instructor recognizes the unique problems that can arise in an online teaching, as compared to traditional classroom, environment, and finds ways to electronically simulate the positive aspects of direct face-to-face interaction with students. These issues are particularly relevant in settings where courses and programs are being provided to students who would not otherwise have access to higher education. It is our hypothesis that student learning and satisfaction with the overall online experience will be enhanced by creating a “virtual classroom” in which instructors are creative in the presentation of course content, flexible with the “rules” and responsive to student needs.
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ABSTRACT

The Philippines is one of many developing countries that has begun using the Internet to establish closer communication with entities abroad. Some educational institutions have begun engaging in Internet-based distance education to provide accessible, anytime, anywhere education. These ventures have focused on the tertiary level and post-graduate level of education. The quality of the Internet education that they provide has shown them to be at par with western institutions. However, in the primary and secondary levels of education, the situation is one of a large disparity between the levels of education provided by public and private schools of the nation. Many public educational facilities are located in remote areas where they do not even have electricity, telephone facilities, let alone Internet access. Due to lack of funding, the government has been forced to focus first on providing these schools with the most basic of amenities. Aside from these efforts, the government
has also begun to provide ICT facilities to chosen schools that meet the basic requirements for ICT to function. The chapter discusses each of these major points in detail.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter focuses on the current issues and trends prevalent in the implementation of Internet-based education in the Philippines. Some Philippine educational organizations have responded to the need to have easily accessible, anytime, anywhere education. The authors aim to put forward the answers to the following points: (1) What is the current situation of Philippine public schools? (2) How prolific has Internet usage become in the Philippines? (3) What type of Internet-based education do Internet-based educational institutions provide? (4) What development stages did the institutions experience in setting up their Internet-based programs? (5) What support does the Philippine government provide for institutions that wish to engage in Internet-based education? (6) What actions should the Philippine government take to promote and provide Internet-based education nationwide?

BACKGROUND

The rapid growth of Internet-based distance education worldwide has prompted Philippine organizations to respond by developing their own Internet-based education programs. In comparison to their western counterparts, the Internet-based education program mentioned in this chapter is relatively young, being in effect from anywhere between two to eight years. Aside from the need to respond to this current trend in education, several factors that influenced the feasibility of these programs are listed in the following paragraphs.

Internet usage in the Philippines continues to grow each year. As of the fourth quarter of 2001, an estimated 1.5 million Filipinos had used the Internet out of the 78 million total population. About one-third of these users access the Internet using their home computers (Lugo, 2002), while others gain access to the facility at school or at work. Still others connect to the Internet by going to Internet cafes, whose proliferation has contributed greatly to the growth of Internet usage in the country (Toral, 2001).

The Internet cafes have become popular among the Filipino Internet users because they are able to gain access to the Internet at an affordable price of $.25 to $1.00 an hour (Toral, 2001). This can be used to show that Internet usage is influenced by the economic conditions in the country. If people can afford it, then they
stay connected. Otherwise, they do not. In fact, a recent survey done by ACNielsen Philippines reveals that people from upper and middle classes use the Internet more than those in the lower class. Yet, the same survey shows that the number of Internet users who belong to Class D is slowly increasing (Lugo, 2002).

The Internet cafes are especially useful to those who do not own computers. Those who do, can conveniently connect to the Internet at home by subscribing to an Internet service provider (ISP). Actually, there are around 200 ISPs that exist in the Philippines today, and most of them offer 56K service at an average rate of $0.50 an hour. Some providers even offer DSL, wireless and fixed broadband, cable and satellite Internet facilities. However, people from the upper and middle classes, those who actually own a computer and can afford to subscribe, are the ones who can very well appreciate these services (Toral, 2002).

Internet usage in the Philippines, although very much influenced by the economic situation in the country, is affected by another factor, which is age. According to the survey done by ACNielsen, the majority of Internet users are aged 29 and below. The reason behind the large number is that this age group is the least resistant to technology and considers it, especially the Internet, a part of their lives (Lugo, 2002).

A growth in Internet access in the Philippine schools has been observed, particularly in the Visayas and Mindanao areas, and the occurrence is attributed to the age group mentioned above (Lugo, 2002). It is, however, imperative to note that most of these schools are private schools, those that use computer resources for teaching and learning. The public schools, on the other hand, use the computers mostly for administrative purposes and not for teaching (Rodrigo, 2001). This is why the bulk of Internet usage in Philippine education can be linked to the country’s private schools.

Most of the schools in the Philippines today use the Internet as a supplement to traditional classroom methods. Some schools though are already offering full Internet-based education. Examples of schools with full Internet-based education are the University of Philippines Open University, De LaSalle University MBA Online, Ateneo de Manila’s Center for Journalism and the Ateneo De Manila Loyola Schools.

SURVEY OF ONLINE DISTANCE EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

University of the Philippines Open University

The University of the Philippines Open University was established by the UP board of Regents on February 23, 1995, when they recognized the “perennial challenge of providing high quality higher education to a growing population” in the
Philippines. Due to the limited resources available to the university, the different campuses cannot accept all of the students who apply for admission and qualify for entry. Through their Open University, the UP system was able to “respond to growing demands for quality graduate and undergraduate education even in areas which do not have a UP campus” (Open University, 2002).

The Open University is not the first distance learning program of UP. In 1967 the Los Baños campus started the first school-on-the-air program over the radio. In 1984 the Los Baños campus developed the Diploma in Science Teaching (DST) program, which aimed to upgrade science and mathematics teachers in the country. The DST program was launched in 1988; it was the first degree program offered through distance education. In 1992 the UP-Distance Education Program (UP-DEP) was approved by the Board of Regents, and in 1994 the UP-DEP committee began formulating the policies and programs with distance education as an alternative mode of instruction. In 1995 the UP Open University was established (Open University, 2002).

The Open University offers both undergraduate- and graduate-level courses, currently making use of their custom-made platform. The mode of instruction varies from course to course. Some courses are offered completely in an online environment, others are a mix, some sessions are held in the various learning centers of the open universities (Open University, 2002).

**De LaSalle University MBA Online**

The MBA Online program of De LaSalle University aims to give a convenient option for technologically literate and self-motivated learner. The program makes use of the WebCT platform to offer its courses (MBA Online, 2002).

MBA Online has two modes for their online courses—mixed mode and full online courses. In mixed mode the students meet their professor face-to-face around eight times during the run of the course, the rest of the course activities being conducted in an online environment. In full online mode students only physically meet their professor once, during the orientation session; all of the course activities are conducted online (MBA Online, 2002).

**Ateneo de Manila University E-Learning Ventures**

*CFJ Online*

The Konrad Adenauer Center for Journalism (CFJ) at the Ateneo de Manila University in conjunction with the Ateneo’s Department of Information Systems and Computer Science (DISCS) began their e-learning venture in April 2001, offering online seminars on different journalism topics to reporters and editors from all over Asia. During the experimentation phase Blackboard.com was chosen as the initial
platform to offer the seminars, due to the following reasons: Blackboard.com was evaluated as a very user-friendly interface for both students and instructors; it offers support for both asynchronous and online education; it is based on the World Wide Web and therefore could be ideally accessed through a minimum of technological requirements; and it may be used free of charge (Escalar, 2002).

In the latter part of 2001, Blackboard.com announced that it was discontinuing its free service and problems did emerge in this period, primarily due to the performance of the Blackboard.com software that made access to the online classroom difficult and frustrating for all parties involved. In December 2001, after another review of existing platforms, WebCT was purchased to launch the second year of seminars offered by CFJ (Escalar, 2002).

The online seminars offered by CFJ are conducted completely in an online environment. There is no actual face-to-face contact between the instructor and the students.

Loyola Schools Online

Several instructors in the Loyola Schools of the Ateneo de Manila University have been using websites, for the past few years, to complement and support their classroom lectures. The main purpose of the websites are to give the students basic information for the courses, such as course outlines, reference lists, downloading the PowerPoint Slides used in class, project specifications, links to related websites, related software and deadline details.

In June 2002, the Loyola Schools began using the WebCT platform. At present the platform is still being used as a supplement for the traditional face-to-face lectures with value added. The e-mail, discussion board and chat features of the platform allow for more communication between the students and the instructor. The testing feature is also being used to conduct quizzes and exams.

**QUALITY ISSUES**

This chapter makes use of the benchmarks developed by the National Education Association to measure the quality of Web-based distance learning programs of these key institutions in the Philippines. There are seven aspects to the benchmark (Institute for Higher Education Policy, 2000, pp. 2-3):

1. **Institutional Support** covers the activities of the institution that helps to ensure the creation of an environment that is conducive to developing and maintaining quality in distance education.

2. **Course Development** covers the benchmarks for developing the actual courseware, be it produced by an individual or a group of individuals such as faculty, subject experts or commercial enterprises.
(3) **Teaching and Learning Process** constitutes the activities that pertain to pedagogy, including issues such as: interactivity, collaboration and modular learning.

(4) **Course Structure** addresses policies and procedures that support the learning process.

(5) **Student Support** is the series of student services found in any campus such as admissions, financial aid and student expectations.

(6) **Faculty Support** covers the criteria that assist the faculty in teaching online, plus policies for faculty transition and continued assistance.

(7) **Evaluation and Assessment** are the policies and procedures that address how the institution evaluates Internet-based distance learning, including assessment and data collection.

All of the aforementioned institutions have performed well based on these benchmarks. In spite of their relatively ‘young’ age, these Internet-based education programs, based on the benchmarks, measure at more or less the same level as their western counterparts.

**GOVERNMENT SUPPORT**

The Philippine government supports the modernization of Philippine education, which includes Internet-based education. The Department of Education, Commission on Higher Education (CHED), and Technical Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA) are the executive arms of the Philippine Government that work together with the private sector to provide Internet-based education in the Philippines. In addition, the Senate and the House of Representatives have been proposing bills to find funding and encourage the private sector in supporting government education modernization projects.

Unfortunately, the most involvement that the government agencies are able to provide is minimal. Private schools and other entities are still the ones initiating the development and implementation of Internet-based courses. The agencies are just there to authorize the private entities interested in providing Internet-based education. They are responsible for identifying standards and ensuring that those interested in offering Internet-based courses meet the standards. CHED is responsible for authorizing schools that offer long-term Internet-based courses that would lead to either an undergraduate or graduate degrees. On the other hand, TESDA is responsible for authorizing schools or other private entities that offer short-term Internet-based technical and specialized courses.
OBSTACLES IN IMPLEMENTING INTERNET-BASED EDUCATION

Due to economic factors, the Philippines as a developing country finds it difficult to implement this alternative teaching methodology. In comparison with most rich nations that spend as much as US$430 per child on non-salary education expenditures, other poor countries only spend approximately US$5 per child. That is why in most developing countries, school buildings do not have concrete flooring, furniture, electricity and water. This is clearly apparent in some provincial schools in the Philippines wherein classroom furniture such as chairs, tables, blackboards and laboratory equipments are lacking. Some of them do not even have electricity and water (Rodrigo, 2001, pp.130-132).

Not all areas where schools are located have electricity and Internet connection. Most of these schools are located in remote provincial provinces wherein local Internet service providers and telephone lines are not available. This poses a major obstacle in implementing Internet-based education.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
ADOPT-A-SCHOOL PROGRAM

The obstacles mentioned in the previous section limited the Department of Education from venturing into developing Internet-based method of instruction. They are geared into providing information and communication technology (ICT) facilities first to schools that have the basic requirements needed to set-up an ICT facility, which is electricity and enough space to place the computer systems to be installed.

The obstacles have also led the Department of Education to establish the “Adopt-a-School Program” to augment the perennial problem of financial shortages. The program has its legal basis in Republic Act 8525 that encourages private sectors to support and provide assistance to various schools such as infrastructure, teachers, textbooks, equipment, health and nutrition, classroom learning kits and other instructional support. The program facilitates the strengthening of external partnerships with other education stakeholders. It is undertaken together with the interested private sector through a Memorandum of Agreement forged between DECS and the interested firms/companies (1999 DECS Annual Report).

The Adopt-a-School program has been in-charge of distributing computer hardware and software resources for the Department of Education modernization projects. Currently, one of their tasks is to allocate equipment to be used for ICT to improve teaching and learning the prescribed curriculum. Recipient schools, mostly from the provincial areas, are identified and notified prior to the delivery of the equipments.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION BUREAU OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

The Bureau of Secondary Education (BSE) is one proponent under the Department of Education that promotes the application of ICT to teaching in Secondary Public Schools. One of their projects is the Distance Learning Program-Open High School (DLP). It aims to provide opportunity to all Filipinos to complete high school education regardless of physical condition, political affiliations, age, religious beliefs, geographical barriers and economic status. In this program, the students will spend most of their time independently. Flexible face-to-face sessions in headquarter schools between students and a regular secondary school teacher is also conducted for direct instruction, review of concepts learned and remediation. Aside from being a venue for face-to-face sessions, a headquarter school is also the center for enrollment and evaluation (Garcia, 2002).

Currently, the program uses hardcopy self-instructional modules to be given out to students availing of this program. The modernization effort of the Department of Education has prompted the BSE to consider another form of media to distribute the self-instructional modules. Since more and more headquarter schools are being equipped with ICT facilities, the BSE is planning to produce CD versions of the self-instructional modules. The CD version makes the production of instructional modules more cost-efficient and portable for the students. The headquarter schools can now also serve as a venue for viewing the instructional modules. But the true thrust of DLP is to make it available on the Internet, to be more accessible to a larger population and provide another venue for collaboration and interaction among the students and the teachers (Garcia, 2002).

As good as it is that a growing number of schools are being modernized and provided with ICT facilities, no monitoring or feedback mechanism has been implemented to ensure that the equipment delivered was indeed used for its intended purpose and whether it is still in good running condition (Garcia, 2002). It was also acknowledged by Department of Education Undersecretary Ramon C. Bacani that the Department of Education has no data regarding the use of ICT (Rodrigo, 2001, p.132).

FINAL ANALYSIS

The Philippine Government has realized the value of ICT and the benefits of Internet-based education. However, a lot of work still must be done to overcome the obstacles on its path. The government must first find a way to alleviate the perennial problem of financial shortages before any work can be done. It is not enough that a budget is being allocated for the modernization projects. It is also important that there be a proper amount of documentation that tells the government and other concerned
entities about the status and results of the project to inform the government whether the funds are spent properly and that it is used for its intended purpose, and most importantly, help them determine how the scarce educational resources should be distributed.
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ABSTRACT

The authors have used modeling techniques to gain understanding of causes and relationships in online learning environments. The cases that the modeling relates to have their origin in the large Norwegian research project NettLær, which runs online courses on various topics and levels. The modeling work seems to indicate that good learning models from earlier learning research may still be of relevance, but the conditions to make them work, and the context they operate in, are more limited and more critical than before.

BACKGROUND

It can be argued that industry today does not take full advantage of the possibilities within the traditional formal education system. This is mainly due to a lack
of knowledge of the possibilities offered, and skepticism regarding the formal system not able to deliver according to industry’s needs regarding content, time and place. At the same time new information and communication technologies (ICTs) provide new possibilities for flexible deliveries of courses and communication. In this new context there is even a greater need for a content deliverer like the formal educational system or a company buying courses to make sure that learning takes place as expected.

In Norwegian industry we have seen many examples of employees using much time attending courses with limited learning effects. Most of these courses are either standard education courses or tailor-made courses for a particular company. In many cases there seems to be an underestimated effect of learning in the context where you work—or tailor-making the learning context so that it is regarded to be of clear relevance to the challenges at work for the individual participant. At the same time, industry emphasizes the need for more effective learning, both regarding the need for the knowledge and a need to keep the training costs low (Frick, Hjulstad & Sun, 1996a, 1996b; Frick & Irgens, 1995, 1996; Frick & Riis, 1991; Riis & Frick, 1990; Sun, Hjulstad & Frick, 1999).

After doing some minor experiments with online distance courses over a few years, we set out in 1999 with a larger research project, NettLæR, to investigate relations between an effective learning process and various online learning methods. Acknowledging the vast complexity of the issues involved, we had no intention of researching every possible topic, but rather of identifying some guidelines that seemed to have a major impact on the participants’ learning efforts. As “proof of the pudding,” we decided to establish a set of pilot courses during the research process.

ABOUT NETTLÆR

NettLæR (an acronym in Norwegian for learning by use of Internet in Rogaland) is a research project in Norway supported by the Norwegian Research Council (NFR) that was established in 1998-99 (Frick, 2000b; Frick & Kaspersen, 2000). It will run for four years with a budget of 2.7M Euro not including the running of courses. It is based on five existing industrial collaboration networks with more than 80 companies as members, and with Rogaland Training and Education Center (in Norwegian Rogaland Kurs og Kompetansesenter, RKK) and Stavanger University College (in Norwegian Høgskolen i Stavanger, HiS) as the main educational vendors (Frick, 2001a).

The main focus for the project is to accumulate knowledge on how to provide and run vocational training as efficient as possible with the ICT tools available. All courses have a reference to the formal education system from 10th grade to PhD level.
The project is divided into four parts:

- **Arena**—studying the ICT and the course delivery infrastructure and specified/developed a new course administration tool, Coursekeeper™ (patent pending). Coursekeeper™ focuses on the participant in the course (Lokken, 2000; Quale, 2000).
- Pilot courses—seven courses developed for the project in order to provide a variation in pedagogical method, ICT tools, content level and type, and background of participants (Frick, 2000a).
- Empirical data collection and analysis—the collection of what happened both in the pilot courses and other related courses available for data gathering (Brønnick & Pedersen, 2000; Tvetereås & Vik, 2001).
- Optimal models—this is where we try to utilize different modeling techniques in order to test and eventually provide guidelines on how to deliver effective learning to industry (Frick, 2001c; Tvetereås, 1997; Vennix, 1996).

The related courses delivered by various combinations of Internet include, as of June 2002, more than 5,000 post-education participants on different vocational topics such as full technical college for employees in mechanical industry, healthcare, offshore maintenance, economics for employees in a hotel chain, project management, fish farming, petroleum processing technology, congregation administration, etc. It is on levels from secondary school to PhD course. The PhD course runs with participants from all the five Nordic countries.

At the moment, we use two parallel administrative infrastructure systems, Coursekeeper™ and WebOffice™. Its two vendors intend as a result of NettLær experience to develop both tools further. We find the WebOffice™ system useful in lower level classes where the teacher works in a traditional way and benefits from being able to control the participants and the progress, in other words a class management system. Coursekeeper™ has another structure as it is made to be a learning management system where the individual participant chooses his/her own pace and uses the teacher as a coach and sparring partner. We have found this useful on the college level for vocational training for industry (Junge, 2002).

Rogaland Training and Education Center, RKK, has during the last decade established a profitable system for vocational education in the Rogaland area. It is now a virtual vendor of vocational training, with only four permanent employees in RKK itself, but based on a network of 32 local schools employing 1,000 teachers that generated an income of 4M Euro in 2000. Collaborating with Stavanger University College, HiS, RKK offers vocational training on levels from secondary school to master’s degree (Frick, 2001a). NettLær enhances the RKK system in several ways with the ICT. First, it increases the flexibility for industrial participants, as a portion of a course will be done wherever they are when they have the opportunity to study. Second, it increases the market for the institutions as they deliver their specialties to companies outside of their local area. Third, it improves the follow-up
of participants, as the systematic use of chat and news groups together with e-mail improves the possibility for personal adjustment and dialogue. This reduces the number of dropouts from the courses (Brønnick et al., 2001; Frick, 2001a, 2001b).

Beginning Spring 2001, all RKK courses use Internet tools in various settings, and combine these with the administrative software that is WebOffice at the moment.

THE TRAINING AND EDUCATION CENTRE CASE, RKK AND E-LEARNING—A RETROSPECTIVE LOOK

RKK is a participant in “NettLær,” a joint project aimed at promoting the use of e-learning in Rogaland, and supported by NFR. The “NettLær” project was launched in April 1998 and, as a result of its participation, RKK has gained valuable new experience and made useful contacts in the field of e-learning. This is a retrospective look to see what kind of trend we are in. It is not always easy to maintain perspective when a choice must be made of new methods and technologies almost every day. “NettLær” has been a suitable arena for reflection and the exchange of views.

Winter 1998

At that time, RKK had for nine years focused primarily on running conventional courses and continuing education programs, with ever-growing success. Turnover was about 3.7M Euro a year, and more and more of the 32 upper secondary schools in Rogaland were contributing to its activities.

The system was (and is) that the profits were at the disposal of the schools themselves, which naturally attracted considerable goodwill. The result was good contact with industry and commerce, and competence development for both teachers and schools.

IT-based methods such as PowerPoint were being increasingly used and it became clear that RKK had reached a crossroads: Shall we concentrate on introducing more modern teaching methods, and if so what will this entail in the form of money and effort?

For RKK’s part, it soon became clear that there was no way around it if we wanted to maintain our position as one of the market leaders for training and continuing education supplied by schools to the private and public sectors. The question was rather what form this should take and what specific tools and methods we should go in for.
A chance demonstration of the project management tool WebOffice proved significant. This represented just about the simplest system of communication one could envisage on the Internet, and at that time this seemed a highly significant factor. Some protests were heard, not least from players who wanted a greater degree of functionality immediately.

RKK’s strategy was then formulated, and it stands if possible even firmer now than ever:

- Use simple systems that always work!
- Put the teacher in the center; the teaching environment will then also be the best possible one for the participants too!
- Critically try out new methods together with the teachers concerned!

WebOffice was chosen, and this tool has simple functions such as:

- Notice board (where the teacher can give brief messages to the participants)
- Discussions (teacher and participant can both contribute written comments on an equal basis)
- Chat channel (real-time chat online)
- Documents (file manager where the teacher can enter texts, presentations, pictures, videos, etc.; can also be processed information, depending on how ambitious the teacher is)
- Pointers (links to relevant websites)
- List of participants, with mail function

Given a clear interface, this is so simple that training has proved almost unnecessary to get started, both for teachers and participants. The choice of tool was vital if we were to get the system off the ground, with a large number of participants, without having to devote too many resources to course development and training in how to use it.

RKK’s customers are mainly company employees, often without particularly extensive experience of working with PCs or the Internet. Much therefore depends on their getting used to this new tool quickly so that they can concentrate on the professional content and learning process.

Through “NettLæR,” RKK chose a number of pilot projects, including courses leading to “technical college” qualifications for personnel working in the “Kverneland” concern, the world’s largest manufacturer of agricultural machinery. Kverneland’s main factory is about half-an-hour’s drive away for the teachers, and teaching takes place one day a week using conventional methods. The rest of the week, contact between teacher and participants is maintained via WebOffice online. In a corresponding school-level scheme for workers in Sauda, extensive use is made of videoconferencing, as it would have meant a six-hour journey for teachers from Stavanger.
A main principle for RKK has always been to offer an optimal combination of methods:

- Conventional teaching; one-day, one-week or evening courses
- Online communication (Internet), at all times
- Videoconferencing, various types
- CD production and use of conventional texts

**The Period from 1998 to 2001**

Companies vary greatly in the way they follow up with employees on training schemes involving the use of new teaching methods. This is especially clear in regard to how far we can count on participants having their own PC, at home or at work. In 1998, several companies made it clear there was no guarantee that participants would have regular access to a PC, which made it difficult to implement many combined-method programs.

Today, RKK can almost take it for granted that everyone taking part in e-learning has his/her own PC, in one form or another. Internet access, preferably via ISDN line or better, will be a standard platform for RKK’s programs from now on.

In 1998, RKK and corresponding course providers had to convince customers that a certain element of ICT in teaching could make courses more efficient and cost-effective. Companies have traditionally spent 80% of course budgets on non-teaching items such as travel, accommodation and daily allowances. In the last three to four years, RKK has tailor-made course programs with a considerable element of e-learning for a number of companies which have also calculated the cost savings this has brought them. The “Smedvig offshore” reckons it can save NOK 100,000 per participant on a half-year theoretical course for electro-personnel. It is also evident that results are just as good, and the drop-out rate less, with the right combination of the methods described.

In short, it is much easier today to argue in favor of e-learning, and there is now scarcely a company interested in anything other than a scheme that allows employees to combine work and education. It is essential, however, to take into account the participants’ background and the framework conditions the company sets. The trend will continue, but no one knows for sure where we will end up in relation to ICT. The teaching itself is after all what really matters and methods must be chosen on that basis.

During these three years, the number of participants linked to WebOffice via the Internet has increased from virtually zero to over 3,000. RKK puts all courses which have even the smallest element of e-learning on the Internet, and all participants are given their own user ID and password. In some courses, active use is made of the Internet, in others to a lesser degree. This is a matter for the teacher responsible for the course to decide, in the same way as in the classroom. Sometimes
a strong element of teaching and direct follow-up by the teacher will be chosen, while at other times virtually 100% online will be appropriate.

It is quite clear that some kind of new, online methodology is beginning to emerge, but no one today can say for certain what form this will take. It is important to distinguish between the different types of program and a rough classification may be:

- Participants following normal schooling, where a varying proportion of teaching will be ICT-based; a further distinction must be made between primary/ lower secondary school and upper secondary level
- People working in companies and the public sector
- Participants at college and university level

There can be significant differences in how an e-learning program is organized for the various target groups. RKK has particularly extensive experience with setting up courses for employees working in companies who wish to combine work with further and continuing education, and where upper secondary schools are responsible for both the professional content and the choice of method. This is a customer group in which not many other course providers are engaged, but where the market is clearly expanding. The challenges are relatively great and not the same as arise in the case of, e.g., participants from colleges and universities. There the use of PCs is commonplace and independent study poses no problems. There are therefore no particular difficulties in organizing e-learning and following it up.

RKK’s objective has always been to design simple, combined teaching programs adapted to the needs of the particular target group and company in each case. In the years from 1998 to 2001, many teachers got involved out of self-motivation and interest in using new methods in teaching. RKK has contributed software, hardware and training, so that it is not necessary for individual schools and teachers to use their resources on this aspect of the work.

---

**RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**

In the NettLæR project, we somehow try to sit on both sides of the table regarding research method. In the Arena and Pilot sub-projects, we generate the courses and their environment as we work. This work will typically be an action research type of work (Carr & Kemmis, 1986; Kember, 2000; McNiff & Whitehead, 2000; Schön, 1983; Winter, 1987). As with the Coursekeeper™ we have specified it, developed it, put it to real-life usage with online courses and participants from companies, and we test the results from the usage. But, in the data collection and analysis sub-project and in the modeling sub-project, we take on the observer’s role, viewing the process and the results as they emerge.
By doing it this way, we hope to get the best of both the action research perspective, and more descriptive research methodologies. By combining the two, our experience so far is that we get a richer empirical base and the possibility to deploy different kinds of analytical perspectives. Likewise we acknowledge that is has become a slight problem: we to some degree mix people by using some of the people on both types of sub-projects. It can be argued that this to some degree might reduce the objectivity for some of the staff in the project.

In the same way as we have a duplicity in methods, we also have a duplicity in goals. NettLaëR has as an overall goal to provide knowledge in models, guidelines, etc., that can enhance the efficiency when later making online courses. At the same time it is a clear-stated goal that the project shall significantly increase the amount of running online courses from the related providers, and if possible come up with new methods or tools regarding how to run such courses with an effective learning process for the participants.

## Modeling

**What is a Model in this Setting?**

We have chosen to use a system thinking perspective, and hence a model is described as:

An idealized, simplified description of real-life phenomena, often viewed as a picture or flowchart with some syntax guidelines.

We use modeling techniques widely known and recognized (Sterman, 2000; Vennix, 1996). Due to former experience we have used system dynamics with the iThink modeling tool as a primary method, but when relevant we have made use of other methods (HPS, 1992; Richmond et al., 1997; Richmond & Peterson, 1997a, 1997b; Soderquist, Peck, Johnston, Richmond & DeMello, 1997). Our models of the learning process are focused towards the learning outcome—both as measured as objectively as possible, but also as perceived and experienced by the individual. The models have been altered many times due to discussion on “what is learning” and “how do we measure learning in this kind of context.” They include all the parameters that we, through our empirical studies, have found to have significance. They are extracted both from dialogue with teachers and participants in the pilot courses, and the more general empirical data collection such as questionnaire provided by the data collection subproject.

It is important to state that we consider the learning process and analyses we do as we work on the modeling process as the most important results from our work, not necessarily the models themselves. Thus, the models we have worked on are mainly regarded as “carriers” of our analyses and new understandings.
What Identifies Sound Models?

Sound models might be characterized by:

- Recognizable relations or phenomena usually regarded as good practice
- Concrete common identifiable input and output situations
- A one problem-one solution type of situation that means that the model treats a well-defined limited situation, not the whole world

We have tried to identify what goes on in our online course learning processes, and to limit the scope of the models and the number of parameters involved according to recognizable situations. This should not be considered a behavioristic approach, as our observations mostly are triangulated with the participants’ own experiences. We have also made use of a kind of filter saying that a parameter, in order to be included, should have been “observed” in at least two or more situations. Besides the internal validation between observations, these parameters have also been validated through the use of questionnaires, qualitative interviews and more theoretic positions in literature.

As a model in our setting is expected to represent some important parameter use or relation for further interpretation, we have to be able to identify relations between the model and the real-life situation/observation.

Examples of Facts Stated in our Models for E-Learning or Online Learning Include:

- Company need as a major motivation factor
- Frequent coaching by tutor towards the individual learner
- Groups as a social network, make everyone belong

We have found many relations that give a meaning for the learning process. Some of these are obvious special cases coming from certain not-so-common conditions. Others have a more general usability. We thus try to extract understanding from our modeling work, and we would like to get this as general as possible. But, as quality of results is an issue here, we have to say that this understanding does not come from modeling a single course alone. Rather, it is an evolutionary process going back and forth between modeling work and dialogue with practitioners and data from their courses.

Many of our models state that old terms on how to achieve learning also apply to online learning. But it seems that in most cases, the requirements to the setup, the teacher/tutor, the structure of the content, the exercises, etc., are much more restricted than those for ordinary classroom or lecture hall teaching.

A major difference seems to be a shift in focus from the teacher being the center of the activities to placing the learner in the center. This has several implications both
for the pedagogic and the technology to be used, and it sets clear demands for the infrastructure needed both in the ICT and regarding the content deliverer/coach. It also provides the learning process with possibilities to increased use of the learner’s context, which again may benefit both the company/learner organization involved and the learning process.

Motivation plays a major role in online courses, even more than in ordinary courses, and for company employees attending, the relation to the need of their company is important. Other factors that have a major role are the frequency of coaching towards the learner and the creation of an infrastructure to include the learner in some kind of society.

Other Examples that May Not be Similar General, but Seem to Have Impact in Many Cases are:

- When someone the learner regards as an authority shows interest for his/hers individual progress such as the company manager or professor/teacher
- Content and progress schedule adjusted for the learner’s capabilities and background
- Groups when the learner needs a social network as discussion partners for learning tasks

Motivation is a frequently returning issue, but with many variations regarding both learner background and course level and characteristics (Atkinson, 1974). One easy way to promote motivation is to make the learner feel that it matters what he/she does. This can be achieved by attention from the learners superior in the company setting, but is also possible with frequent personal coaching from superior people in the course setting.

A similar effect can be derived from the possibilities of having content and schedule adjusted for personal background and capabilities. Using group members as discussion partners is another way of extending the learners’ capabilities. Both these are closely related to motivation. But, as mentioned earlier, many of these guidelines gathered from a course and treated in models do something to our technical need and usage. We are used to having technological people providing us with possibilities about future use in online learning and related administration and communication. It has become a way of technological push.

Our work with models does not only suggest how to arrange courses to achieve effective learning, but it also suggests demands to the technology. These demands are both easy and hard to implement. Technical solutions talk often about flexibility but seem to prefer many kinds of standardization on technology’s terms. Such standardization may and may not be an advantage when we talk of a need for flexibility on the learner’s terms.
If we want freely functioning discussion in learner groups, individual adjusted content or frequent personal coaching, etc., with learners spread out in different towns and courses run in a wide span of time, then we need to implement a technological infrastructure and tools that support these kind of guidelines (Brønnick et al., 2001).

We have so far described what we have “found” during the modeling process. With all such work we have a need to validate both the process and the results. In our case this has been done over some time. It is not finished. We started out in the mid-90s with test cases in online teaching that we tried to model. Then this was taken into the NettLæR project, previous ideas and guidelines were discussed with practitioners from different companies, and the emerging ideas were taken into new courses and then again information was gathered for both models and discussion. This has been done in several cycles.

PARAMETERS THAT PROMOTE LEARNING

As indicated above, we have found many parameters that promote learning. Some of these are method oriented, some are mainly technology based, but most seem to be a combination where the technology facilitates the learning method (Gertsen, 1993; Riis, 1978, 1997; Riis & International Federation for Information Processing, 1995). Such parameters are (Frick, 2001a; Frick, Hansen, Gertsen, Sun & Sautter, 2002; Frick & Jonsson, 2002; Frick & Sautter, 2002; Sautter & Frick, 2002):

- Group work (Brønnick et al., 2001)
- Activating of learners (Hansen, Gertsen, Larsen & Frick, 2002)
- Set up according to learners’ background/situation (situational approach) (Marsick & Watkins, 1990, 1999)
- Flexibility in delivery regarding time and place
- Blended learning (which is various combinations of gatherings, Internet-based guidance and group work) (Rosenberg, 2001)
- Exploitation of the Internet as an information source and reference

This may imply a move where educators change from focus on daily deliveries to focus on course development and implementation?

RETHINKING E-LEARNING

Some of the methodological and technological implications of organizing e-learning emphasizing the parameters outlined above may be:
Moving of responsibility of progress from educator towards learner.
Infrastructure of learner gains a more active role; a paradigm shift that has importance for the functionality requested from technology that implies higher requirement on the functionality of the technology, i.e., being able to interact with the company’s Enterprise Resource Program (ERP) system.
Various set-ups with high-frequency follow-up from lecturer or some tutor towards the individual learner seems to have a high learning efficiency impact.

But there are several issues that may be stated from comparing the various e-learning cases (Frick & Sautter, 2002):
- E-learning is not for every student in every set-up.
  - Many students are not prepared for working that much on their own.
  - The more mature students, the better possibility for success.
  - Lack of technical knowledge may often block otherwise good possibilities.
- E-learning may not be an advantage for everyone, even when well prepared.
- E-learning frees up fixed time for the educator, but it is much more work if quality is to be maintained.
- E-learning should not emulate classroom, but focus on learning and flexibility possibilities.
- Faculty cost is normally substantially higher in e-learning compared with face-to-face education. This is due both to more extensive preparation needed and more time used, as most learners tend to operate as individuals, not a coordinated class.
- E-learning is available anywhere for learners all day, all week, thus providing flexibility in place and schedule for learner, as compared with once or twice a week in one location in ordinary courses.
- Blended learning, mixing e-learning with physical gatherings or/and videoconferencing, seems in all our cases to provide confidence to learners and thus better results.
- Strict requirements for deliveries from learners seem to promote learning, both with high and low frequency on deliveries.
- Highly interactive e-learning seems to indicate no more than 20 learners in a class.
  - The exception is when learners are using learners’ communities in various types of group work; then, inter-community communication may allow higher number of learners. The main reason is that the community then may react as a single learner unit.
  - Very structured classes with low interaction may have more learners, but will often demand extreme detailed preparations in advance.
Efficient e-learning seems to relate to coordinated activation of learners.

Learning and thus creation of knowledge in an “e-” context seems to emphasize relation to:
- Coordination
- Integration
- Cooperation

E-learning may be regarded as a generating process by a social and working context in virtual interactions.

FUTURE SCENARIO

Although many questions and open issues remain, we see some trends in technology-based vocational training. As mentioned we believe the main focus in vocational training will move from the training now being the “baby” of teachers and tutors to a situation where the outset is the learner’s situation and his/her learning goals. This may move some of the responsibility from the teacher to the learner for actually keeping progress on the course.

Similarly, we believe the technology will enable us to return from a homogeneous standard teaching mode, teaching large uniform classes to individually customized teaching and close follow-up of learners.

The company role will increase in vocational training due to the last point, as a consequence of individual adjustment also enables the companies to have their employees learn through tutored projects within their own companies.

CONCLUSION

We have found that the use of modeling is a profitable way to accumulate knowledge when working in a complex research project setting. As for the online learning, we have seen little new in how people learn. But, new tools and new context sets constraints on old methods and provides new possibilities when we combine old methods and new tools. These possibilities relate to many parameters in a complex learning environment, but much is closely connected to a shift in focus from teacher/teaching to the learner and his/her learning process and objectives.
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ABSTRACT

This chapter introduces a three-dimensional framework aimed at evaluating multimedia educational software. It argues that the current means of evaluations is highly dispersed and ailed with “no significant result” findings mainly due to the evaluation techniques used and not the systems themselves. The framework proposed combines the two approaches currently followed in three dimensions of evaluations which are: system architecture, educational impact and affective measures. System architecture studies the design of the system itself and the technologies it takes advantage of. Educational impact concerns the differences between student levels prior and following exposure to the system. Affective measures concern student motivation issues when using the system. The goal is to provide a solid framework that is general enough to evaluate all types of multimedia educational systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Multimedia systems invaded the educational world without allowing educators enough time to formulate proper evaluative techniques to assess their usefulness. The attractive nature of these systems, that allowed them to waltz into our lives, may eventually wear off and raise the necessary question: Are they capable of delivering what they promise? This chapter analyzes several approaches to evaluate multimedia and utilizes them as a basis of a new framework. The evaluation procedure proposed here emphasizes the participation of all parties involved in the evaluation process, such as educators, technical experts and the target learners. Background information is first collected about the system content and its technical performance, in addition to finding a method through which the effect of the CBI on students’ learning outcome is measured. The collected evaluation information then is analyzed in rigorous detail to determine the suitability of the CBI under analysis as a teaching medium. A three-dimensional framework is proposed such that its dimensions are: system architecture, educational impact and affective measures. System architecture analyzes the system components, how they work together and their design. Issues such as speed of display of information and logical bugs are evaluated along this measure. Educational impact measures the effectiveness of the system when compared to a benchmark classroom lecture. Issues such as types of knowledge gained are measured through pre- and post-testing of students. Affective measures are evaluated through a written survey along with system architecture questions. Issues such as how students regard the system and whether they are willing to learn on such a system are addressed. A case study of a multimedia data structures tutoring package (DAST) is evaluated within this three-dimensional framework to show its applicability as an effective evaluation method of multimedia tutoring systems.

TRADITIONAL EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Computer-based instruction provides educators with a powerful technological tool to aid them in reaching their teaching objectives. Recent advancements in multimedia made it possible to incorporate sound and animation into the same presentation, clearly providing more means for information transfer than classroom whiteboards and textbooks. This tool may even aid in reinforcing student learning as well as overcoming traditional problems that commonly exist with the traditional approaches. However, many researchers— including Beatte (1994), Reiser and Kegelmann (1994)—believe that educational software must be evaluated to ensure its teaching benefits on the learners before being approved for use. Questions such as “Do the students like the software?” and “Who’s using it?” are inadequate as a measure of effectiveness. What is being emphasized is the most fundamental evaluative question: “What’s being learned by the students?” A good evaluation must
establish whether this type of representation is able to overcome a particular learning problem, and then follows that by a deeper search to investigate the nature of the learning experience and its benefits to students.

A review carried out by Reiser et al. (1994) showed that in most cases the people who took part in evaluations were teachers that had to go through the software similar to a student, and then fill out a rating form by comparing the system to what would occur in a classical classroom session. Usually a wide variety of the CBI features are reviewed, including content, technical characteristics, documentation, instructional design, learning considerations, software objectives and the handling of social issues. Only a small number of evaluators gathered evidence to demonstrate the effectiveness of the CBI in teaching. The authors concluded that organizations should incorporate students as active participants in the evaluation process, in addition to assessing how much students learn as a result of using the software.

McKenna (1995) highlighted major flaws in some of the approaches that followed, indicating that the “no significant difference” problem has persistently appeared partly because of failing to describe the unique dimensions of the innovation under study. She also added that there was no enforcement of strict control measures in the lessons presented through different mediums for comparison. Beattie (1994) suggested a number of evaluation techniques, some of which are pilot testing, before/ after testing, expert criticism and student questionnaires.

Some evaluators used these types of techniques to study the effectiveness of the use of particular media as opposed to another. Pane, Corbett and John (1996), for example, examined the impact of computer-based animations and simulations on students’ understanding in time-varying biological processes. They setup two student groups based on prior test performance in the course to compare computer-based and paper-based instruction, using as main measure for comparison the pre- and post-test results. They used strictly similar materials as per the results found above. Further tests of the animation presentations was attempted by Byrne, Catrambone and Stasko (1999), who examined whether animations would help students learn computer algorithms more effectively. Their approach was mainly based on pre- and post-testing the student groups participating in the experiments. While the last experiment highlighted the importance of overall effectiveness, the one for Lawrence, Badre and Stasko (1994) concentrated on finding the difference in student performance in carefully selected pre- and post-test questions to show the difference between the learning of declarative and procedural questions.

Although the importance of evaluation as a vital player in any instructional software is evident to all researchers, there do not exist any guidelines through which such evaluations could take place. An example of a problem that may exist is the series of experiments that were aimed at testing the differences in instructional effectiveness of the animation versus textual media. These tests depended on providing a clear sequence of photographs to show the procedure while in the animated versions, the animation was shown on a screen. Freyd (1987) showed through a large number of experiments the basis of what she called “representational
momentum.” This theory explains a natural tendency to treat any series of images, as equivalent to an animation and vice versa. Therefore, comparing the two media through tests of effectiveness may not result in any desirable results because what is estimated does not indicate the difference in “cognitive load” during the learning process. Students learning from these textbooks may learn as effectively as the ones that learn through animation, but end up with a smaller overall efficiency when their learning rate is measured by time. The “no significant difference” results seemed to persist throughout these experiments.

Tam, Wedd and Mckerchar (1997) went one step further, when they proposed a three-part evaluation procedure including peer review, student evaluation, and pre- and post-testing. In a way, this approach attempts to include a user and expert survey in the evaluation process to combine the two approaches described above, surveys versus pre- and post-testing. Scriven (1967) describes two main aspects of evaluation of instructional material that was further described by Bloom, Hastings and Madaus (1971). Evaluations are of two types: formative evaluations that occur during the early design, and development of the system to estimate whether or not it achieves expectations and summative evaluations. The latter is concerned with the evaluation of the completed systems, with respect to how effective they are in teaching.

Although this classification is crucial to understanding the types of possible evaluations, it fails to fully describe all that is of importance in the evaluations process. An example of this is a full categorization of the types of objectives of an educational system (Bloom, 1956; Bloom et al., 1971): knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation. At the knowledge level a student is capable of recalling a fact or a term, but not to understand or apply it. The comprehension level implies that the student can use the material to some degree where he can give definitions or draw direct conclusions. The application level allows a student to apply the knowledge into concrete situations, and the analysis level implies that the student can identify the underlying concepts as well as compare them and examine their relationships to each other. The synthesis level implies that the student can also organize presented materials to generate new ideas, while evaluation involves the ability to judge the value of the knowledge.

Mark and Greer (1993) identified seven principles that could be used for Intelligent Tutoring System evaluations. These are:

1. **Proof of correctness**: Here a designer attempts to mathematically test the validity of the algorithm used to answer the question: Does it do what it is supposed to do? This technique is unsuitable for Artificial Intelligence programs that deal with intractable problems, but may be used for conventional programming. It is usually undesired due to the complexity and time-consuming nature of the mathematical analysis involved.

2. **Criterion-based evaluation**: In another approach to evaluation, a system is considered successful if it displays no major inadequacies within its intended
application environment. The care with which this criteria is developed is of utmost importance as it determines the value of the knowledge gained from it. Mark and Greer (1993) believe that this technique is best suited during development when criteria can be specified and measured precisely.

3. **Expert knowledge and behavior**: This technique required that an expert, and in this case an educator, be brought in to evaluate the educational system. The expert can judge the material used as well as the behavior of the system. Yet again this seems best suited for formative evaluations rather than summative.

4. **Certification**: An independent body of teachers could set some basic requirements for certification and review all submitted details of educational systems to assess whether or not they meet these requirements. This technique requires standard requirements to be set by a certification board, and so far no such standards seem to exist.

5. **Sensitivity analysis**: This technique is only applicable to adaptable tutoring systems that alter their material or method of teaching according to student preferences or level. The analysis would check how sensitive the system is to differences in the student model and can therefore not be generalized to all multimedia systems.

6. **Pilot testing**: Testing can be done on prospective users of the system, and this branches out into three types of testing. One-to-one testing is usually done early on in system development, followed by small-group testing, and that in turn is followed by field testing.

7. **Experimental research**: Experimental techniques that are commonly used in psychology are also suitable to evaluate educational systems. Although these tests are useful to identify the effects of a single factor, more complex designs are required to example multiple factors and their interactions.

---

**3-DIMENSIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR EVALUATING MMMTS**

The framework proposed here is composed of three dimensions, one for each of the major forces that may affect the final product that is obtained. They are as follows:

---

1. **Dimension: System Architecture**

   This dimension is concerned with the system's main modules, their programming complexity as well as their interactions. Evaluation within this dimension should be performed in any or all of the following methods:
Each system module must be described in detail, as well as the interactions performed between them, and checked to ensure that the system as a whole works in that way. Expert survey of the system should be capable of assessing the viability of the architecture as a teaching medium. This usually implies that experts or educators would test run the system and fill out a questionnaire. Student evaluations could allow students to test run the system and fill out a questionnaire from the perspective of potential users of the systems. This would give their opinion of the suitability of the architecture from their own standpoint. Any architectural design must be based on cognitive findings that test the effects of different modules or types of representation. The literature is already there and is extensive, so there is no harm is using it to advance the effects of the system. This should decrease the amount of “no significance” in test results that fall under the educational impact dimension.

2\textsuperscript{nd} Dimension: Educational Impact
This dimension is concerned with assessing the benefits that could be gained by students when they use the system. Classically, these are done in pre- and post-tests, and this is carried on in this framework with more attention given to detail.

- Student groups must be selected according to a common mean grade to ensure that further testing can be compared in reference to changes to the means.
- Pre/post-tests done before and after students use the system, contrasted with a regular class session, as well as given following a class session.
- Questions in the pre/post-tests must be mapped to each other, such as the same types of knowledge are measured, and not overall ability. Types of questions should cover several types of knowledge, at least including declarative versus procedural knowledge. Depending on the application the types of knowledge or depth of answers required may vary.
- The tests should best be attempted with students who were never exposed to this material previously to assess their learning rate. In a sense, this is combining the power of a controlled experiment and a field study, as student numbers are limited even though they are the potential users of this system.

3\textsuperscript{rd} Dimension: Affective Measures
This dimension is mainly concerned with student opinions on the user friendliness of the system and allows them to express any shortcomings in the system. This could best be done through a survey where students are allowed to add any comments they wish freely and without restraints.
CASE STUDY: EVALUATING DAST

The Data Structure Tutorial (DAST) system is a multimedia tutoring system that was developed at the Department of Computer Science in the University of Bahrain. The system aims at teaching and/or reinforcing the basic concepts of the Data Structures course by presenting its content in combined animated and textual mediums simultaneously.

1st Dimension: System Architecture

The evaluation procedure must go in stages, starting with the development of the system itself and ending with the tests of how effective it is in transferring the information to students. This system started out with a thorough analysis of the educational content, which was done by expert review of educators experienced in the same course materials. They first tested the system for programming errors and then filled out a specially designed questionnaire. Caffarella (1987) proposed some guidelines for such an evaluation form and these have been adopted in the form presented here. Most questions require subjective judgment to the effectiveness of the CBI program and how capable it is in meeting its education goals, including questions about program goals, content, audience, instructional strategies, design, appropriateness, etc. Experts gave the system an average rating of 5.33 on the same scale of 0 to 6.

In addition to these tests, an evaluation questionnaire was given to students to highlight any weak or strong areas they found while interacting with it. In a sense, this would allow students to take an active role in the evaluation process and describe their point of view. Students of groups two and three who were exposed to the system were asked to fill in a similar evaluation form. With respect to the DAST system, students in general gave ratings of around 4 to 5 on a scale that went 0 to 6, with the highest for “The use of graphics, sound and color contributes to the student’s achievement of the objectives” and “The user can control the sequence of topics within the CBI program.” The lowest score was 3.559 for “The level of difficulty is appropriate for you.” Therefore, it seems that the students in general enjoyed learning from the system, although they found the level of difficulty of the concepts presented as challenging.

Both questionnaires were broken up into several main sections with two to three questions in each. These include:

1. Program goals: This includes questions to see if students understood the aim of the CBI.
2. Program content: This includes one question requesting students to judge if the CBI is in line with the university taught materials.
3. Audience for the CBI Program: This section includes four questions about the suitability of the CBI to this particular group.
4. **Instructional strategies:** This section includes two questions about the suitability of the CBI’s approach to teaching and if it can be stopped at any time.

5. **Program design:** This section has six questions about feedback, speed of presentation, user control, the use of graphics, sound, etc. and readability issues.

6. **Appropriate use of computers:** Two questions here ask students if this application is appropriate to be presented on a computer and if it takes advantage of the interactivity offered by computers.

7. **Program techniques:** This section has four questions that ask about issues related to software execution, including the clarity of directions and programming errors if any.

8. **Cost/benefit analysis:** Two questions ask about the required time a student needs to use this system and if it is worth the investment.

9. **Overall evaluation:** Questions concerning listing the software’s strengths, weaknesses, the user’s overall evaluation on a scale and whether they believe the university should adopt it.

---

**2nd Dimension: Educational Impact**

Students were pre-tested to assess their levels in comparison to each other with respect to their learning abilities and then separated into three groups of 15 students by keeping the means of their test grades equal. The aim of this step is to allow an even distribution of students in the groups based on their learning abilities. Without this test, it is quite possible that by accident, a group exposed to a particular condition may have students who are sharper and more capable of learning than another group. Therefore, this step was essential to isolate the variable of student ability from the comparison table.

Two tests were then prepared composed of seven and eight questions to be exact, where one of the questions in the first test was broken up into two in the second. The questions were carefully written to ensure that each question on the first test mapped exactly onto one or more on the second test to allow for comparisons on a question-by-question basis to check for differences in student levels within particular domains. Byrne et al. (1999), for example, found that the use of interactive animation improved student responses to procedural questions, while Lawrence et al. (1994) made similar findings simply through interactive laboratory sessions.

An example of the mapping implemented in this particular case can be seen in these two questions: “List and explain the data variables that are associated with the stack and needed to operate on it?” and “List the data variables and operations associated with the stack?” The first would appear as Question Number 4 on the first day, and the second would appear as Question Number 3 on the second day. A sample diagram of the mapping is as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: A Sample Mapping of the Questions Between the Post-Test and the Pre-Test

Figure 2: The Evaluation Procedure
The evaluation procedure concentrated on testing all possible conditions, which implied that students had to be tested if they used the system only, attended the classroom session only or attended the classroom followed by the system. The first two conditions would test for the differences in the effectiveness of teaching in a classroom versus through a multimedia system. The third condition would then be compared to the two above by showing if the system provides any reinforcement to the learning level attained after a regular classroom and if so how much reinforcement resulted. In general the technique followed is shown in Figure 2.

The three groups followed the paths shown. Note that the variation between the two tests allows them to be directly mapped onto each other without any serious problems. They were, however, reworded to reduce the chances of students remembering the answers of the first test. Therefore, the only factor of difference was the time duration between the two types of presentation of material and the use of the system versus the classroom lecture. Students were allowed to take their time during a lab session that usually takes approximately two hours, of which they took at most the period shown of 1.5 hours. Additionally, Steps 1 and 2 of the evaluation procedure took place on Day One and steps 3, 4 and 5 took place on the following day. This allowed students to rest following the classroom lecture and also to forget the questions they were asked in the first test. Students were not informed that they

Table 1: Total Student Scores in Pre- and Post-Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group One</th>
<th></th>
<th>Group Two</th>
<th></th>
<th>Group Three</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test One</td>
<td>Test Two</td>
<td>Test One</td>
<td>Test Two</td>
<td>Test One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD=2.923</td>
<td>SD: 2.880</td>
<td>SD=4.167</td>
<td>SD=5.305</td>
<td>SD=2.759</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT

This chapter considers the use of cognitive styles and metacognitive skills in the design and development of e-learning environments. Participants involved in a unit in Human Computer Interaction used the results of a Riding’s Cognitive Styles Analysis to assist in the design and development of Web-based Individual Learning Environments (ILEs). Student reflections and cognitive styles results are considered in terms of their impact on the design process. They are also used to consider participants’ metacognitive awareness of their own cognitive and learning styles. It is suggested that the use of cognitive styles in this manner will produce interfaces and environments more suited to the learning requirements of each individual. In addition, the process of reflecting on and using the style results will help develop more metacognitively aware learners. The individual environment and metacognitive awareness are both desirable
INTRODUCTION

This chapter considers the use of cognitive styles and metacognitive skills in the design and development of e-learning environments. The cognitive styles of individual students were used to help construct individual learning environments for Web-based learning. To facilitate this, a computer-based cognitive styles test was administered to a group of 64 Human Computer Interaction students. As an assessed part of the unit, students were then asked to document the process of designing and developing a Web-based Individual Learning Environment (ILE) with specific reference to their own cognitive style. Coyne has suggested that when using technology for design, “we discover new ways of acting and thinking” and that we “reveal aspects of our practice” (Coyne, 1995), and it was considered that the ILE design exercise would be particularly suitable for students considering their own cognitive styles.

For the purposes of this study, the cognitive style measure used was Riding’s Cognitive Styles Analysis (Riding, 1991, 1998). Riding’s cognitive style construct has two major dimensions which affect how each individual holds and processes information and thus impact on learning style and personality. The dimensions of the cognitive style construct were used by the participants for reflection and to inform the design of Web-based learning environments for interfacing with learning resources. An additional consideration was that student awareness of the learning process has become increasingly relevant with the shift of emphasis towards active learning and the increased use of learning technologies. This implies a need for students to become more actively involved in the management of their own learning and an associated need for each student to be more metacognitively aware of his or her personal resources. It is suggested that each student can use knowledge of his or her cognitive styles in ways that could help the individual develop his or her learning skills and strategies in the light of useful self-knowledge.

BACKGROUND

A gap has emerged between the model of student learning in higher education being proposed (active, resource-based, student-driven learning) and the experience of many students and lecturers. A continuing problem with the current scenario in higher education is that while there may have been a much expanded student intake and a move to a mass system, many of the processes and practices in use are those
developed for an instruction-based elite system. While many of the processes and practices developed are and will remain useful and relevant, we have to ensure that those in use are suitable for functioning effectively within the resources and constraints of a mass system. Some central processes and practices (forms of assessment, tutorials which functioned effectively with eight participants but struggle with 16 to 20, personal tutoring) are increasingly under-resourced and under strain. In addition, a perception has developed, especially among higher education managers, that the provision of information and communication technologies will, by themselves, provide useful and cost-saving solutions. This approach often misses the point that the learning systems we are concerned with are social systems of which technology is only one aspect, often acting simply as an information carrier or interaction enabler.

Metacognition and the Autonomous Learner

Several writers (Tait & Knight, 1996; Goodyear, 2000) have discussed the concept of independent learning and the emergence of the autonomous learner. Goodyear in particular concerns himself with the question of “How we should approach the design of learning environments that are consistent with the needs of autonomous lifelong learners” (Goodyear, 2000). It can also be argued that the autonomous learner needs to be metacognitively aware, while Phelps et al. (2001) make the connection between metacognition and the concept of the expert learner. Metacognition can be described as thinking about thinking. A more comprehensive definition was provided by Flavell (1976) who suggested that:

“Metacognition refers to one’s knowledge concerning one’s own cognitive processes or anything related to them, e.g., the learner-related properties of information or data. For example, I am engaging in metacognition if I notice that I am having more trouble learning A than B; if it strikes me that I should double check C before accepting it as fact.”

In a study concerning the potential role of reflective learning and metacognitive processes in the development of capable and competent computer users, the authors came to the conclusion that “Reflection and metacognition is central to the development of ‘expert learners’ and thus can be seen to provide a sound framework for the development of ‘capable’ computer users” (Phelps et al., 2001). One aim of this study was to increase student awareness of their own learning resources via metacognitive processes and investigate the effects of this awareness on the design and completion of a personal learning environment.
Cognitive Styles

Cognitive style can be defined as “an individual’s preferred and habitual approach to organizing and representing information” (Riding & Rayner, 1998). Many different measures have been developed over the past few decades (Jonassen & Grabowski, 1993; Morgan, 1997; Riding & Rayner, 2000), but this main assertion of the relationship between cognitive style and individual information processing has remained central to all definitions. Ford studied the implications of the distinction between holists and serialists in learning for supporting individual users through user interface design (Ford, 2000). Another study looked at the possible impact of cognitive styles on the user-model-based design of adaptive human-computer interfaces (Averbukh et al., 1997). With the advent of Web-based learning, the amount, range and quality of information available to students and other academic users has increased enormously in recent times. This information can be regarded as a resource of great educational significance. However, it can be suggested that it is not a true resource until users possess the required skills, knowledge and suitable interface to maximize its utility. There has been an increased interest in, for example, the relationship between cognitive style, online database search experience and effectiveness in Web search performance (Palmquist & Kim, 2000).

Additional studies have attempted to look at the relationship between cognitive style and the format of learning materials for computer-assisted instruction or Web-based learning (Pillay, 1998; Boles & Pillay, 1999; McKay, 1999). Although much work has been done on the nature of cognitive and learning styles, the application of styles to interface design and learning has proved more problematic. These studies often reflect a continuing problem with the quasi-experimental approach to this type of study in that the results often find no significant relationship between the material presentation/interface style and learning. The use of single quantitative measures to capture a representation of students’ cognitive style and measures of learning has often produced inconclusive results. Several authors have commented on the need for qualitative research concerning the ways in which individuals with different cognitive styles interact with Web-based learning environments (Summerville, 1999; Chen, 2000). In the general area, Ellis (2000) provided an example of the richer data that could be uncovered by using qualitative approaches to studying technology-supported learning. Another study (Felix, 2001) considered student comments as sources of information for Web-based learning design.

In an attempt to provide an alternative approach to exploring this area, a different and more process and qualitatively based methodology was developed. In this approach, one of the main aims was to involve the students in the design and development of the interface while at the same time getting each student to reflect and comment on both his or her cognitive style elements and the interface design and development process. A review of literature plus discussions with a range of colleagues, including those in the field of educational psychology, led to the choice
of the Cognitive Styles Analysis (Riding, 1991) as the measure to be used. This was on the basis of the large number of empirical studies available establishing the reliability and validity of the measure (Riding & Cheema, 1991; Riding & Rayner, 1998). In both studies, the main alternative measures of cognitive and learning style were considered and the related empirical evidence reviewed. For example, Witkin’s Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) is often put forward as the most reliable measure of cognitive style (Witkin et al., 1977). When Riding considered the GEFT as a measure of cognitive style, he did not question the validity of the field-dependence-independence construct. However, he did conclude that the way it is used to measure cognitive style is more likely to come up with results which correlate with ability (Riding & Rayner, 1998, p. 111).

**COGNITIVE STYLES ANALYSIS**

The Cognitive Styles Analysis (Riding, 1991) is a 15-minute, computer-based test which measures personal preferences for representing and processing information.

Two principle cognitive style dimensions are identified by the CSA and have the following characteristics:

- **Verbal-Imagery**—an individual’s position on this dimension determines whether that person tends to use images or verbal representation to represent information when thinking.

- **Wholist-Analytic**—an individual’s position on this dimension determines whether that person processes information in parts or as a whole (Riding and Cheema, 1991).

Measurements on the two dimensions produce four basic classifications—analytic-imager (AI), analytic-verbaliser (AV), wholist-imager (WI) and wholist-verbaliser (WV). In terms of the presentation of material and interface design, Riding and Rayner (1998) suggest that the following guidelines are applicable:

- **Analytic-Verbaliser**—the individual will prefer information presented in a textual form (VI), and as analytics tend to break down and structure material, assistance with the overview of material (WA) may be helpful.

- **Analytic-Imager**—the individual will prefer information presented in an image or pictorial form (VI), and as analytics tend to break down and structure material, assistance with the overview of material (WA) may be helpful.

- **Wholist-Imager**—the individual will prefer information presented in an image or pictorial form (VI), and as wholists tend to take a general overview of material, assistance with the structure of material (WA) may be helpful.
• **Wholist-Verbaliser**—this individual will prefer information presented in a textual form (VI), and as wholists tend to take a general overview of material, assistance with the structure of material (WA) may be helpful.

**METHOD**

Sixty-four students took part in the study to the extent that they completed the Cognitive Styles Analysis (CSA) and also completed the unit. The CSA and data collection procedures were an agreed part of the course content of a human computer interaction unit which had a reasonable amount of material on the cognitive aspects of HCI. The assessment procedures of the unit were designed to allow further data collection via reflective journals and the development and documentation of the Individual Learning Environment. The cognitive style measure was considered to be part of the process of user modeling for HCI and interface design.

The elements of the cognitive style outlined above can be viewed as the independent variables in the study (WA and VI dimensions). A series of measures, which can be viewed as dependent variables, was designed to measure the impact of the elements of the cognitive style on the learning process and learning outcomes. These included reflective journals; ILE (website) assessment—interface characteristics; ILE (website) assessment—documentation on development process; feedback survey; interviews with a subset of students.

**The Individual Learning Environment**

The process of designing and implementing an Individual Learning Environment had two purposes:

• It gave the student experience of the cognitive aspects of Human Computer Interaction via the cognitive profiles.

• It allowed the students to work on a system and develop a set of interfaces in a particularly well-known area for the group (education)—a functional context application.

The following definition was provided:

An Individual Learning Environment (ILE) is a system which is designed to support the information retrieval, information handling and learning support needs of the individual student. In its entirety, the ILE is a hardware and software system which is set up to replicate as many of the Learning Resource Center functions as possible. These functions can include: Learning Support; Study Skills; Media Services; IT Support
(Administrative); IT Support (Academic); Learning Resources and Career Services. The ILE should allow the student to store, retrieve and manipulate information from internal sources (storage, scanner, etc.) and external sources (Internet, WWW, etc.).

The functions of the ILE were to be organized around a series of Web pages which would contain URLs and processes relevant to that function. The majority of the processes (file/open/save/delete, etc.) would be provided by the operating system and browser.

The assessment criteria requested that the system should be structured around the student’s current and future units and any learning resources he or she wished to include. For example, resources for a particular unit could include URLs to articles, newsgroups or even the websites of similar units at other institutions. Learning resources could include, for example, links to information on graduate courses the student might be considering or URLs to information considered useful to studies and learning in general.

Elements to be considered in the design of ILE included:

- Conceptual structure (the needs for an organizer or an overview)
- Type of content (verbal or visual)
- Layout of information (e.g., tables, tree diagrams, etc.)
- Choice of mode of presentation (words or pictures) (Riding & Rayner, 1998)

RESULTS

The first figures for the CSA are a simple frequency count for each of the four main classifications. The cognitive styles were distributed in the manner shown in Table 1.

The distribution of the cognitive styles as measured by the CSA show that the largest category is the analytic-imager, comprising nearly one-third of the population (32.8%). Also, while the verbaliser and imager categories are almost evenly split between the group (51.6% and 48.4%), there are more analytics than wholists (57.8% and 42.2%).

Survey Comments on the CSA

The survey asked a range of questions about students’ views on the use and relevance of the cognitive style measures to both the unit and the design of the ILE. Of the 60 students completing all the relevant assessments, 39 (65%) also completed the feedback survey. Both quantitative and qualitative responses were recorded. The quantitative responses were measured using five-point Likert scales with 5
indicating ‘strongly agree’ and 1 indicating ‘strongly disagree.’ Due to restrictions of space, only selected results will be summarized here.

When asked to consider the accuracy of the CSA as a measure of their cognitive style, 98% of the respondents either strongly agreed (44%) or agreed (54%). This was rather more than those who held these views for CSA as a measure of personality where 72% agreed with 26% strongly agreeing (sa) and 46% agreeing (a). In terms of the format and content of the ILE, 87% of the respondents considered the CSA “important in terms of helping to determine the format of the ILE design” (sa—36%, a—51%), while 66% considered the CSA important in helping determine the content of the same (sa—15%, a—41%).

Cognitive Style and Impact on a Range of Assessments

In Table 2, cognitive style as measured by the CSA is considered with reference to a range of assessment tasks. Of the 64 students who completed the unit, 60 completed all of the above and other assessments. Table 2 demonstrates that, in this study, students with either an analytic-imager or analytic-verbaliser cognitive style consistently scored higher marks across the range of assessments than those with the wholist-imager or wholist-verbaliser cognitive style.
Table 2: CSA and Assessment Marks (%)—Means & Rankings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ass.</th>
<th>AI</th>
<th>AV</th>
<th>WI</th>
<th>WV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RJ1</td>
<td>70.9</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>63.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILE doc</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>72.9</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>64.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILE Int</td>
<td>79.4</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>75.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>59.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>64.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY:**

*Assessments:* RJ1—First reflective journal, ILE Int—ILE interface, ILE doc—ILE design documentation, Exam—Final examination, Final—Total unit mark

*Cognitive Styles:* AI—analytic-imager, AV—analytic-verbaliser, WI—wholist-imager, WV—wholist-verbaliser

**STUDENT COMMENTS**

A large number of student comments and qualitative data were sought and received via various methods. Reflective journals were used to reflect on each individual’s cognitive style. Interface documentation described the design and development process of the ILE and again related it to elements of the cognitive style. Interviews were conducted and survey comments elicited. The range of student comments and reflections included those on how aspects of their cognitive style
might impact on interface design and the development of the ILE. For the CSA and cognitive style, an important factor was a preference for text or graphics. While all students recognized the need for the added dimension of textual information, they often differed considerably on their own stated preferences for informational form and content. The material below presents example comments by different students. Some journal reflections are first presented, followed by descriptions of how different cognitive styles might have impacted on the design process for the ILE.

**Cognitive Style (CSA)—Reflection**

The students found the CSA to be an accurate measure of their cognitive style as described and discussed in class and the readings. The reflective journal comments below are but a small selection of those which often showed students to be at least partially aware of their different cognitive styles, but lacking a framework in which to place and discuss related issues.

The two statements below, the first a wholist-verbaliser, the second an analytic imager, contrast some of the possible cognitive style preferences very well:

“In learning, I agree that I prefer to have the facts set out in a clear structured order and that diagrams and pictures help a great deal.”

(analytic-imager)

“I have always been puzzled as to why teachers would always recommend to us to draw diagrams to help us understand better as I have always found diagrams to be more of a bane than a boon.”

(wholist-verbaliser)

An analytic-verbaliser was surprised by the accuracy of the results:

“(I found the results to be) true as I tend to hold and process textual information in place of graphical information...The test itself did not give any hint as to what the results would be like. In fact I was astounded by the results. My result—analytic-verbaliser, was like reading a book about myself when referring to the description of an Analytic-Verbaliser.”

One multimedia student had been confronted with usability problems stemming from different interface designs and had already reflected on them:

“I have also wondered why some people seem to pick up a new piece of software really easily, while I sometimes can seem to struggle for hours. For example (with this software) the interface seemed com-
pletely foreign to me relative to other programs, and I had no idea where to start...Thus any subject that focuses on how we can improve the problem of difficulty with software is of great interest to me as a multimedia software developer.”

Whereas not all respondents were similarly impressed:

“Riding’s report claims that I am ‘reasonable spatially and have a sense of geographical direction.’ I beg to differ on this one. From previous experience, my sense of direction has not been all that wonderful and I have a reputation for getting lost, whether it be in the physical sense or on the Net.”

Cognitive Style (CSA)—ILE Development

Participants were especially able to use the cognitive style measure to influence the design of the ILE. This was because, as it gave measures of their supposed preferences for the format and content of information, there was a direct link to the design process that required little further reflection. There was a drawback to this in that some students took the classifications to be absolute rules rather than preferences or guidelines with which they were able to agree or disagree.

This was not always the case though, and several students reflected well and extended that reflection to the design of the ILE. The analytic-imager above commented:

“When I study, one of the most important things is that all the information is in one place and not scattered about. This structured approach to learning is characteristic of my cognitive style, an analytic-imager, and is the foundational element in the design of my ILE. The structure of the ILE was set out in way that allowed me to see the different available categories at all times, i.e., by means of the top frame. This frame acted as an overview that could be referred to at all times.”

One design problem was the issue of strengthening preferences (the verbaliser-imager dimension) or balancing them (the wholist-analytic dimension). As wholists tend to get a good overview of information quite easily, it might have been better for the following participant to impose structure via frames:

“To facilitate the viewing of the Web pages as a whole, I have included a page summary at the top of each Web page. Additionally, the first page (index.html) includes a description of what the ILE
contains. This was to allow me to complement the Wholist section of my cognitive style according to the CSA tests. The Verbaliser section of my cognitive style indicates that I prefer a textual layout to a graphical one and learn best from verbal presentations. I felt that this was a very accurate reflection of my cognitive style and took definitive steps to incorporate this into my ILE.” (wholist-verbaliser)

Similarly, this participant is strengthening the analytical structure of his ILE when providing features similar to those in the previous example would have been preferable.

“I received an Analytic score of 2.24 and a Verbal score of 0.89. More so an analytic than a verbaliser which also illustrates that I may be more of a “bimodal” person...(that is—either imager or verbaliser)...Viewing information in an analytic form as described in a CSA format, I tend to separate it into parts. This is evident in the ILE as the use of LHS and RHS frames segregate the choice and display of relevant of information.” (analytic-verbaliser)

It is hoped that these issues can be considered and acted upon in future design and development exercises.

**DISCUSSION**

When considering an approach where the participants are more fully involved in the research process, and that process involves aspects of an assessed unit, one must be aware of several potential pitfalls. Because the work was assessed, it is possible that students might over emphasize the positive aspects of the process in documents such as the reflective journal, ILE documentation and the feedback survey. To counter this, some cross-checking of comments and opinions is available because of the multiple measures. In addition, the fact that the CSA test was a computer-generated test rather than a self-administered questionnaire gave some assurance as to the objectivity of the results.

It would appear that the cognitive style of each individual has an important impact on how each person internally represents and processes information. Cognitive style, then, could be an important factor in the design of more effective individual interfaces. The integration of style elements with new technologies such as agent-based interfaces could also be a further development (Webster, 2001). The development of agent-supported and cognitive style-related interfaces and learning environments would further help support the student in the demanding activities of
online and e-learning. Problems continue to exist with the overall development cycle (Hook, 2000), but continued work in this area will help overcome them.

The current political, organizational and social changes occurring in higher education provide serious challenges for allocating resources to reorganizing student learning. Many institutions are combining the need for change driven by decreasing resources with the potential offered by information technology developments to support student learning. This produces additional problems in the form of easy access to enormous amounts of relatively unstructured data and information. It is suggested that modeling and combining knowledge of an individual’s cognitive style and integrating that with adaptive interface design and the use of Internet agents provides a possible solution to some of these problems. This could be a significant factor in the production of environments which would help students to learn more effectively by locating and processing information from the Web and other networks in a more effective and efficient manner.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The survey results indicated a high level of agreement with the relevance of the overall process and the accuracy of the CSA. Further work is needed to cross-check the range of measures in more detail and to attempt to verify that the survey responses match the comments in the reflective journals, documentation and interviews. From this study, the data suggests that those students who had an analytic-imager or analytic-verbaliser cognitive style consistently outperformed those with a wholist-imager or wholist-verbaliser style across a range of assessment types on the human computer interaction unit. This effect was least on the actual ILE/website development and greatest on the ILE documentation. These differences, while not large, were consistent.

The qualitative data and student comments suggested that knowledge of and reflection on the characteristics of individual cognitive styles could affect the design of the individual learning environment. The study and results also indicate that the ability of each individual to develop a personal learning resource and reflect on the role of their metacognitive characteristics could be a useful instrument in their development as an autonomous lifelong learner. The student comments and qualitative data suggest that knowledge of and reflection on the characteristics of the different individual cognitive styles dimensions could also affect the design and content of individual learning environments in different ways. The design of the Individual Learning Environment was affected in terms of both structure and content. Many found that the different dimensions of the CSA gave them directly useful information. The wholist-analytic information helped develop the format of the ILE while the verbaliser-imager dimension informed the design of the content.
Several respondents questioned why they had not had access to this type of metacognitive information earlier in their school or university careers. They also suggested that they would have found the knowledge particularly useful for the transition to university life and the greater demands of independent learning. Responses and comments often showed that participants were aware of their cognitive and learning styles in a relatively uninformed way. The information provided by the cognitive style measure allowed them to reflect on their learning-related characteristics and preferences in a much more structured and informed manner. The outcome of applying the results of this reflection was enhanced metacognitive skills and knowledge. As autonomous learning in virtual environments becomes more the norm, the awareness of cognitive styles and the application of metacognitive skills will become increasingly valuable resources for the individual learner.
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ABSTRACT

Today, citizens have grown accustomed to highly customized products and services from private sector firms. As a result, they have begun to demand that government agencies become similarly responsive as well. In order to address the ever-increasing expectations of its citizens, governments will need to become more customer-centric. Some government agencies have begun to do this through such IT-enabled initiatives as e-commerce and e-government. This chapter presents a case study of a successful IT project, MACROS, designed to help implement a new vision of business for state agencies within New York State. This new vision requires greater organizational and system transparency, and a culture of collaboration and sharing that is essential to learning how to better serve citizens. The discussion of the methodology employed in the
implementation of this e-government application and the lessons learned lends itself to both traditional and virtual educational processes.

INTRODUCTION

The statistics concerning IT project implementation are discouraging. Forty-five percent of all systems that are begun are never completed and of those that are, over 55% take twice as long to complete and cost twice as much as originally planned. While it is good to learn what not to do, it is perhaps more important to learn what should be done in order to ensure success. In this chapter we will report on a successful effort to implement systems in a governmental organization. This case is important because it discusses many ideas that are currently being taught in systems courses at universities.

This case examines the successful initiation, adoption and diffusion of IT within the Office of the State Comptroller (OSC, 2001b) of New York State that is intended to support a new vision of business for government. In particular, we focus on the Multi-purpose Access for Customer Relations and Operational Support (MACROS) project within OSC’s Division of Municipal Affairs (OSC-MA). The MACROS project reflects a unique vision of what, why and how one government agency has been able to prepare for business success in the turbulent new economy where constituents demand more responsive customization of services at ever-decreasing costs.

The OSC provides services to the population of New York State through a program of regulation designed to control government agencies (OSC, 2001d). Because of this role, there has been an adversarial relationship between OSC and other state agencies. In mid-1993, a new vision was established at OSC that emphasized the need for new concepts of partnership and quality management. At the heart of this new vision is the use of information technology (IT) to help facilitate the changes needed to better serve the citizens of New York State.

The MACROS project was the first effort designed to improve the quality of OSC-MA services. What used to be, up until the late 90s, a mammoth semi-automated operating environment is now fully automated. Thanks to MACROS, municipalities can now receive, complete and file annual financial reports (AFRs) and/or annual update documents (AUDs) electronically. Today, MACROS has evolved to serve as the cornerstone of an operational enterprise network in OSC-MA that links all employees, helps OSC-MA respond to most requests for information and facilitates communication among OSC-MA’s far-flung offices and personnel. It is a highly customized adaptation of the InterTrac software suite from the vendor, ComputerWorks (2001), that is based on the Lotus Notes/Domino architecture. It employs 13 integrated databases designed to fit OSC-MA’s needs.
BACKGROUND

OSC-MA was one of the first departments in OSC to embrace the new concept of partnership with customers as a way to achieve managerial goals. Such a shift in the way business is conducted in public organizations would not be possible if accompanying measures (strategic planning, continuous process improvements, etc.) were not taken into account in order to create the proper environment.

Creating and maintaining a supporting environment is neither straightforward nor easy. In fact, it was the top priority of the OSC Administration for close to four years (1994-1998) prior to the start of the MACROS project. As in any change effort, it was essential to gain the support of staff members who will be affected by the new program. The approach to executing OSC-MA’s traditional auditing functions also had to be reviewed, taking into consideration the need to build relations among stakeholders. In 1998, the idea of a Municipal Affairs Contact Repository Operating System (MACROS)² project was proposed. OSC-MA’s personnel are distributed within its two functional branches (Services and Support) operating in several remote locations through the State. The customer base served includes local government officials, and external contacts such as federal agencies, legislatures, taxpayers, professional organizations, financial institutions, vendors and citizens at large.

For a better understanding, let us examine two scenarios that illustrate the daily problems that MACROS helped to solve:

**Scenario One:** A newly elected official calls OSC-MA with questions concerning AUD, needing immediate feedback.

**Scenario Two:** A town board member calls OSC-MA asking for an expert who could help explain how their town budgeting works before a vote on the budget scheduled to take place in just three hours.

Traditionally, the role of OSC-MA is to routinely gather, organize and distribute information to its customers. Prior to MACROS, the information was found in many places and in a variety of forms: written correspondences, news articles, media reports, formal reports, professional publications, staff notes, legislature records, etc. Personal contact was the preferred means of communicating with the municipalities. Since the field staff quite often operated independently, the absence of an appropriate network and comprehensive IS support created the emergence of “islands of information.” This situation required considerable prior preparation before OSC-MA could respond to customers’ requests. In order to keep everything working, OSC-MA had to rely heavily on directives, audits and corrective actions from the central office. This worked as long as the goals of OSC-MA were clear and its activities covered usual and frequent needs, or what is known in IS terminology as well-structured information requests.
SETTING THE STAGE

The OSC is an independent government agency that manages State funds, and has custody over the assets of State and Local Government Retirement Systems. Headed by a comptroller, OSC is charged with specific pre- and post-audit functions. To effectively execute its functions, the OSC has a number of supporting divisions, where the primary responsibility is to oversee the operation of local governments and their political subdivisions, of which there are over 10,000 in New York State (OSC, 2001b).

As noted above, a new vision of customer service started at OSC-MA in 1994. With the new vision, improving the quality of relationships between OSC and local government became a primary goal. New services were provided including: training, consulting, analysis of information products manufactured by local governments and risks assessment. Unfortunately, because each region was doing the same things but in its own way, “Islands of information” were scattered all over OSC-MA. Consequently, there was no way to ensure uniformity and accuracy of information. The information required by staff to do their jobs was likely to be unreliable and redundant or not accessible. With no enterprise/statewide network in place, the manual approach to information processing and exchange often resulted in slow business transactions and poor decisions. The strategy devised by OSC-MA offered people the opportunity to improve performance by providing them with appropriate IT.

In 1998, OSC-MA established a partnership with the Center for Technology in Government (CTG) at the State University of New York at Albany (CTG, 2001), to study the potential for sharing information across the divisions. The mission of the Center is to work with state government agencies to help develop information strategies that foster innovation and enhance the quality and coordination of symbiotic relationships.

Organizational Changes and Technology Issues

Historically, IT at OSC-MA depended on the Bureau of Information Technology Services (BITS)—the IT shop within OSC that provides infrastructure, application and database support to all divisions of OSC. Being internal to OSC-MA, MACROS was not seen as a BITS responsibility. This led to a major decision within OSC-MA to create a unit called Info Tech (see Figure 1), which took on the full responsibility for MACROS.

This change had significant implications for OSC, especially pertaining to the relation between Info Tech and BITS. BITS remained fully involved in a number of activities dealing with MACROS, like writing technical specifications, reviewing the request for proposals and reviewing bids. They were not, however, involved in system implementation of OSC-MA’s MACROS project. The Center for Technology in Government (CTG) assisted OSC-MA in developing a policy, management
and technological framework for using its rich, but unstructured information to support new service goals. The starting point was the creation of a working team, comprised of staff from OSC-MA and BITS on the one hand, and their counterparts from CTG on the other hand.

CASE DESCRIPTION

Following a stakeholder analysis, a strategic framework for OSC-MA was established. This was followed by business problem analysis where business problems were defined and various options as part of an overall solution were recommended. This “business like” approach in governmental agencies will continue in other applications, particularly in e-government applications. Implementing MACROS is and has been the sole responsibility of OSC-MA.

The business problem analysis showed that the existing strategies\(^5\) caused numerous problems, including:

1. **Inability of staff to**: track or be informed of previous contacts and communication exchanges with current customers; coordinate the distribution of information to customers even within OSC-MA; design responsive and tailored services for a specific customer or group of customers.

2. **Absence of information support mechanisms to**: facilitate critical tasks; properly integrate newly elected officials or appointees.
3. Lack of a repository of information resources that would enable staff to share experiences, collaborate and learn.

The business process analysis quite naturally opened the door for re-engineering. In addition to developing a better understanding of its needs, the approach employed by CTG enabled OSC-MA to understand its current organizational environment and the problem and limitation that it presented.

In making plans for the necessary changes identified as a result of CTG’s analysis, a pilot conversion process was selected in order to avoid possible large-scale costly system failures. Thus, it was necessary to limit the scope of the MACROS as much as possible, while trying to obtain concrete results that would provide the rationale for moving forward. Consequently, a single process—the Technical Assistance (TA)—was selected to serve as the test case. The TA transaction created a central information repository within OSC-MA.

The TA transaction exhibited most of the service characteristics and frequently encountered business problems at OSC-MA. It provided an information service that municipalities could access before making any decisions. Based on the business case, one of three alternatives was chosen in the design of MACROS: one that focused on the staff, one that focused on the customer and one that focused on both. The alternative selected would not only influence benefits, but also determine the process models to be implemented, which documents would be captured in the repository and finally the information required for the TA.

To minimize chances of failure, a staff design approach⁶ was agreed upon as the major focus.

The service objectives were subsequently formulated in 1998 as follows:
1. conduct targeted dissemination of information to local governments,
2. assess the need for service delivery to local governments, and
3. document contacts between MA staff and specific local government,

so that:
1. local governments receive useful information provided by or through OSC,
2. staff can determine municipalities at risk,
3. staff can maintain a contact history between OSC and local governments,
4. staff have timely and accurate information designed to guide regional staff in delivering consistent services to municipalities, and
5. staff can produce a reliable, accessible, uniform centralized list of local officials.

After setting the service objectives, the next step was to identify and describe the appropriate business activities. The rationale was to make the TA service process as transparent as possible, so that the overall business value of MACROS could be easily evaluated. Following the Joint Application Development⁷ approach,
a workshop was organized, in which the CTG “Model for Action Tool Kit” (CTG, 2001) was employed to identify, review and describe all the steps of the TA processes, as well as the associated records and system requirements. In this phase, many more OSC-MA staff, especially those from the regional offices, were involved. Participants agreed that TA was the most cost-effective way to start MACROS.

Given the importance of gaining and maintaining broad and top management support, the OSC-MA team adopted a knowledge management (KM) strategy that involved the practice of sharing the story of the MACROS projects and its prospects with all involved. This led to the establishment of a solid foundation of agency support, paved the way for more efficient and effective stakeholder analysis, and also served as a stimulant for the desired inter-division collaboration.

A formal evaluation of the stakeholders’ involvement was categorized according to several broad areas of service objectives including internal and external objectives. The OSC-MA staff was once again selected as the primary stakeholder. The relative needs of the stakeholderers and the value of the proposed services that MACROS would provide to each stakeholder were assessed. This was done in order to gain an appreciation of stakeholder expectations and the level of commitment necessary for success.

Both internal and external factors needed to achieve specific service objectives were analyzed using CTG’s Making Smart IT Choices: A Handbook (CTG, 2001). This analysis helped establish the framework for OSC-MA. It is a way to enable organizations to “think out of the box,” so that they can better understand the operational environment—resources, innovative opportunities, customers and new partners (see Table 1).

Following the stakeholder analysis and the establishment of the strategic framework, the business problem analysis was conducted using three modeling tools—cost performance, surveys and best practices. The cost performance modeling addressed issues concerning the system functionality, level of system implementation (modest, moderate, elaborate), associated cost/gain and required timeframe. Stakeholders were surveyed to ascertain the business practices within OSC associated with collecting and documenting contact information, the nature and availability of such information, who is responsible and what stakeholders expected of MACROS.

Based on the business problem analysis, three options were considered as possible solution components. These components turned out to be complementary and included a Document Management System, a Workflow System and a Records Management System. These systems were expected to positively impact the efficiency, effectiveness and quality of OSC-MA services.

The assessment showed that MACROS would be able to offer the following benefits (OSC, 1998):
Table 1: OSC-MA Operational Environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resources</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Secondary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Existing systems, media reports, local government reports, operational policies, legal opinions and OSC-MA staff knowledge</td>
<td>BITS, OSC divisions, network resources, personnel, vendors, Internet, local government associations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative</td>
<td>Products</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunities</td>
<td>Central repository, communication tracking and document management</td>
<td>CTG project, communication center, search capabilities, online access and decision support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customers</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>External</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OSC-MA staff and managers, legal services, press office</td>
<td>Local officials, other state agencies, federal agencies, taxpayers, legislature, media, professional associations, vendors and financial institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Partners</td>
<td>Legal Division, Press Office, Justice Court, Mail Room, BITS, Management Services</td>
<td>State agencies, local governments, CTG, Office for Technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. reduce redundant records;
2. provide historical information, better background information for services, more consistent policy and action, and better context for planning;
3. deliver services on the spot;
4. improve day-to-day communication and performance;
5. ensure more timely delivery of services; and
6. increase local awareness of available state-sponsored services.

Additional recommendations included the creation and implementation of a system vision with appropriate technological solutions, and maintenance of effective
communication to educate stakeholders on the importance and necessity of MACROS.

MACROS: Design and Implementation Approach

A call for bids was made in 2000. The bid articulated all the objectives of OSC-MA and the system vision of MACROS. Proactively, the bid went a step further to emphasize an OSC-wide integration perspective (scalability) and in making it clear that MACROS would be adding processes over time.

A local company, ComputerWorks (2001), a Lotus Premier Business Partner, emerged as another collaborator in the MACROS project. MACROS was designed to include a system of integrated databases to serve the purposes of auxiliary forms (audit and reports), business processes, calendar, calls, contacts, correspondences, filing services, form letter library, help desk and knowledge base, reports and time management. The Lotus Notes/Domino architecture on which MACROS is based offered an environment with powerful facilities for free-form managing of documents, and the ability to replicate information for off-line use. Although MACROS has the ability to integrate products from several platforms, the focus is on the Microsoft Office Suite. From an operational perspective, MACROS is transparent to its users. All components seamlessly operate together and are accessible through various graphical user interfaces. Functionally, MACROS offers important features and services such as: information access, dissemination and business process support.

Project realization resulted in providing staff with the opportunity to collaborate and learn from each other, while better serving customers. Described as an organization in transition towards a service-oriented way of working (CTG, 2001), OSC-MA’s new strategies are in the hands of Info Tech—now the IT “flag bearer” of OSC-MA.

CURRENT CHALLENGES AND MACROS PERSPECTIVES

MACROS, while a success, nevertheless created a number of challenges that we have categorized according to the following three areas: Philosophical and Organizational, Information Resource Management and Knowledge Management.

Philosophical and Organizational Challenges

1. Eliminate difficulties in describing what MACROS is and what it is trying to accomplish.
2. Build and sustain credibility and support.
3. Ensure that Info Tech works with all division managers, staff and customers to better understand their respective objectives, and craft the best IT solutions.
4. Overcome geographical barriers that exist as a result of the dispersed location of the regional offices.
5. Start working to eliminate the resistance to change, which is one of the greatest obstacles to the successful introduction of new concepts and systems.
6. Promote interdependence among various departments.

**Information Resource Management Challenges**

1. Continue working on establishing an appropriate relationship between BITS and Info Tech.
2. Establish a more stable IT network in order to implement MACROS for remote users. (The current Internet service provider is not reliable.)
3. Solve time constraints and provide for the transfer of the current legacy system to MACROS.

**Knowledge Management Challenges**

1. Get people to share knowledge.
2. Create an organization where everyone is willing to contribute and share information with others, even if they do not understand how helpful it might be to the others.
3. Introduce the best analytical tools to enable communication and ensure knowledge exchange among the different stakeholders.
4. Educate the staff and help them to understand that MACROS will not cause them to lose their jobs, but will help them to do their job better.

In order to manage the above challenges, a number of significant improvements were made, including:

1. A MACROS Advisory Committee with members from OSC and CTG was created.
2. A monthly newsletter called “State of Affairs” (OSC, 2001c), through which staff is informed and educated, was initialized.
3. Leaders capable of handling the high expectations the administration placed on the success of MACROS was designated.
4. A flexible MACROS philosophy was promoted in order to support the evolutionary and changing nature of the acronym MACROS."
The next phase in the MACROS project is being geared towards establishing an OSC-wide collaborative environment. The MACROS Advisory Committee in May 2001 completed another study (OSC, 2001a). From the study, it was determined that the best strategy for OSC-MA requires a focus on Info Tech, rather than just on MACROS. A strategic plan for the realization of the mission of Info Tech (2001) has been summarized as: “Users will be able to access information they need when they need it, regardless of their location, in the format that is most appropriate for their needs.” It is in fact the “Anyone-Anything-Anywhere-Anytime” paradigm, that clearly requires enormous resources for full execution—resources well beyond those possessed by Info Tech.

Greater demands on the public sector for better services seems logical given that citizens have become accustomed to a greater variety of customized products and services provided by private sector firms (Asoh, Belardo & Neilson, 2002). In response to these ever-increasing expectations, governments are currently engaged in such initiatives as e-commerce and e-government. Success in these endeavors, however, depends to a large extent on how well public agencies are prepared for change. Evidently, with MACROS, OSC-MA is poised to deliver services—very elegantly, timely, with a high degree of accuracy, to the satisfaction of all parties concerned and at minimum cost.

We complete our discussion by summarizing the solutions of the two scenarios introduced earlier. In the first scenario, the actions undertaken reflect How MACROS Serves Customers. As a result of MACROS, OSC-MA staff can instantly: 1) consult a complete contact list of specialists, 2) track and consult relevant past communications of the outgoing officials, 3) re-assign jobs, 4) collaborate with each other in real-time to assemble a solution or generate the answers to questions that have not been previously asked or problems that have previously been solved, and 5) provide a solution to the official in whatever form requested. In the second scenario, the actions undertaken reflect the Use of MACROS as the Municipal Electronic Library. Here, OSC-MA staff can: 1) identify and gather training material on budgeting on the spot, through appropriate keyword searches, 2) mobilize competent personnel or re-assign roles to respond to the board member, and 3) participate in the board meeting accordingly.

**LESSONS LEARNED**

We believe that this case is interesting to experienced system designers and managers, as well as novices in the areas of IS design, IT and management. We will conclude our discussion by presenting several important lessons learned.
Lesson 1: The Importance of Applying a Business View

Business Problem Analysis opens new opportunities for using sound business practices in governmental and other non-profit organizations. As in any situation these ideas should be applied very carefully, but even more so in the public sector where it is important to keep in mind the needs and interest of an extremely wide variety of stakeholders, including the public, staff, elected officials, volunteers, etc. Similarly, it is important to understand the “customer” in order to deliver the products or services appropriate to the customer’s unique needs.

The IS/IT needs of agencies, such as election boards or the State Agency for Mental Health, are significantly different than those of, say, the Department of Motor Vehicles or State Parks and Recreation. Serious managerial and IS/IT problems surface when governmental and non-profit entities begin to employ a business view. For example, the introduction of e-government—started to promote business-like relations between governmental agencies themselves, and between governmental and for profit organizations—had become necessary, yet requires a new and very different mindset for governments.

Lesson 2: Key to Successful IS/IT Application: Reengineering, KM and Collaboration

Critical to the success of the MACROS project was the use of various models and such tools and techniques as reengineering and knowledge management. Reengineering is essential if we are to overcome the inherited problems that entrenched islands of information pose. Attention to the need for reorganization in the IS/IT area needed, helped identify the need to establish the Info Tech group and limit the influence of the established BITS. Knowledge management was also instrumental in ensuring the success of the effort, not only because it emphasized the need to share information/knowledge, but also because it helped identify the need for a strategic partnership. The collaboration that resulted from the partnership between OSC-MA, CTG and ComputerWorks has helped make MACROS a success story.

Lesson 3: Employing a Proven System Development Methodology

Fundamental to the success of any IT project is the underlying development methodology and the development team. Various components of the CTG SmartIT Methodology (CTG, 2001) were employed in the MACROS project. Using this methodology, OSC-MA was able to: 1) choose a “good” problem, 2) identify and test the practicality and feasibility of solutions to the problem, and 3) evaluate alternate solutions and make a smart solution choice based on a realistic business case. In the
case of MACROS, the smart IT Choice was for OSC-MA to outsource rather than build the application.

Key to the success of any outsourced effort is the preparation of a bid that explicitly includes detailed future needs, especially scalability considerations. A good bid description and a well-orchestrated bidding process enabled OSC to obtain an excellent software company partner (ComputerWorks). The IT shop of OSC, BITS, was aware that its role in the system implementation was very limited; however, BITS used its expertise when it was needed (e.g., in the bidding process) and to facilitate cooperation with the newly established Info Tech group. The MACROS design team ensured that roles were properly defined for all actors. Applying the Joint Application Design (JAD) methodology and prototyping insured that stakeholders, especially key personnel, would assume the role of “champion” and be fully involved in the whole system analysis, design and implementation process.
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1 An earlier version of this paper, entitled “Preparing a Government Agency for Business Success in the New Economy: A Success Story,” was presented at the IRMA International Conference in Seattle, May 2002, and printed in the